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MUNICIPALITY OF PENN HILLS 
Resolution No. 2022 – 000 

A RESOLUTION OF THE MUNICIPALITY OF PENN HILLS, COUNTY OF 
ALLEGHENY, COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA, ADOPTING THE 
MUNICIPALITY OF PENN HILLS 2030 IMPLEMENTABLE 
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN. 

 

 
  WHEREAS, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Act 170. Section 301, sets forth the 
components of the Comprehensive Plan, and 

 

  WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council of Penn Hills desire to adopt long range plans and 
objectives for orderly growth of the Municipality, and 

 

  WHEREAS, the Comprehensive Plan includes chapters on Housing Code Enforcement, 
Economic Development, Public Facilities, Transportation, Zoning, Litter Control and the Rodi 
Road Corridor, and 

 

  WHEREAS, the Comprehensive Plan has been reviewed by Allegheny County Economic 
Development and neighboring communities, and 

 

  WHEREAS, the Planning Commission has accepted public testimony and help public 
meetings and recommends that the Comprehensive Plan be adopted, and 

 

  WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council having held public hearings pursuant to 
Public Notice, where such text was on exhibit in the Council Chambers of the Municipality of 
Penn Hills located at 102 Duff Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15235 and online at pennhillspa.gov where 
all parties in interest had an opportunity to inspect the Comprehensive Plan. 

 

  BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED, at a public meeting duly convened by Mayor and 
Council that the Municipality of Penn Hills adopts the following: 

 

  1.  The Municipality of Penn Hills 2030 Implementable Comprehensive Plan 

 

  THIS RESOLUTION APPROVED AND ADOPTED BY THE MAYOR AND 
COUNCIL OF THE MUNICIPALITY OF PENN HILLS, THIS ______ DAY OF _______ 
2022. 

 

______________________________________ ____________________ 
Pauline Calabrese, Mayor    Date 

 
 
______________________________________ ____________________ 
Scott Andrejchak, Manager    Date 
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Executive Summary 
The Planning Department is excited to present the 2030 Implementable Comprehensive Plan. The 

Municipality of Penn Hills 2030 Implementable Comprehensive Plan has been a long time in the 

making.  The current Comprehensive Plan was adopted on April 01, 1991. This is not to say the 

Municipality has been without planning for 30 years. Many planning concepts of the time remain true 

today and continue to influence growth and development within the municipality. The growth and 

development of a community is a slow process. Public meetings, drafts, discussions and revisions over 

nearly a decade have resulted in the document before you. Community input and interaction with 

stakeholders is instrumental in the development of the Comprehensive Plan.   

Comprehensive Plans often sit on a shelf and appear to be of little practical use; however, every grant 

application, new development, vacant property program and sewer module must be referenced and 

consistent with the comprehensive plan to ensure that the proposed development meets the needs and 

desires of the community. Planning Department staff frequently refer to the Comprehensive Plan in 

conversation and reference the date of adoption for the submission of grants, notifications and 

approvals.  We look forward to referring to the 2021 date of adoption on future application forms. The 

Plan is ultimately adopted by the Mayor and Council to confirm the goals and objectives of the plan 

and give it merit. The Implementable Comprehensive Plan is just as what it says, it is an 

implementable plan. With effort and determination none of the concepts are unattainable or beyond 

the scope of Penn Hills. 

It is the intent of the Charter that Mayor and Council adopt long range plans and objectives for the 

orderly growth of the Municipality. The Comprehensive Plan includes recommendations on land use, 

housing, and other areas that are described and enforced by that Municipality’s zoning ordinance and 

subdivision land development ordinance. Without updating the zoning ordinance many planning goals 

may not be attainable. Zoning is important to promote and manage growth and to help residents and 

businesses manage expectations about what they and their neighbors can do with their property. 

Simply put, you can’t attain the development goals established in a Comprehensive Plan without a 

Zoning Ordinance. The Capital Improvements Program represents the long-range expenditures for 

street reconstruction, recreation, sanitary sewers, storm sewers and equipment with a useful life 

greater than two years for the next 5 years. These plans and objectives are prepared for public review 

in the form of the Annual Capital Improvements Program. The Capital Program provides a link 

between the Municipality’s Comprehensive Plan and the annual budget. All of these documents are 

used in concert to guide the development and future of the Municipality.  i 
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This Plan is called the 2030 plan for a reason.  It focuses on the goals and objectives that 

can be reasonably attained within the next ten years. Once adopted it is our intent to 

begin work on the 2040 plan which will include more innovative and progressive goals 

and objectives for housing and transportation that are mentioned but discussed in less 

detail here. We do not want to go another 30 years without a comprehensive plan. This 

long-range strategy will give us time to explore the outcomes and success of this plan and 

make adjustments based on the results for future comprehensive plans. Information and 

data is in constant flux. During the writing of this Plan there has been a new Census, a 

pandemic and changes that no written document could plan for or foresee. 

It is impossible to discuss the future and growth of a community without first looking at 

its past. The INTRODUCTION provides a brief history and window into the 

development of Penn Hills, its early years and the development of various 

neighborhoods. The post war boom, Federal Housing Administration loans and loss of 

manufacturing jobs encouraged rapid development and growth. The population peaked at 

62,286 residents in 1970.  The housing boom resulted in the smaller, brick homes that 

define Penn Hills and encompass most of the streets within the Municipality. Sidewalks 

and traffic lights were not a priority for early developers. The population experienced a 

steady decline from 1970 to 2010. The population of Penn Hills has stabilized in the last 

decade as revealed in the 2020 Census where the population is reported at 41,059. 

As Penn Hills continues to grow and recognize the CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS 

and face of diversity in the 21st century, it is important to understand how we arrived at 

this point. The history of red lining is an important part of our history that has had lasting 

impacts on development and must be recognized and addressed to move forward. Red 

Lining is the systematic denial of various services by Federal, local and private agencies 

in areas that are deemed to be of poor financial risk. Implementation of these policies 

expedited inequalities, isolated minority groups and made it harder to attract families to 

purchase homes. These areas have suffered historically from divestment and remain so 

today. The Comprehensive Plan identifies these inequalities and lays out comprehensive 

strategies to address these issues. Every resident should be proud to have neighbors, 

neighborhoods and people who come from all walks of life. It is important to build on 

these strengths and highlight them. Our residents are our greatest asset. 

ii 
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The COVID-19 CRISIS has had a significant impact on the Municipality of Penn Hills.  

Prior to COVID-19 the Municipality was still recovering from the 2008 financial crises. 

There was a tremendous need to adopt new programs, loans, and rehabilitation programs 

to assist homeowners and potential buyers. Penn Hills continues to operate and improve 

its Homebuyer Assistance Program, zero percent rehab loan program and grants to 

seniors. Although the impacts of the COVIC-19 Pandemic are just being realized, there 

is evidence that mortgage and rental assistance and housing foreclosure counseling will 

be vital in the immediate future. Penn Hills has implemented these programs utilizing 

CDBG-CV funding from HUD. We have partnered with Action Housing, Inc., Urban 

League of Greater Pittsburgh, Neighborworks of Western PA, and Allegheny Link to 

provide these services. During the final revisions of this chapter, Penn Hills became 

aware that it will receive funding from the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021. This 

18-million-dollar injection of funding from the Federal Government will assist the 

Municipality in completing activities outlined in the Penn Hills Capital Improvement 

Program that may not have otherwise been realized. Once final guidelines were 

released, we identified the goals and objectives for the funding and adopted them into 

the 2022 Municipal Budget. 

Our residents are our greatest asset, and our HOUSING is both our shelter and our tax 

base. 85% of Penn Hills families live in single family homes that were built between 

1940 and 1970. 74% of all single-family homes in Penn Hills are owner occupied. The 

affordability of housing and quality of housing stock makes Penn Hills an attractive 

place to live and purchase homes. Penn Hills will continue to encourage the 

development of quality new housing of all types. We encourage the construction of new 

housing in Lincoln Park utilizing federal resources, affordable housing and larger new 

housing on larger lots where appropriate. We believe there is a market for a more 

upscale home in Penn Hills for growing families that need to expand but desire to stay 

in our community and additional housing for senior cit-

izens as our population ages. We will continue to high-

light the importance of Code Enforcement and step-up 

code enforcement activities on a town wide basis. We 

have made great strides in the removal of blighted 

structures and will continue an aggressive demolition 

program while encouraging the purchase, remodeling 

and resale of vacant properties in Penn Hills. 
iii 
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The Municipality offers a variety of HOUSING ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS from the 

Penn Hills Homebuyer Assistance Program, Single Family Rehab, Senior Aid and 

HOME. These are highly successful and well-known programs that continue to improve 

housing availability and affordability to low-income families. The Plan illustrates where 

improvements can be made in handicapped accessibility and community awareness. We 

will continue to provide outreach, education and educational materials on fair housing, 

familial status and reasonable accommodation. A map of the properties purchased 

through the Penn Hills Homebuyer Assistance Program illustrates that when given the 

opportunity low-income families will purchase homes and move into neighborhoods that 

they might not otherwise have been able to afford. This is strong evidence that 

demonstrate the impact fair housing choice has on the housing market.   

Every successful community needs a strong CODE ENFORCEMENT department.  

Residents in every community, type of home and neighborhood want to protect their 

investment and property value. In Penn Hills, the single-family home is instrumental to 

the tax base.  The Department of Code Enforcement provides inspection services for a 

variety of permits including occupancy, building, grading, dye test and sewer tap-ins. It is 

also responsible for vacant property registration, resolving citizen complaints, junk cars, 

high grass, dumping, enforcement of the Existing Structures Code and recommending 

amendments to the Codified Ordinances through their involvement in the community. 

The Plan outlines a list of objectives and recommendations to make the Department more 

effective and proactive. The release of the Plan encourages additional Code Enforcement 

Districts that would be smaller and more focused for pressing issues and items of 

particular concern. It recommends minimizing non-code enforcement work through 

education and outreach for residents to reduce unfounded complaints and inspections. 

Technology improvements including online complaints, permits and payment options 

will increase performance and increase productivity. This technology will streamline the 

code enforcement process and administrative actions. The use of technology will be 

utilized continue and improve surveillance operations to catch, prosecute and eliminate 

illegal dumping. 

iv 
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Increased enforcement capacity, proactive enforcement, improved complaint tracking 

systems, minimizing abatement time, increased financing, the updating of ordinances 

and additional focused code enforcement districts are objectives of the plan for the 

Department of Code Enforcement. With limited staff and other resources, technological 

improvements are needed to realize the full potential of the Department of Code 

Enforcement. 

The economic viability of a community is related to employment, wage growth, 

property value and available land. New business, new services, new jobs and growth are 

hallmarks of healthy ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. Professional and Industrial 

businesses that create living wages are the most attractive. The Planning Department 

strives to create a healthy atmosphere for positive economic growth and development. 

The Plan encourages both new development and redevelopment throughout the 

Municipality. It recommends improved development standards that foster attractive new 

development, revised ordinances and new techniques to minimize construction costs. 

Penn Hills is fortunate to have a community development corporation. We want to 

promote this and other community groups that encourage and support development.  

These groups can join as partners on various projects. The Municipality owns both 

vacant and developed properties that can be marketed for economic development 

purposes. The Local Economic Revitalization Tax Act (LERTA) has expired. Thought 

should be given to revising this tax incentive program to promote development in 

difficult to develop areas of Penn Hills. 

There are properties and areas that demand more detailed and specific attention as 

outlined in the Comprehensive Plan. These areas include the Thompson Run Corridor, 

Eastgate Commerce Center, schools, former Vocollect/Honeywell campus, Rodi Road 

Corridor Leechburg Road and Plum Creek Corridor, Saltsburg and Reiter Roads, Turner 

Dairy Farms the Verona Road Corridor and other smaller and medium sized light 

industrial properties throughout the Municipality. Specific plans and objectives are 

outlined in the plan that identify the economic importance and characteristics of each of 

these economic opportunities. 
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There is a need to improve development standards and foster attractive new development. 

We will continue to revise our development ordinances, adopt new techniques to 

minimize construction costs and enforce existing codes. The proliferation of used car 

lots, auto body garages and repair garages with a large number of abandoned vehicles and 

automotive debris require better screening, landscaping and the tighter Code 

Enforcement. 

Overall Penn Hills is experiencing positive economic growth. Recent commercial 

developments on Robinson Boulevard, Saltsburg Road, Fransktown Road and Milltown 

Road have resulted in new construction and positive job growth. In addition, the 

development of senior housing and renovation of multi- family apartments will assist in 

increased need for affordable housing. 

The health and vitality of a community is dependent on the availability of PUBLIC 

FACILITIES for community activities. The Public Facilities discussed in the 2030 

Comprehensive Plan include the Government Center, Penn Hills Library, Parks, 

Community Centers and similar buildings that offer space for public gatherings. 

A source of pride and center for community gatherings, the Penn Hills Government 

Center hosts most of the administrative offices and departments for the Penn Hills 

including Planning, Zoning, Code Enforcement, Information Technology, Finance, 

Management, Police Department, Emergency Medical Services and the Fire Marshal. 

The Government Center offers space for training, conferences and a large council 

chamber for public meetings. Although the Government Center is a public building, 

security measures prevent residents from wandering freely throughout the building. The 

offices and workspace offer a secure, modern atmosphere for civic, cultural, and 

administrative experiences in the community. The Government Center not only houses 

government activities in a much improved, efficient and attractive setting, but the Center 

also creates a much more pleasant, efficient experience for the public and provides 

increased opportunities for cultural events and programs. The Plan recommends 

expanded use of the Government Center for public uses including conferences and 

training seminars. 

vi 
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The Penn Hills Library is an independent community library operated by the Library 

Board appointed by Penn Hills Mayor and Council. The library is a major asset to the 

Municipality of Penn Hills. It is an important public facility and provides a variety of 

community services. The Comprehensive Plan recognizes the importance of access to 

reading and educational materials afforded by the local library; however, the long list of 

services is ever expending and goes well beyond books and reading materials. The 

library has become a destination point in the community offering a variety of 

programming and exploration opportunities. The 2022 Capital Program includes 

improvements to the library that will enhance the library experience, make it more 

efficient and welcoming to all residents.  In coming years, the interior space will be 

enhanced to encourage further exploration, curiosity and joy through reorganization of 

space, color, lighting and flooring materials. The improvements will allow for better use 

of the space and an enhanced library experience. The plan recommends continued 

improvements at the library including completion of the amphitheater and walkway 

between the Library and Linton Middle School. 

The Penn Hills Senior Service Center is owned and operated by the Municipality of 

Penn Hills. It houses a wide variety of services focusing on the needs of Penn Hills 

Seniors. The Center includes meeting rooms, a cafeteria, a recreation area, arts and 

crafts, computer room, and various other activities. At various times of the day and 

week the Center is a bustle of activity. The Senior Service Center offers outreach and 

240 home delivered meals to shut in seniors each day. The Comprehensive Plan 

recommends that Penn Hills continue to support the Center with Federal Community 

Development Block Grant (CDBG) dollars, AA funds and local operating budget funds. 

Future Capital projects will include additional security measures, lobby upgrades, 

window replacement, roof replacement and upgrades to energy efficiency, paint, 

lighting and flooring. 

vii 



 

 

In addition to the various public 

facilities mentioned above, Penn Hills 

owns 380-acres of open space that 

includes 12 parks of various sizes from 

regional parks to pocket neighborhood 

parks. Although the Comprehensive Plan 

does not recommend a complete overhaul 

of the existing parks or expansion, it does 

recommend continued maintenance, 

general improvements, accessible 

improvements, and cooperation with 

neighborhood groups such as the Shade Tree Commission and Penn Hills CDC for assis-

tance and stewardship. In addition, it supports the efforts of the Multi-Municipal Verona, 

Oakmont, Penn Hills, and Plum (VOPP) Trail Committee in its efforts to develop a recre-

ational trail from Allegheny River Boulevard to Boyce Park that follows the green corri-

dor passing Creekside Park, Penn Hills Park, Milltown Community Park, North Besse-

mer Park and Plum Creek Park on its way to Boyce Park. 

The residents of Penn Hills care as much about the environment as any other American 

Community and the Municipality desires to be on the front row with smart technology 

and innovation. Penn Hills is making efforts in the GOING GREEN movement through 

energy audits of buildings, conversion of building lighting to LED technology, 

conversion of streetlights to LED technology, updating of traffic lights to LED and 

modern signalization. The Plan recommends the purchase of new vehicles that 

incorporate green standards in purchasing specifications with new technology designed to 

reduce emissions and generate fuel economy. Analise and consider new technology 

designed to minimize GHG emissions and or generate fuel economy. 

The Plan recommends the adoption of green building code requirements, sustainable 

subdivision and land development ordinances and Zoning Ordinances that incorporate 

sustainable land use and sustainable land development policies and practices. Penn Hills 

recently adopted an updated stormwater management ordinance that is stricter than 

required and promotes best management practices for stormwater reduction and reduced 

runoff. 
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Penn Hills was designated a Tree City USA by the National Arbor Foundation in 2016 

and continues to receive this recognition each year. Penn Hills shares this designation 

with many prominent communities including Forest Hills, Mt. Lebanon, Swissvale and 

Wilkinsburg. It is crucial that Penn Hills continue support the efforts of the Shade Tree 

Commission and continue to emphasis good environmental practices and proper 

stewardship of the environment. The Plan recommends the reduction in tree canopy loss 

through the education of residents and developers in proper tree planting and choice of 

species. The Conservation Zoning District currently serves no designation other than the 

name. This zoning district should be utilized as a way to preserve and promote the 

actual conservation of land and include language encouraging conservation of natural 

resources. 

TRANSPORTATION is an important aspect of the Comprehensive Plan. Penn Hills 

has an intricate system of roads and that includes over 700 Streets that cover 

approximately 232 miles. The Port Authority of Allegheny County serves the main 

thoroughfares with bus service to surrounding communities including the City of 

Pittsburgh, Monroeville, Oakmont, Verona and Wilkinsburg. The Pennsylvania 

Turnpike and William Penn Highway pass through or nearby Penn Hills to the east and 

south. 

A majority of the collector and arterial streets in Penn Hills are State and County Roads. 

State and County Roads comprise approximately 82 miles of the entire road network. At 

this time all arterial and collector streets are regularly maintained and improved by the 

appropriate government level and will continue to do so. Local streets comprise 

approximately 150 miles of right of way. Most streets were originally designed, named, 

and placed as part of a housing development plan which then evolved into 

neighborhoods. The transportation goals of the Plan include improvements, 

maintenance, and introduction of policies for all forms of transportation modes of access 

including interstates and expressways, collector and arterial streets, local streets, new 

streets, intersections, sidewalks, bikeways and public transportation. 

This and previous Plans support the inclusion of local access to the proposed 

Mon-Fayette Expressway. The Planning Department has lobbied for inclusion of a ramp 

to the Thompson Run Corridor since its inception. This would be an extremely 

important economic improvement for the Municipality; however, at this time the ramp 

to Penn Hills is not funded. Penn Hills will continue to support the completion of the 

Mon-Fayette Expressway and the inclusion of a ramp to Penn Hills. ix 
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The Plan recommends substantial intersection improvements to the Sandy Creek Verona 

Road intersection including the addition of a round-a-bout in addition to intersection 

improvements on Rodi Road to relieve traffic. Don’t look for a recommendation to widen 

Rodi Road. It isn’t in the Plan. 

The Plan recommends that the Department of Public Works prepare a ten-year street 

improvement program which identifies proposed paving programs including storm water 

projects and sidewalks. The Plan recommends updating the Sidewalk Plan to promote the 

development of sidewalks and pedestrian pathways for routes with high pedestrian 

volume that provide access to public facilities, schools, parks, employments locations and 

transit stops. 

RODI ROAD is often described as the gateway to Penn Hills. Because of its importance, 

high traffic volume, variety of uses and stormwater issues it has been the subject of much 

concern, many complaints and studied extensively. The Comprehensive Plan focuses on 

recent studies, one conducted by the Penn Hills Community Development Corporation 

assisted by graduate students from Carnegie Mellon and a more recent audit by the 

Southwest Planning Commission. Each study had its own focus and outcomes with the 

mutual desire to improve Rodi Road 

The Planning Department has reviewed these studies and conducted a final opinion that 

also takes into consideration historical opinions and ideas that have been expressed in 

previous comprehensive plans that never materialized. 

The CDC Study focuses on Economic Development, Beautification, and storm water 

remediation while the SPS Audit focuses on traffic and safety. As stated above, road wid-

ening is not recommended by either study. The Comprehensive Plan recommends the 

promotion new business development and expansion or redevelopment of existing 

businesses, the support and undertaking of beautification projects, the promotion of 

efforts to control storm water and solve the flooding problems along Duff’s Run, taking 

measures to address safety concerns and resolve traffic concerns with turn lanes and 

traffic signalization. 

The two studies were conducted to identify opportunities for improvements in safety and 

benefits to the economy and residents. The full impact of the improvement strategies will 

be realized when combined, but time, budget and coordination constraints may dictate 

when remedial strategies are implemented. 
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ZONING and zoning maps are important documents for any comprehensive plan. The 

two documents work hand in hand. Residents rely on the Zoning Ordinance and zoning 

map to protect their interests, health, property rights and neighborhood interests. As we 

progress in the 21st century the traditional staples of zoning in the United States are no 

longer considered the gold standard of development in suburban America. Suburban 

communities are all facing the difficulties of addressing a zoning map with zoning 

districts that favor car driven, non-pedestrian, single family residential development. 

The Comprehensive Plan includes recommendations on land use, housing, and other 

areas that are described and enforced by that Municipality’s zoning ordinance and 

subdivision ordinance. Without updating the zoning ordinance many planning goals 

may not be attainable. Zoning is important to promote and manage growth and to help 

residents and businesses manage expectations about what they and their neighbors can 

do with their property. Simply put, you cannot attain the development goals established 

in a comprehensive plan without a zoning ordinance. The purpose of this section of the 

Plan is to highlight the strengths of the current zoning ordinance and the need for 

reforms and revisions. 

The Plan recommends that the zoning ordinance be specifically amended to reflect 

revisions and ordinances adopted in recent years to reflect the most current ordinances 

and regulations. The Plan lists a variety of updates to include grading, parking garages, 

and improvements to the performance standards to require garbage receptacles and the 

screening of dumpsters. It recommends the correction of ambiguous language and 

provides for greater flexibility and control over exemptions and modifications like when 

to waive or require sidewalks. 

The Plan recommends updates to the zoning map in certain areas to address 

inadequacies and inconsistencies with existing uses and development. Until 2018 the 

area around Turner Dairy Farms was zoned R-1 single family residential left over from 

the day when cows roamed the area requiring variances for expansion and 

improvements. Mayor and Council passed an ordinance to rezone the entire property to 

a more appropriate zoning district to streamline the process for future improvements to 

Turner Dairy Farms. The Atlas Cement and former slag dump are zoned for industrial 

uses. These properties once saw massive industrial enterprises. It is unlikely that any 

heavy industrial use of this scale will ever return. The plan recommends that 

consideration should be given to rezoning these properties to create a district that favors 

new development. xi 
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There is an abundance of residential zoning districts with non-conforming commercial 

and mixed-use buildings in areas like the Universal and Rosedale neighborhoods. The 

Plan offers proposals that would alleviate the zoning by extending commercial zoning 

districts or create an overlay to accommodate these uses. 

A majority of the land in Penn Hills is zoned for single family residential uses. There are 

a total of 9 residential zoning districts. The Plan recommends reducing the number of 

residential zoning districts and making changes to the intended purposes of each district 

and amendments to strengthen the standards of each district. 

The neighborhoods of Lincoln Park, Eastwood and Blackridge have unique 

characteristics and street patterns that are not found elsewhere in the Municipality, yet 

they have the same zoning. This creates hardship and causes inconsistency. A review of 

the zoning ordinance reveals that an overwhelming majority of the existing lots and 

parcels located in Lincoln Park do not meet the bulk and area and zoning regulations of 

the zoning district they are in. This makes it difficult to redevelop or allow for variances 

and accessory uses. The lots in Lincoln Park are consistently smaller in comparison to the 

rest of the Municipality. The Plan recommends upgrading the current zoning district to 

allow for multi-family housing or attract attached dwelling units such as accessory 

dwelling units, duplexes and mixed housing in an attempt to consolidate the numerous 

lots that are now legal non-conforming and provide more suitable housing types. The 

Plan recommends an historic overlay for Eastwood recognizing the historic significance 

of this neighborhood providing residents with more control over the development of their 

neighborhood. 

Currently some issues and violations are not easily found or understood in the Zoning 

Ordinance. The Plan recommends that changes be made so that the everyday person can 

read and understand the ordinance. Penn Hills recently migrated the Codified Ordinances 

to Ecode360 for easier searching and identification of rules and regulations. In addition, 

the Plan recommends updating ordinances for front yards, pets and animals, short term 

rentals, group homes and the definition of family. 

xii 
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The Lincoln Park Neighborhood is one of the many neighborhoods in Penn Hills; 

however, it is significant enough to have its own chapter, LINCOLN PARK PLAN. 

Lincoln Park has been the focus of the Municipality’s Federal Community Block Grant 

Program since its inception in 1975. Lincoln Park continues to receive CDBG funds 

today but perhaps with different emphasis. A special Neighborhood Plan was prepared 

in 1977 that called for a variety of recreation and environmental improvements. Many 

elements of the Plan were implemented. The neighborhood received a substantial grant 

for sewers, monies were spent on street reconstruction and considerable funds have been 

expended on two community centers. A proposed mini-city hall, new commercial shops 

and new parkland never materialized. Much has been done since then, but Lincoln Park 

today remains a neighborhood in need of assistance. 

Allocations of CDBG funds have made tremendous improvements to the roads, utilities, 

recreation facilities and community centers, but housing continues to deteriorate. The 

demolition program primarily focuses on vacant structures in Lincoln Park and has kept 

up with the level of abandonment which is disproportionate to other Penn Hills 

neighborhoods, but available housing and rehabilitation programs have not been 

sufficiently utilized. 

In 2022, the neighborhood continues to lose population and housing units. The image of 

the neighborhood continues to need improvement. The Plan outlines a number of goals 

and objectives for Lincoln Park including the construction of new housing units in the 

heart of the neighborhood utilizing HOME funds and other resources, ridding the streets 

of litter and illegal dumping, the rehab of homes before they need demolished, strict 

enforcement of the property maintenance codes, support of programs at the community 

centers, enhanced public safety and the continued demolition of vacant structures. We 

must consider new and innovative programs to make a change. 

xiii 
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Traveling west towards the City of Pittsburgh on Frankstown Road between the former 

Swanson’s Pharmacy and Verona Road passersby will encounter the area we identify as 

FRANKSTOWN WEST. It is a combination of neighborhoods including Laketon 

Heights, Bon Air and the commercial corridor of Fransktown Road. The Planning 

Department recognizes this area as an area with good housing stock, potential business 

opportunities and an area in need of stabilization. 

In 2013 meetings were held at Laketon Methodist Church to identify the unique 

characteristics of the area and prepare a Neighborhood Plan. The Plan identified traffic 

issues, the lack of sidewalks, the closing and reuse of Bon Air Park, housing 

rehabilitation, economic development and Code Enforcement. Although many of these 

activities are still ongoing, the plan needs to be revitalized and additional effort put into 

the effort to revitalize the Frankstown West area. 

The Penn Hills Police Department placed traffic monitoring equipment on Frankstown 

road. Following review of the data it was determined that the speeding traffic appeared to 

be more of a perception than an actual occurrence. It was concluded that sidewalks and 

other traffic calming measures could be employed to slow the flow of traffic and increase 

safety of vehicle passengers and pedestrians.  

As with many major arterial streets in Penn Hills, Frankstown Road is an older road and 

the right-of-way is very narrow. Penn Hills Mayor and Council allocated funding for the 

installation of sidewalks on Frankstown Road from Bon Air Road to Hochberg Avenue; 

however, the Planning Department could not obtain permission from the effected 

property owners. As a result, the sidewalk project was abandoned. 

Preliminary engineering is complete, some property owners have changed and sidewalks 

are frequently requested by residents. If the property owners offer their support, perhaps 

this project can be revisited in the future. The commercial district along Frankstown 

Road is in need revitalization and improvement. Code Enforcement is working diligently 

with the owners of these properties to bring them into compliance and encourage 

revitalization through citations and economic improvements. The Plan discusses other 

assets and challenges of Frankstown West in depth including Bon Air Park, demolitions, 

neighborhood economic development, housing rehabilitation and code enforcement.  
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Habitat for Humanity constructed two new single-family homes for sale to low-income 

homeowners on a vacant lot on Orin Street where a single-family home was previously 

demolished. Penn Hills encourages continued development and rehab of single-family 

homes in Frankstown West; however, Frankstown West will not become a sustainable 

neighborhood unless private development is encouraged and allowed to flourish. 

The Comprehensive Plan would be remiss if it did not discuss the issues of LITTER 

CONTROL AND ILLEGAL DUMPING. As planners we are trained to study housing 

patterns, zoning issues and land development and to include these elements in a 

comprehensive plan. Planning Commissioners like to talk about economic development 

and conservation. But there are other extremely important issues that never seem to 

make the planners list. Some of the most important of these issues is litter control and 

illegal dumping. In Penn Hills we need to discuss litter control, plan for litter control 

and the constant pressing issue of illegal dumping. 

Allegheny Clean Ways provides data on the illegal dumping in the region and the 

manpower to assist in cleaning it up. Penn Hills is one of the most hard-hit 

municipalities in Allegheny County. According to the data Lincoln Park has the 

majority of the 44 dumpsites identified by Allegheny Clean Ways. Dumpsites contain 

trash, vehicle tires, vehicle parts, household items, yard waste, construction materials, 

and deceased household pets. Illegal dumps are found on the shoulders of roadways, in 

front of vacant homes slated for demolition, alleys, and steep hillsides.  

In 2019, Penn Hills purchased a number of video surveillance cameras to aggressively 

catch and prosecute illegal dumpers. Signage has been posted on the streets that suffer 

from the largest amount of dumping and the Illegal Dumping Ordinance was revised to 

increase the amount of the fines to be levied from $500 per offence to $2,000. Although 

these measures were completed in 2019 illegal dumping continues to plague parts Penn 

Hills. 

Penn Hills includes the curbside pickup of bulk items, electronics, tires, construction 

materials from DIY homeowners and hard to dispose of items at no additional charge to 

Penn Hills residents in an attempt to reduce illegal dumping and prevent the illegal 

disposal of these items. Public education of these efforts and programs is most 

important. 
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In previous years Penn Hills scheduled an annual cleanup day which has transformed into 

a year-round effort over the years. Clean up days are insufficient. The amount of litter 

collected by various groups throughout the year is staggering. The Penn Hills Anti-Litter 

Group organizes clean up events throughout the year and competes in events to bring 

awareness to the plight of litter through events like Pittsburgh’s Garbage Olympics. The 

Penn Hills Anti-Litter Group won the Garbage Olympics in 2021 by picking up the most 

trash in a specified time period. The Plan supports the efforts of the Penn Hills 

Anti-Litter Group, but states that the Municipality take a more active roll through the 

Department of Public Works and Code Enforcement to clean up litter and issue citations. 

 

In CONCLUSION, very few communities have the luxury of a full-time planning de-

partment and professional staff. The Comprehensive Plan before you was drafted inhouse 

with local resources and Municipal staff from the Departments of Planning and Econom-

ic Development and Information technology. It has been revised and updated with assis-

tance from Alexandra Murphy, PHD., Howard Davidson, and reviewed by The Mayor 

and Council of Penn Hills, Planning Commission, the Allegheny County Department 

Economic Development, the administration of neighboring communities, residents and 

community organizations. 
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Introduction 

The Municipality of Penn Hills is a very proud and energetic community in the eastern suburbs of 

Allegheny County. Founded in 1851 after breaking off from the larger Wilkins Township, it was 

known as Penn Township until 1958. Ultimately, it became the Municipality of Penn Hills in 1976 

when the Home Rule Charter was adopted.  

The earliest population ever recorded in Penn Hills 

was in 1860 when the population stood at 1,821 

persons. Penn Township was a largely rural 

township bordering several townships, boroughs 

and the City of Pittsburgh. For several decades 

large farm properties and day laborers occupied 

most of the land in what would become modern 

day Penn Hills. Many of the neighborhoods, roads, 

and community names that Penn Hills residents 

know now have origins in the original landowners during this time, such as Rodi, Duff, Long, Hamil, 

Hulton, Poketa, Shannon, Turner and many others. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, several 

small neighborhoods began to emerge around small industrial centers or near bordering industrial 

municipalities and interests. 

More dense and compact neighborhoods began to emerge such as Universal, Lincoln Park, Bessemer 

and Milltown. In the 1920’s, another series of neighborhoods began to emerge that were distinctly 

residential, such as Crescent Hills and Eastwood. During this same time period, automobiles became 

more prevalent and major thoroughfares were constructed throughout the region. Allegheny River 

Boulevard was constructed in 1928. Frankstown Road, Saltsburg Road, and Universal Roads were all 

built alongside existing heavy railroad locations. 

Penn Hills during this time remained largely rural with some industrial locations; however 

immediately after the events of WWII and during the baby boom that followed, the population and 

makeup of Penn Hills changed dramatically. The population of Penn Hills sat at 15,578 in 1940, then 

rose by 62.3% to 25,280 in 1950. Penn Hills saw its largest period of expansion in 1960 when the 

population rose by 103.8% to 51,512. The population peaked in 1970 by rising a modest 22.1% to 

62,886. As such, Penn Hills became a quintessential postwar suburb. 
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The mass rapid population increase was partly fueled by the federal government through 

federally backed loans to develop the land and federally insured mortgages through the 

Federal Housing Administration (FHA) which made it affordable for white residents who 

were often working class to help buy a home and become middle class. In addition, many 

residents were leaving the City of Pittsburgh due to the decline in manufacturing jobs, 

environmental concerns, availability of modern/suburban housing plans, improved 

community involvement and the influx of  white, land-owning, individuals fleeing from 

racially changing neighborhoods. 

The economy of Penn Hills changed dramatically, going from farm laborers and factories 

to office complexes, suburban shopping centers, schools, and small businesses. From 

1950 to 1980, Penn Hills went from being a small rural/industrial suburb of the City of 

Pittsburgh to being one of the largest municipalities in the history of Southwestern 

Pennsylvania. It had to rapidly change its laws, government, and identity. 

After the intense post World War II boom, Penn Hills began to experience population 

decline such as residents leaving for newer suburbs and the decline of major 

manufacturing jobs in the region. As those of the silent generation and baby boomer 

generations have aged and left property behind, those in generation X and the millennial 

generation have sought employment and residency elsewhere. 

In 1980, The Population experienced its first decline and dropped from 62,886 to 57,632. 

This decline would happen with Penn Hills averaging a decline of about 10% every ten 

years. The population for 2020 is estimated to finally be stopping or at least slowing this 

dramatic decrease. In 2010, 

42,329 persons lived in Penn 

Hills and based on the recent 

census, the population stands 

at 41,059 for 2020. It is a 

positive thing to note that the 

population decline is slowing 

and potentially leveling off. 
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The Purpose of this Comprehensive Plan is to better understand the strengths, 

weaknesses, history, and future of the Municipality of Penn Hills. This Comprehensive 

Plan was written by the Penn Hills Planning Department, and all information found 

within was compiled with input from the following:  

• Studies, surveys, meetings, audits, and grants performed by the Penn Hills 

Planning Department 

• Reporting from Municipal Officials of Penn Hills  

• Allegheny County 

• The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 

• Non-profit Organizations 

• Chamber of Commerce of Penn Hills  

• Community Development Corporation of Penn Hills  

• Elected officials of Penn Hills  

 

and most importantly the residents of Penn Hills 
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Changing Demographics 

Many residents and longtime families with roots in Penn Hills over generations will look at the Penn 

Hills of 2021 and see a vibrant and diverse population. They will look at the multi-ethnic 

neighborhoods and multi-racial makeup of the community and assume that Penn Hills has always 

been a proud community centered on its inclusion of all, regardless of sex, creed, race, ethnicity, 

national origin, religion, and gender. As Penn Hills continues to grow and recognize the changing face 

of diversity in the 21st century, it is important to understand how it got to this point and to understand 

that work is still needed to address racial inequity that exists in Penn Hills. This Comprehensive Plan 

will attempt to answer some of the questions and propose answers to the problems Penn Hills is 

facing. 

Many residents of Penn Hills may be unaware that Penn Hills and many other communities in 

Allegheny County were redlined in the early 20th century. Red lining is defined in the United States as 

the systematic denial of various services by federal, local, and private agencies; either directly or 

through the selective raising of prices. Implementation of this policy expedited inequalities, isolated 

minority groups, and made it harder to attract and retain families for home purchasing. One of the 

goals of this Comprehensive Plan is to address these issues for the foreseeable future. 

Penn Hills was primarily a white community. This is largely because the FHA would not give 

federally backed mortgages to people of color. Neighborhoods with a high proportion of minority 

residents were more likely to be redlined than other neighborhoods with similar household incomes, 

housing, age, and type. This created massive inequalities in the neighborhoods where black and white 

residents lived; and as such the residents of Penn Hills still live with these problems today. 

The effects of redlining have been well 

documented across not just Pennsylvania 

but also the United States as a whole. 

Demographic change in Penn Hills have 

been occurring since the late 1960s. 
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The George F Cram Company 

created a map of Pittsburgh and the 

surrounding suburbs on July 20, 

1937 which created the various 

maps that allowed banks to judge 

the hazards of issuing loans to 

minority populations. Several 

neighborhoods, such as Lincoln 

Park and Western Penn Hills were 

considered too hazardous and to be  

of poor financial risk. Loans were 

only provided to persons of color 

and immigrants in these areas. Loans that were afforded to these populations were of 

low quality and many residents were only able to purchase housing of poor stock and to 

construct homes to subpar standards. 

The 1940 Census reports that the Penn Hills Population (Then Penn Township) sat at 

15,578 persons: 14,177 were white and 1,393 were black. Nearly all the black residents 

lived in the Lincoln Park neighborhood or western Penn Hills. The current 

issues are discussed in greater detail in the Lincoln Park Chapter of this Comprehensive 

Plan; however, the legacies of Redlining continue to play a role in the Lincoln Park  and 

Western Penn Hills neighborhoods. 

As black and minority residents of Penn Hills were saddled in neighborhoods with 

poor residential housing and market value, the wealthier white neighborhoods were able 

to take advantage of the influx of white residents leaving the City of Pittsburgh in the 

Post-World War II exodus to Penn Hills; a phenomenon known as “White Flight”. 

When the population of Penn Hills reached its peak in 1970, the population stood at 

62,886; an amazing increase from only thirty years before.  

Unfortunately, the racial makeup of the community had not changed. Of the 62,886 

residents 59,900 identified as white, and only 2,509 identified as African American. 

Once again, the location of the minority population was still centered in Lincoln Park 

and Western Penn Hills. Until the passage of the Fair Housing Act in 1968, the black 

population did not begin to rise and expand to the other neighborhoods of Penn Hills. It 

helped create the modern iteration of the community we know now. 
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Penn Hills today does not have the imbalance of racial makeup that it once had. From 

the 1980 census to the 2010 census, the African American population of Penn Hills has 

doubled consecutively over and over, from 2,838 persons in 1970 to 7,946 in 1990 to 

11,347 in 2000 and 14,631 in 2010. The African American population remained 

approximately the same at 15,767 for 2020. 

While to many residents this might sound like the racial injustice and inequity that 

existed generations ago has been solved, there is still work that is needed to be done. 

Neighborhoods that have historically been black and minority concentrated in Penn 

Hills are severely more at risk of blight, vacancy, crime, environmental issues, and lack 

of investment. Neighborhoods that have traditionally seen more white concentrations 

see less of these issues and see property values increase dramatically when compared to 

their black counterparts. 

This comprehensive plan will address these issues and lay out comprehensive strategies 

that we believe to be the best practices needed to address the inequities present in the 

community today. Penn Hills is proud of all its residents. Every single resident should 

be proud to have neighbors, neighborhoods and people who come from all walks of life. 

It is important to build on these strengths and highlight them. Our residents are our 

greatest asset. 
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COVID-19 Crisis 

As we update the Penn Hills Comprehensive Plan and the 

housing elements, we are in the midst of one of the most 

tumultuous events in modern history. COVID-19 not only 

had an effect on Penn Hills, but it has had an effect on 

Pennsylvania, the United States, and even the world. Here 

in Allegheny County, residents unfortunately experienced 

higher rates of infection. Compounding this with the 

economic crisis and high unemployment numbers 

compared to national averages and rates, the Municipality 

finds a need for serious concern.  

Prior to the COVID-19 Pandemic, Penn Hills was still recovering from effects of the 2008 financial 

crisis. There was a tremendous need to adopt new programs, low interest loans and rehabilitation 

programs to help homeowners and new potential homeowners stay in their homes or obtain new 

homes at reasonable rates and prices because of the existing  housing crisis. 

The Municipality has taken the following actions: 

These programs are vital in keeping homeowners in their homes and attracting new homeowners 

into the Municipality. In addition they are vital in keeping what could turn good housing stock into 

deteriorated blighted structures.  

As the economic impacts of the COVID-19 Pandemic are realized, there is evidence that mortgage 

assistance and small loans for homeowners will be vital in the immediate future. This is to stem the 

tides of potential evictions and foreclosures that are predicted because of the pandemic’s impact on 

the economy and forced closures of businesses by government mandate. 

• Recently adopted a homebuyer assistance program working in co-ordination with Action 
Housing and utilizing Home Funds that the Municipality receives annually.  

• Developed a home rehabilitation program for low income residents where repairs may be made to 
the property owner’s homes. 

• Provides grants and loans to seniors as well as a handrail program. 
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Housing 

Penn Hills has over 18,000 households in a variety of settings within a wide price range. With a 

healthy mix of single family homes, townhouses, garden apartments, hi-rises for the elderly, public 

housing, group homes, and mansions, Penn Hills provides shelter to a wide variety of families from 

all income and size categories. 

As of this date, 85% of families live in 5-7 room single family homes that were built between 1940 

and 1970; Over 25% of those people moved here before 1969. Homes in Penn Hills are valued 

between $50,000 and $150,000 and over 70% of the population has a mortgage that can cost between 

$700 and $1,500 per month. With this in mind, 70% of Penn Hills population pays less than 25% of 

their income for housing. Some homes may be built prior to modern building and zoning standards, 

but they are affordable and, for the most part, well maintained. The remaining 30% who pay more of 

their income on housing costs may have more difficulty affording necessities such as food, clothing, 

transportation and medical care. The Affordable Housing and quality of housing stocks makes Penn 

Hills an attractive place for families to live and purchase homes. 

Collectively they represent what we are all about: our homes are both our shelter and our tax base. For 

this reason Penn Hills has multiple concerns at many levels. 
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• Keep our homes in good condition in order to maintain a sound tax base for the community. 

• Maintain housing rehab programs to help low and moderate income families keep up with 
maintenance problems. 

• Help senior homeowners to stay in their homes and to be safe. 

• Provide home buyer assistance program to encourage first time home owners. 

• Maintain healthy mix of remodeling, additions, and new construction. 

• Encourage the development of a variety of housing with a mix of housing types and costs. 
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The Current Housing Crisis 

Penn Hills is still recovering from the 2008 mortgage foreclosure crisis as well as facing 

uncertainty amidst the COVID-19 Pandemic. The Municipality in 2020 was just 

beginning to recover from the effects of this devastating recession when COVID-19 hit. 

One of the reasons the 2008 foreclosure crisis hit Penn Hills so hard is because of it’s 

diversity. Many predatory lenders systemically sought out and exploited African-

American buyers with subprime mortgages. 

The Municipality of Penn Hills was one of the hardest hit communities in Allegheny 

County by the 2008 Foreclosure crisis; however, Penn Hills did not qualify for 

Neighborhood Stabilization Program funding.  

Over 50% of householders resided in their current Penn Hills home for more than ten 

years. This creates a stable housing occupancy rate; however, the median family income 

of $55,491 is less than the County average of $69,871. When we combine families on 

lower incomes with older housing, we start to develop a concern for long term 

maintenance of the properties. 

Home ownership rates have not changed much from 2000 to 2010 and we expect them 

to stay the same moving forward with around 74% of the Municipality’s residents 

owning their homes. At the same time, the price of renting has increased dramatically. 

This results in a barrier to home ownership overall for those who are forced to rent 

rather than pursuing home ownership. The median mortgage in 2000 was $879/month 

and it steadily rose to $1,161/month in 2010. Meanwhile, the median rent in 2000 was 

$579/month which steadily rose to $950/month in 2010. 

Though affordability continues to make Penn Hills an attractive place to live for many 

homeowners and renters, it also shows a disparity of affordability between homeowners 

and renters. This imbalance shows that homeownership is in reach for many if assistance 

is offered and followed through at the municipal level such as The Homebuyer 

Assistance Program through Action Housing. 
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Demolitions, foreclosures and vacancy rates 2019 

It should be noted that since the 2008 financial crisis, the Municipality of Penn Hills has 

demolished approximately 150 single family homes and 6 commercial structures. In  

addition over 20 homes were demolished by private property owners after they were 

abandoned due to foreclosure proceedings and became uninhabitable and subsequently 

condemned. Penn Hills Mayor and Council adopted a vacant property registration 

ordinance that was seen as a resounding success. When a bank or organization owns a 

property that becomes vacant due to foreclosure they are required to register the 

property with the municipality, provide contact information, and maintain the home. 

The Company ProChamps has been contracted with the Municipality for some time to run 

this registration and they have been very successful in co-coordinating registration with 

banks and landlords. Many complaints that come in regarding high grass or unkempt 

property are handled properly because of this ordinance. 

Another component to the foreclosure crisis was a lack of financial literacy that has been 

noted by members of the Code Enforcement Department and Planning Department. The 

overwhelming number of homes that have been demolished by the Municipality are largely 

located in Western Penn Hills. Many of these property owners walked away from debts 

and sheriff sale proceedings. While Foreclosures are a problem in every neighborhood of 

the Municipality, abandonment is persistent and overwhelming in only a few 

neighborhoods such as Lincoln Park, Frankstown West, and Laketon Heights. 

Many homeowners who have talked with Code Enforcement expressed shock that they are 

still in possession of homes even though they saw papers saying there was a pending 

Sheriff Sale; only to find out that the bank or other agencies did not wish to collect on the 

property. The Municipality, on more than one occasion, has helped homeowners back into 

their homes or sell their homes that were once listed on the demolition list. 
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It is a common problem in neighborhoods with 

higher concentrations of people of color to live 

near abandoned homes as well as the tendency 

to face high risks of foreclosures and evictions 

in comparison to their white counterparts 

according to information from the Southwestern Data Regional Database. 

The Census Tracts located in Western Penn Hills highlight this discrepancy. Vacancy 

rates also show a stark discrepancy in the census tracts among western Penn Hills and 

the remaining neighborhoods of Penn Hills. Census Tract 5231 which encompasses the 

neighborhoods Lincoln Park, Eastwood and Nadine shows the highest concentration of 

vacancy at nearly 1% of total properties. While Census Tract 5236 Which encompasses 

the neighborhoods of William Penn Highlands, Jefferson Highlands, Penn Ridge and 

Jefferson Heights only has a 0.01% vacancy rate. 

The evidence is clear. Neighborhoods that were once redlined by banks and the 

federal government are the ones that also experienced massive depopulation as the white 

population fled and the black population moved in. These are the same neighborhoods 

that were targeted with predatory loans by banks during the 2008 foreclosure crisis. 

In short: for decades these neighborhoods have experienced disinvestment (largely due 

to structural and individual racism): the result is vacancy and abandonment which Penn 

Hills is now trying to address. In 1968 when the Fair Housing Act was passed, it became 

illegal to discriminate in housing. The unwillingness of real estate agents and developers 

to sell homes to the black population steered them to these sections of Penn Hills. 

Neighborhoods in Penn Hills closer to the City of Pittsburgh, and with a higher 

concentration of minority populations are at greater risk of foreclosures, abandonment, 

vacancy, and risk of  demolition from the Municipality. The needs for increased housing 

services such as mortgage assistance, home rehabilitation and senior assistance are 

higher in these neighborhoods. 
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New Housing 

Residents in Penn Hills generally look upon the construction of new housing as an asset 

to the community. Penn Hills residents see new families, usually younger families, 

moving into the community and contributing to improved wealth and stability. Both 

County and local planners see new housing as a partner to redevelopment and 

rehabilitation and consider the development of new housing on infill sites to be an 

important part of a quality development strategy.  

We welcome quality new housing of all types. A healthy mix of single family homes, 

townhouses, garden apartment buildings, senior assisted living and mixed income 

housing is encouraged.  

We also encourage developers to consider the development of homes in the $250,000 

plus category. Some of our own Penn Hills families have grown both in numbers and 

family income and now seek to move from the $80,000-$100,000 homes into something 

larger. We currently have few opportunities for these families who want to remain in the 

Penn Hills community. Homes for sale in this income category are scarce yet we have 

some remaining vacant land that could accommodate this type of new development. 

There are opportunities in Penn Hills to assemble quality new housing sites and these 

have been identified by the following map: 

Each of these sites has its 

own positive and negative 

qualities but generally we 

feel they are some of our 

best opportunities for new 

housing. The Planning 

Department is prepared to 

distribute information on 

these sites and any other 

properties of interest to 

potential developers. 
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Potential New Housing Sites 
1. Burla Inc. – Near the old library, off of Aster Drive (Monterey Drive, PVT). At one 

time the owner (Paul Lagrotteria) wanted to develop the property himself. Zoned R5, 

low assessment. 

2. Ferdinand Palombo – Off of Black Oak Drive or Hamilton, not the best access but 

a nice site. Zoned R1, good site for senior townhouses. 

3. Alcoma Apts LP – This is the site known as Alcoma-On-The-Green, it presently has 

two garden apartment buildings on a very large site. There is room for many more 

units. Zoned R1 with a previously approved conditional use for multi-family. 

4. Russo Property – Off of Universal near #7 VFD. This is a tough site due to 

topography, but walking distance to the Senior Citizens Center and the Shopping 

Center. Zoned R1. 

5. Fisher Property – A great site for new housing. 55 acres, low assessment. Zoned 

R1. Off of Hulton Road, near Indiana. Not inexpensive. 

6. Pampena Property – Leechburg Road frontage. A good site for commercial but it 

may also work for housing. Zoned B2.Property has been for sale for several years 

with no success. 

7. Cement Plant Property – Off of Universal and Thompson Run. This is part of a 

200 acre parcel. Buildings are currently being demolished and outparcels are being 

utilized by Merola Industries for light industrial uses. Potential site for large 

development. 

8. Mt. Ararat Property – This property was recently purchased for a church, but more 

recently the land has become available for housing or other development. This is a 

potential site for new housing. Zoned R1. Property has been for sale for several years 

with no success. Access from Universal Road. 

9. East Lemington Site – This is a potential site in Lincoln Park for new housing. It 

needs the support of local and county government in terms of packaging, subsidies, 

and code enforcement. Multiple owners. Zoned R2. 

10. Santiago Street Site – The same as the East Lemington Site – a potential site for 

new housing in Lincoln Park, but one that depends on packaging multiple owners, 

code enforcement, and subsidies. Located in close proximity to the Noralco 

Industrial site. 
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11. Noralco Corp– Off of Lincoln Road near the Penn Hills Multi-Purpose Center. This 

property was previously approved for 60 units of senior housing but the developer was not 

funded. New attempts are likely. Zoned Commercial and Multi-Family. Currently Under 

Possession of Noralco Corp, who has expressed interested in expanding Industrial uses, would 

need zoning change. 

12. McCutcheon Property – This is a wonderful piece of property with access problems. It sits 

at the end of McCutcheon Lane, a narrow local street. Otherwise the large undeveloped 

property would make a nice new housing site. Zoned R1. 

13. Thimons Property – This is a very large parcel with potential, but only on a large scale. The 

expense of assembling property and extending a sanitary sewer requires a large number of 

units. There has been some interest from developers. Access is from a section of Hulton Road, 

with no access to utilities other than Water, and Electric. Gas well are on the 

property. The Planning Department has designated this as the best site for new upscale 

single family homes. Zoned R1. Property has been for sale for several years with no 

success. 

14. N&G Partnership – Hulton Road site. This is a site currently zoned for multi-family and 

borders two existing multi-family developments. It is somewhat remote from services and 

more suited to family garden apartment units. Zoned R5. A Previous Use Variance for Self 

Storage Facility approved by the Zoning Hearing Board expired. 

15. Allegheny Specialty Property – This is a very large parcel at the Plum Borough line 

currently zoned R5. It requires utility extension and therefore a large number of new units. 

The proposed Walmart development and new construction in the adjacent Plum Borough 

could have  stimulated interest. Low assessment. 

16. Penn Hills Energy, Inc. — The Penn Hills Energy site is located between two state roads 

(Reiter and Lott). The site is located near commercial and industrial areas and is in close 

proximity to education centers. Formerly the site of a slag dump and mining operation. The 

site is largely flat and currently listed for sale. Small outparcels are privately owned by local 

private individuals.  

17. N&G Partnership – Jefferson Heights Rd. Site. -This site has utility issues by not being 

served by sanitary sewers. It could be developed if a sewer extension to Lougeay Road would 

be feasible. The surrounding single family homes are currently on septic systems. Possible 

site for senior housing. Zoned R1. 
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Position Statements 

1. Continue to encourage the development of quality new housing of all housing types. 

2. Encourage new housing construction in Lincoln Park with the use of HOME money 

and/or other federal resources. 

3. Throughout Penn Hills encourage larger new homes on larger lots where appropriate. 

We feel there is a market for a more upscale home in Penn Hills for growing families 

who need to expand but want to stay in our community. 

4. Continue to step up code enforcement activity on a town-wide basis. Rigorously 

enforce the property maintenance codes.  

5. Continue to operate the community development zero interest loan program. Expand, 

when possible, the Senior Aide Program. 

6. Advertise and enforce the local ordinances against discrimination. 

7. Continue participation in County and regional efforts to combat homelessness and 

discrimination. Consider funding options for Penn Hills facilities. 

8. Support the efforts of group homes agencies as an effort to care for the physically 

and mentally handicapped. Rigorously abide by the federal fair housing laws. 

9. Continue to promote the construction of new senior citizen housing in multiple 

locations in Penn Hills. Attempt to attract quality developers accustomed to working 

with HOME, PHFA, and tax incentive programs that finance this type of 

development.  

10. Continue to encourage the purchase, 

remodeling, and resale of homes in Penn 

Hills. Continue to have a formal line of 

communication with the delinquent tax 

collectors at MBM Collections. Homes 

have successfully been kept off the 

demolition list. 
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Housing Assistance Programs 

 

The Penn Hills Department of Planning and 

Economic Development currently offers multiple 

housing programs. We have a housing 

rehabilitation program that will provide up to 

$15,000 for home improvements at 0% interest de-

pending upon family income. We have another 

program for low income senior citizens that will 

provide a grant of $1000 for any item that corrects 

a code violation, increases safety, or otherwise 

helps the senior to continue to live independently. 

While these programs provides a solution to our 

problems, the loan program is underfunded and the 

$15,000 cap is too low. The $1,000 grant is only a 

small offering for a greater need. Nonetheless 

Council is limited in budgeting due to the federal 

resources that are available. We offer a handrail 

program for low income seniors to install hand rails and grab bars. 

The Homebuyer Assistance Program provides down payment and closing costs up to $14,500 to low 

income families for the purchase of a single family home in Penn  Hills. As a result of the Homebuyer 

Assistance Program, low-income residents are given the opportunity to purchase homes and move into 

neighborhoods that they might not otherwise have been able to afford. 

Current potential resources are:  
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• The Penn Hills CDBG Housing Rehabilitation 

Program 

• The Penn Hills Senior Aid Program 

• Homebuyer Assistance Program 

• Handrail Program 

• HOME  

• NSP Program 

• Private Lending Institutions 
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The HOME program is funded with federal money channeled through a housing 

consortium  that includes Penn Hills, McKeesport, and Allegheny County. Penn Hills 

has thus far authorized these funds for rehabilitation, home assistance and new senior 

housing. Current HOME policies were adopted by Council in 1999 and remain in effect. 

They emphasize the rehabilitation of existing  multi-family housing and support for low 

income neighborhoods in need of redevelopment. The current adopted policy of 

assisting low income persons in buying a home with home funds has proved to be a 

valuable asset to the municipality and one of the well known program administered by 

the Municipality. 

 Another way to rehab our homes and protect the tax base is through code enforcement 

programs. Penn Hills has a good occupancy permit program and a strong relationship 

with local realtors who know that this is an enforced ordinance. We also have a stepped 

up property maintenance program and we have dedicated a whole section of this plan to 

Code Enforcement. Please read the Code Enforcement section for more details. 

We have already emphasized that a 

Penn Hills priority will be to keep the 

housing stock in good condition – that 

the single family home is our tax base. 

We need to seek ways to increase 

opportunities for home remodeling 

and expansion. Many of our homes 

are small compared to new housing in 

today’s market. We need to encourage 

families to expand their existing 

homes rather than seek to sell and 

relocate. 

20 
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Fair Housing and Affordability 

Penn Hills regularly completes and submits to HUD an Analysis of Impediments to Fair 

Housing Choice. The studies are prepared by Urban Design Ventures in accordance with 

HUD requirements and regulations (Appendix 3). The study points out that we could 

make some improvements in handicapped accessibility and community awareness. It 

recommends that we strive to continue to maintain a supply of decent, safe, affordable 

housing targeted to low income households for both renters and owners. This Analysis of 

Impediments to Fair Housing Choice study is available in the Penn Hills Planning 

Department for those interested in the details of the analysis. The recommendations are 

incorporated as part of this comprehensive plan. Penn Hills is committed to fair housing. 

We provide outreach, education, and educational materials on fair housing, familial status, 

and reasonable accommodation. 

In regard to affordability Penn Hills again stands as 

a shining example. In 2007 Money Magazine placed 

Penn Hills on the list as one of the top ten most 

affordable towns in the country. Brentwood and 

West Mifflin also made the list. With our median 

household income of $55,491 and median home 

price of $95,000 there seemed to be no reason why 

anyone with a steady job could not purchase a 

home. Affordable housing may be a nationwide 

issue but it is not a Penn Hills issue. In addition in 

2019 Financial Website GOBankingRates.com listed Penn Hills as the best place to 

retire in the Pittsburgh Metro Area.  

Our affordability may in fact give us pause and lead us to work in other areas. There are 

image issues and negativity issues that are connected with the municipality. These are 

often false and fabricated images that simply do not line up with the facts and evidence 

presented by the housing stock and fair market value of the properties within the 

municipality. The image of Penn Hills is the greatest threat to our value and prosperity, 

and not any physical presence related to any one particular Real Estate issue. 
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Housing Policies: 

Considering the bedroom community status and the affordability of Penn Hills, what are 

the goals and objectives? What do we seek for improvements over the next 10 years and 

what do we need to do? This Comprehensive Plan proposes the following: 

1. Encourage the construction of new housing of all types. This includes 

multi-family, senior, and new single family homes at fair market and low income 

rates. Our residents are our greatest asset and we need to encourage  the development 

of housing for all residential needs.  

2. Encourage new housing construction in Lincoln Park with the use of HOME 

funds, or other local, state, and federal resources. The housing in Lincoln Park is 

some of the oldest in Penn Hills. The housing stock has dwindled to numbers below 

any count in any other neighborhood. Sections of this community are also the highest 

concentrations of African Americans and low income residents. Neighborhood based 

organizations have cried out for assistance and are asking government officials to 

develop programs for new housing in an effort to rejuvenate the neighborhood. They 

want affordable housing and they want new single family homes. 

The Planning Department should work with the Allegheny County Department of 

Economic Development on a possible pilot project. Over the years the Municipality 

has demolished many homes in Lincoln Park and thus vacant land for new infill 

opportunities exists. If these properties are packaged and combined with programs to 

provide subsidies, new housing might be possible. Penn Hills Council has adopted a 

local LERTA Program to provide tax incentives for new housing west of Verona 

Road (see Econ. Dev. Element). We propose to continue these efforts. 

In addition efforts should be made to address the legacy of Red Lining that existed 

within the Lincoln Park Neighborhood. Single Family zoning may not be the best 

zoning for the neighborhood in the foreseeable future, as minority populations and 

persons of color are the most disadvantaged by traditional zoning regulations that 

tend to favor historically large and economically advantageous classes of the popula-

tion. Due to the demolition program and topography of the Lincoln Park neighbor-

hood, the neighborhood essentially has a clean slate going forward in terms of hous-

ing development. 
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3. Encourage larger new homes on larger lots where appropriate. There is a market 

for a more upscale homes in Penn Hills for growing families who need to expand but 

want to stay in the community. Families currently living in the $80,000 home that are 

growing and becoming more successful are looking to move up to a larger and more 

attractive homes in the $200-250,000 range. There are currently limited choices for 

homes in Penn Hills in this price range. We propose to promote this type of new       

development whenever possible. 

4. Step up code enforcement activity on a town-wide basis. Rigorously enforce the 

property maintenance codes. Property maintenance is paramount in Penn Hills. The 

value of a homeowner’s investment may rise or fall with the maintenance policies of 

his/her neighbor. We need to protect our tax base and protect our investments as well 

as protect the health and safety of housing occupants. Code Enforcement must be 

provided with the necessary resources and the mandate to perform. This Comprehen-

sive Plan has set aside a complete chapter on Code Enforcement and we refer the 

reader to that section for more information.  

5. Continue to operate the community development low interest loan program. The 

Penn Hills Planning Department is the primary responsible party for operating this 

program. 

6. Expand, when possible, both the regular loan program and the Senior Aide 

Program. For more than 40 years the Municipality has operated a low interest loan 

program with federal funding through the Community Development Program. More 

recently we expanded this program to include small grants to seniors to help them 

continue to remain in their homes and be safe. We recommend that these programs be 

continued and expanded to include help for the handicapped in rental units. 

7. Advertise and enforce the local ordinances against discrimination. We direct the 

reader to our “Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice” for details and much 

more information on fair housing. The Municipality takes pride in having a current fair 

housing ordinance in place and we stand ready to enforce all provisions of this 

ordinance. We are generally free of any major impediment to fair housing in Penn 

Hills and we plan to remain proactive in this area. We currently participate with the 

South Western Pennsylvania Legal Services Fair Housing Law Center and we 

continue to plan to do so. 
23 
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8. Continue participation in County and regional efforts to combat homelessness. 

The Municipality of Penn Hills collaborates with Allegheny County, the City of 

McKeesport and the City of Pittsburgh, homeless service providers, public housing 

authorities, health organizations, public safety and other organizations known as the 

Continuum of Care. The Allegheny County Department of Human Services, (DHS) 

is the lead agency that administers and monitors the programs that address the 

homeless population in Allegheny County. This system assists homeless individuals 

and families with the difficult task of transitioning from living on the streets to living 

independently in permanent housing. Services include housing placement, health 

care, employment programs and supportive counseling services. Grant funds for the 

homeless programs are available through the HUD, the PA Department of Public 

Welfare Homeless Assistance Program, (HAP) and the Emergency Shelter Grant 

program all administered by DHS. DHS collects the data for Allegheny County on 

the number of homeless individuals and families. 

9. Support the efforts of group home agencies as an effort to care for the 

physically and mentally handicapped. Rigorously abide by the federal fair 

housing laws. Several years ago Penn Hills became the shining example of 

cooperation between government and agencies that cared for the mentally and 

physically handicapped. We drafted ordinances to facilitate approvals for group 

homes and we assisted these agencies in educating the residents of Penn Hills. Today 

these ordinances are obsolete and we took the lead in enforcing the Federal Fair 

Housing Act which  we plan to continue to abide by. 

10. Promote the construction of new senior citizen housing in multiple locations in 

Penn Hills. Attempt to attract quality developers accustomed to working with 

HOME, PHFA, and tax incentive programs that finance this type of 

development.  As our population ages the need for senior housing continues to 

grow. Every senior development in Penn Hills has a long waiting list and we have no 

reason to not expect the trend to continue. We have identified and mapped what we 

feel are the best possible sites in Penn Hills for this type of housing and we plan to 

encourage new development of this type. Recently new senior citizen Housing has 

been proposed and approved in several desirable locations such as the former Forbes 

Elementary School, The Former Municipal Building on Frankstown Road and other 

locations throughout the Municipality. The Planning Department regularly meets and 

holds meetings discussing New Senior Citizen Housing complexes.  24 
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11. Encourage and Support the Local Private Housing Developers. Wherever possible 

provide assistance and encouragement to businesses involved in local housing 

rehabilitation. The Planning Department regularly communicates with these 

organizations and continues to maintain and improve coordination with both the 

Department of Code Enforcement and local housing providers towards rehabilitation 

of vacant and blighted structures before they become candidates for demolition. The 

Municipality does not nor intend to own property and sell it on the market. 

 

Instead interested individuals may bid on properties at sheriff sale. The Municipality 

will send said property information to interested bidders and to the tax office 

representing the Municipality at sheriff sale. If the Municipality wishes to engage in 

ownership of property for redevelopment, as stated in the Home Rule Charter, Council 

may create a Redevelopment Authority. At this time, it would be financially unfeasible 

for an Authority to be created as well as to hire additional staff to operate such an 

Authority. If one would be created it could operate under the direction of the Planning 

Department and the authority of an appointed board. 

12. Utilize a Proactive Sheriff Sale Policy. The Planning Department regularly meets 

with the Municipality’s tax collectors to discuss sheriff sale policies. We regularly try 

to improve the flow of information between Code Enforcement, the Council, and our 

tax collection agencies that would streamline the sheriff sale process when it is to the 

community’s advantage.  

13. Encourage CDC’s to undertake Housing Rehab Projects.  The Penn Hills CDC is 

currently flourishing with new membership and growth. The Planning Department 

should partner with the 

CDC when appropriate 

and work toward programs 

designed to improve the 

existing housing stock or 

develop new housing in 

areas of need. 
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Code Enforcement 

Every successful community needs a strong Code Enforcement department. Residents in every type of 

home and neighborhood want to protect their investments and their property value. Here in Penn Hills 

the single family home is instrumental to the tax base. As such, a good Code Enforcement 

Department becomes an economic issue. 

The Penn Hills Department of Code Enforcement is responsible for the issuance of permits, such as: 

The Department of Code Enforcement provides inspection services for all these permits as well as 

having duties for some storm and sanitation sewer inspection work, vacant property registration, and 

creating amendments to the Codified Ordinance. They enforce the Uniform Construction Code 

(UCC), the International Building Code (IBC), and the Penn Hills Existing Structures code; our most 

important tool for enforcing property maintenance. 

They are also responsible for resolving a wide variety of citizen complaints; including junk cars, high 

grass, rubbish and debris, dumping, and signs, all with controlling language found within the Existing 

Structures Ordinance and/or Zoning Ordinances. For this Comprehensive Plan, we will highlight the 

objectives necessary to maintain Code Enforcement as one of the most important assets Penn Hills has 

to offer. 
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• Building 

• Occupancy 

• Grading 

• Street openings 

• Dye Test 

• Sewer Tap-in 

• Contractor Registration 
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Objectives 

1. Increase the enforcement capacity for Code Enforcement. 

A. Eliminate or minimize non-code enforcement work. A large number of calls 

towards Code Enforcement are unfounded. Investigate ways to release educa-

tional materials to the municipal residents on what is and is not a code/zoning 

complaint to further mitigate unnecessary complaints to Code Enforcement. 

B. Increase the participation of others in code enforcement activity. Have the 

police officers and planners take a more active role when possible. The 

Planning Director, as the Chief Zoning Officer, and other planners have 

related code enforcement duties and experience. Additionally, consider the 

systematic use of police officers for code enforcement activity. 

C. Train all inspectors on the use of new technology such as the GIS system and 

RealStats. Use this technology to streamline administrative actions. 

D. Code Enforcement has Originating Agency Identification equipment and now 

have similar capabilities as the police in obtaining information to track 

ownership of abandoned vehicles. We hope to see more effective removal of 

abandoned vehicles in the community and more prosecution capabilities. 

E. Prepare and maintain computerized templates for code enforcement officers 

on standard violations such as junk cars, rubbish and debris, and high grass. 

Require that inspectors use these templates. 

F. Continue to improve surveillance operations to catch, prosecute, and 

eliminate illegal dumping 

2. Proactive Enforcement — Move away from the complaint basis for code enforce-

ment. Train inspectors to take proactive code enforcement measures. Take action im-

mediately upon a visual identification of a violation. Continue to take complaints and 

react accordingly, but establish code enforcement priorities on a basis of importance 

and scope. Require that inspectors initiate reports on code violations throughout the 

community. Follow up by assigning reported code violations on a systematic basis. 

3. Tracking Systems – Continue to utilize the most up to date technology for code en-

forcement activities. Require inspectors to log all activity and equip inspectors with 

tools to communicate with other inspectors and coordinate investigations. Develop a 

program on tracking systems to trigger criminal and civil complaint filing. 
28 
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4. Abatement – Minimize the amount of time from the discovery of a violation to 

abatement. Move toward minimal amounts of notice. Amend ordinances when 

required to minimize required notice. File complaints in a timely manner. Provide 

Code Enforcement with the money and tools to carry out forced improvements such as 

grass cutting, clean up, and boarding. 

5. Financing – Provide a mechanism for code enforcement fines and the revenue from 

the collection of liens to return to the Code Enforcement budget. Periodically examine 

ordinances to establish minimum fines for various offenses with the notion that 

minimum fines should cover administrative expenses. 

6. Ordinance Updates – From time to time every development ordinance needs to be 

updated. This process has become somewhat automatic with the national models such 

as the International Uniform Construction Code and Penn Hills will participate in this 

process by taking whatever action is necessary to adopt the updates. Some of our other 

local ordinances such as the Existing Structures Code need closer attention. They need 

general updates but they also need to be constantly improved due to enforcement is-

sues encountered by inspectors. Updates such as: 

29 

A. Authority – clarifying language under authority, allowing police officers, the 

Manager, and planners to issue citations and assist Code Enforcement when 

appropriate. 

B. Grading – clarifying the circumstances that would trigger a need for a grading per-

mit, and providing requirements for retaining walls, permits for retaining walls, and  

maintenances requirements for retaining walls. 

C. Temporary Structures – Definitions for utility trailers, temporary buildings and/

or what constitutes a building. Providing provisions for not allowing inappropriate 

use of temporary storage trailers. 

D. Update the Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance – Grading 

requirements, street design standards, open space dedication requirements, 

recording clauses. 

E. Adding development standards into the Existing Structures Code rather than 

using references. For example, Section 301.12 of the ES Code refers to the 

Performance Standards of the Zoning Ordinance. This is broad and unclear during 

enforcement hearings and needs to be spelled out. 
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7. Code Enforcement Districts – The Department of Code Enforcement utilizes a 

district map that divides Penn Hills into four code enforcement districts. One 

inspector is currently assigned to each district for complaints. Each district is 

assigned to a geographical area of Penn Hills. North, South, East and West. The this 

districting will help with communications and coordination. It will also be useful in 

terms of knowing what inspector or inspectors are most likely to be assigned to 

various complaints. 

We may want to consider the creation 

and designation of additional code 

enforcement districts. These districts 

would be small sections of the 

community where code enforcement 

is considered to be a pressing issue or 

item of particular concern. These 

areas need not necessarily be the 

“worst” areas of our community or 

the “oldest” neighborhoods. They can 

be designated to support other 

activities such as a redevelopment program, a pending new development, or other 

community activities. They can be neighborhoods or districts where we think code 

enforcement can have a greater impact.  

A possible code enforcement district program would be as follows: 

30 

A. Define the boundaries 

B. Assign a team  -  a code enforcement officer, a planner, a public works 

representative, and a police officer. 

C. Survey the district, consideration should be given to inspect 100% of the 

exterior of the structures and the property in the district. 

D. Develop enforcement priorities and goals. 

E. Systematically enforce maintenance code requirements, monitor progress, and 

report on accomplishments. 
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Examples of possible neighborhood specific districts include the following: 

A. The Hollows – The corridors extending from the intersection of Lime Hollow, Coal 

Hollow, Verona Road, and Sandy Creek Road. These areas have a significant number 

of problem properties, older commercial buildings, older homes, and blight. This area 

may be important in that it has a higher visual impact on the community as a whole 

since so many motorists travel these corridors on their way to other areas. The 

Municipality has conducted several demolitions of residential and commercial 

properties recently in these areas to fight blight. 

B. Lincoln Park and Universal – The older 

neighborhoods in Penn Hills tend to have a 

greater number of older homes in various 

states of disrepair. They have a greater 

need for demolition funds and tend to have 

a greater need for help with junk cars and 

litter control programs. Universal has a 

larger volume of residential properties and 

still has a vibrant commercial district, while Lincoln park has a dwindling 

population and residential property count and no remaining commercial district. 

C. Frankstown/Bon Aire/Laketon Heights – This area is sometimes thought of as an 

area in transition. Many homes are sold at very affordable rates and vacancy rates are 

not necessarily out of line, but property maintenance code issues are more prevalent. 

This could be a result of lower income families buying homes with limited capacity. A 

area such as this could benefit more from systematic code enforcement. 

D. Rodi Road & Verona Road – Some feel that we should concentrate on our 

commercial corridors, Rodi and Verona Roads, where the greatest number of motorists 

come and go. Rodi Road in particular is considered to be the “gateway” to Penn Hills. 

Recently Allegheny County has assisted in this area with the demolition of “the old 

BP” that was under their possession. Many commercial property owners have failed to 

maintain required landscaping or litter controls while volunteers have stepped up to 

undertake beautification projects. 
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There are some downsides to code enforcement districts. First of all, with limited staff it 

can take time away from a more important case, or it could delay our time to react to 

other legitimate complaints. There is the backlash of property owners who protest to 

administrators and Council that they are victims of selective enforcement and subject to 

standards not imposed on by other residents or businesses. Supporters of code 

enforcement are sometimes surprised by the reality and limitations of code enforcement. 

In any event, the concept of Code Enforcement Districts will not move forward without 

a demand from citizens as well as their continued support. 

 

Position Statements 

1. Code enforcement will be a major element of this comprehensive plan and all 

neighborhood planning in Penn Hills.  

2. Rigorous enforcement of property maintenance codes is essential for the protection 

of property values. We need to elevate maintenance standards. 

3. Whenever possible bring all property maintenance requirements and environmental 

codes under the property maintenance code – re-titled the Penn Hills Property 

Maintenance Code. 

4. We should reconsider a complaint based and occupancy permit based inspection 

system. More emphasis should be placed on proactive code enforcement.  

5. Continue to learn about and utilize online service programs. Promote the use of 

online programs for citizen to submit more user friendly online complaints. 

6. The Planning Department will work with the Dept of Code Enforcement on 

systematic code enforcement programs in targeted neighborhoods – candidates are 

The Hollows (Coal Hollow/Lime Hollow/Verona), Lincoln Park, Western 

Frankstown Road, and Rodi Road.  

7. Develop improved communications between the Department of Police and Code 

Enforcement. Ask the Police Department to undertake activity more traditionally 

considered to be “code enforcement” such as controlling dumping, preventing 

nuisances involving vacant buildings, as well as the removal of illegal signs and junk 

vehicles. 
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Economic Development 

New businesses, new services, new jobs, and growth all are hallmarks of Economic Development.  An 

overall predictor of an economy such as Penn Hills includes factors such as employment numbers, 

wage growth, property value, and available commercial land. These figures calculate the economic 

viability of a community. Data shows that more and more people in the Pittsburgh Metro area have 

less disposable income than previous generations. In addition, the “inner ring” suburbs of Pittsburgh 

typically has a population of residents who work in service sectors and labor related industries that 

may not be found in the more affluent “outer ring” suburbs. This compounding series of issues result 

in the ever changing economy of Penn Hills. 

Furthermore the Economy of Penn Hills is still suffering from consequences of the collapse of the 

major industries in 1970 and 1980. This includes the Atlas Cement Plant, which has sat vacant and in 

a state of disarray for over four decades now and The Bessemer Rail Yard which is only a holding 

facility and not a rail yard repair facility. The Collapse of industries in neighboring municipalities and 

as a whole in Allegheny County has resulted in a major population loss that we are still recovering 

from. 

Some say the image of the Penn Hills School District is the number one economic issue in Penn Hills. 

At this time, the Municipality cannot legally have any say or interfere with the School Districts plan 

per the Grand Jury Report, or the States Budgeting operations. However, the Municipality can 

enforce regulations through the Municipality’s Zoning Ordinance and various ordinances and 

programs to promote growth and development such as the comprehensive plan. 

We also expect there to be major ramifications immediately and for the foreseeable future as a result 

of the COVID-19 Pandemic. As multiple Pittsburgh based businesses have declared bankruptcy, 

residents across the region and Penn Hills have unfortunately become unemployed for the first time.  

The Pandemic has brought about major changes in the daily operations of bars restaurants and overall 

business operations to Penn Hills and that of the world. The University of Pittsburgh’s School Of 

Computing and information has released preliminary information obtained from mobility data 

provided by Safe Graphs, Yelp and Open Table to show the number of business closures in the 

Pittsburgh region thru July 2019 to the same time period in 2020. 
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There has been a significant number of business closures in the Pittsburgh area with 

many of them being permanent as a result of COVID-19 restriction mandates being 

placed by the State of Pennsylvania. These restrictions included the elimination of dine 

in seating, increased take out habits by customers and closures of bars by state mandate. 

Safe Graphs data shows a 71% decrease in foot traffic to restaurants, 80% decrease to 

bars and a 37% decrease to what’s categorized as merchandise stores. Data from Open 

Table, a company that tracks reservations to restaurants says reservations in the 

Pittsburgh region are down roughly 79% from this time last year.  

To put it simply, the Pandemic has utterly devastated the restaurant, catering, bars and 

entertainment industry. Penn Hills has already seen restaurants permanently close and 

several forced to change their daily operations. We expect the ramifications of these 

restrictions and the Coronavirus to be felt for several years into the future. However, 

Penn Hills is in a better position than many of our neighbors. Housing is a mainstay of 

our economy. As a result, we have not experienced the business closures reflected by 

many of our neighbors. 

All of the local officials are poised and ready to do their part to promote economic 

development. The Chamber of Commerce, The CDC, the Planning Commission, and the 

Planning Department are ready to guide developers. The Council has expressed interest 

in tax incentives. Land owners are ready to make good deals and all those involved are 

working to create a developer friendly atmosphere. 
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General Policies 

1. We Want New Businesses in Penn Hills – The most attractive are professional and 

light industrial businesses that create living wage jobs. The best locations are infill 

sites adjacent to existing commercial and industrial development. 

2. Create a Developer Friendly Atmosphere - The Municipality encourages both new 

development and redevelopment throughout the community. Try to pave the way for 

new economic development by processing applications in a timely manner. Connect 

landowners and developers whenever possible.  

3. Revise and Update Development Ordinances - Improve development standards 

and foster attractive new development. Continue to revise development ordinances 

and adopt new techniques to minimize construction costs. 

4. Promote the Creation of Community Development Corporations - Penn Hills is 

fortunate to have a Community Development Corporation in Penn Hills. Assist this 

CDC in its efforts and encourage the creation of additional CDC’s in Penn Hills. Join 

them as partners on various projects. If property  becomes available that could be 

utilized by the CDC, consider contributing this property. 

5. Market Municipal Property - Look to market municipal property for economic 

development purposes, The Municipality owns land both vacant and with structures 

on them. Market them. 

6. Tax Incentive Programs - The Municipality to 

this date has ruled out across the board town 

wide tax abatement programs for either new 

homes or new commercial development. The 

Mayor and Council have, however, approved a 

Local  Economic Revitalization Tax Act 

(LERTA) program designed to promote 

commercial/industrial development in the Plum Creek Corridor and new homes west 

of Verona Road to the City of Pittsburgh. The Council also stands ready to consider 

tax incentives for any major new development that generates a significant number of 

new jobs or new tax revenue. The LERTA Program has since expired and could be 

reused. LERTA is used to encourage development in areas that might not otherwise 

be considered, but currently has no generated development interest. 35 
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Objectives 

There are some properties and issues that demand our more detailed and specific 

attention in terms of stating comprehensive plan objectives. Some properties are of 

regional concern and could generate significant development. 

1. The Thompson Run Corridor - Along the eastern boundary adjacent to 

Monroeville and Plum Boro lays two large parcels of vacant industrial property. A 

two hundred (200) acre parcel immediately to the west of Thompson Run Road is 

commonly known as the Atlas Cement Plant site. This site is well known to long 

time Penn Hills residents who were here when the plant generated large amounts of 

Portland cement and fostered many jobs. Except for the silos it is essentially 

abandoned vacant land. Immediately to the east of Thompson Run lies the Gascola 

Slag Dump another large (300 acre) vacant industrial property. 

 

On June 24 2019 A Street Properties LLC, (A Subsidiary of Merola Industries. A 

Penn Hills based Business located on Universal Road and well known to Municipal 

Offices) purchased the old US Steel Research Building and former Sol Gross 

warehouse located on two acres of land within the Atlas Cement complex. This 

purchase marks the first time that any industrial development has been conducted at 

the property in over four decades. It is largely being utilized for light industrial 

storage. If more light industries can come in and see this similar type of development 

it is only a matter of time until the entire Property can be fully developed. 

 

The Thompson Run corridor has been the focus of potential large scale economic 

development for many years. More recently it came to the forefront again because of 

the proposed Mon-Fayette Expressway. Over the past several years the Planning 

Department has met with several representatives of major industries all interested in 

the Slag Dump and Atlas Cement Property. However, other than Merola Industries 

acquiring the 2 acre parcel, nothing has materialized into any major economic 

development. With this in mind, this Comprehensive Plan proposes the following: 
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2. The Eastgate Commerce Center/East Hills – To the very west of Penn Hills 

adjacent to the City of Pittsburgh and Wilkinsburg sets a 44  tract of vacant land that 

previously held the East Hills Shopping Center. In 2016 A welcomed economic 

development came to the community when the Company U Pull & Pay chose this 

location to open their Pittsburgh Center. This Location has over 30 full time 

employees and took one of the most blighted properties in the history of Penn Hills 

and made it a commercial destination. However more work is still needed. There is 

still approximately over 10 acres of prime land that could see development. The sur-

rounding, commercial area and residential area has seen stagnation as the result of 

years of neglect. These properties include the former Thad Stevens School, Valmar 

Gardens Apartments and the intersection of Robinson Boulevard and Frankstown 

Road. Consider these actions: 
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• Seek federal and state economic development funding for this corridor 
whenever possible. Bring onboard the resources of the Allegheny County 
Redevelopment Authority as this site has regional impact. 

• Promote mixed use development and consider any reasonable request for a 
zoning change 

• Consider a sheriff sale as an incentive to bring about new development (At this time 
the property is up to date, and is listed for sale) 

• In the past The property has been studied for Phase 1 environmental studies. Complete 
any additional studies at the request of property owners and pursue Brownfield Grant 
Opportunities.  

• Continue to support the completion of the Mon-Fayette Expressway and the ramp 
connection of Thompson Run to the Parkway East. Currently the proposed 
improvements do not include a ramp to Penn Hills and the Thompson Run Corridor 

• Work with Petra Ministries, the current land owner, to promote new 
development. 

• Encourage the Allegheny County Economic Development Department to help 
market this site as a regional facility. 

• Consider tax incentives as a method to lure developers to this site.  

• Support the purchase and rehabilitation of Valmar Garden Apartments 
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3. Schools– While it is true that the School District’s financial woes are seen as a 

detriment. The School District’s programs, athletics and educational opportunities 

continue to be economic drivers for the Municipality. As teachers, parents and 

students all continue to support local businesses and Penn Hills Residents. Besides 

the School District, the Municipality is proud to be associated with alternative 

schooling options, including The Redeemer Lutheran School, The Penn Hills Charter 

School of Entrepreneurship, The Institute of Medical and Business Careers, and The 

Pittsburgh School of Massage Therapy. These schools also have students, parents, 

teachers, instructors and children who reside in the Municipality who all contribute 

to the overall economy of the Municipality. Penn Hills must encourage all 

educational opportunities for the overall economic health of the Municipality.  

4. Former Vocollect/Honeywell – The Traffic light installation at Maple Lane and 

Rodi Road was an important infrastructure improvement to the Municipality. 

However the improvement was not enough to retain Vocollect, a major employer. 

While access to the former Vocollect location is through Wilkins, and Churchill 

townships, the primary location of the property is entirely within Penn Hills. 

However in 2018, as reported by the Pittsburgh Business times. After acquisition by 

Honeywell, the business would be moving to the City of Pittsburgh. As such the 

properties number of jobs would be reduced drastically. While previous zoning 

changes and site plans have been controversial, continued economic opportunities 

should be explored at this location.  

5. The Rodi Road Corridor –We all know that Rodi Road is the gateway to Penn 

Hills. We need to continue to promote quality economic development in this corridor 

with appropriate land uses and beautiful site planning. We recommend that we 

update the plan prepared by the Penn Hills CDC and condensed by the Planning 

Commission (See Appendix 25). We also recommend the following activities: 
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6. Leechburg Road and the Plum Creek Corridor  - At the northeastern corner of 

Penn Hills, Leechburg Road connects to Milltown Unity Road. The Union Railroad 

passed through this area in the late 19th and early 20th century and the yards and related 

activity were a significant part of our history. Today there remains a few opportunities 

for economic development worth discussing. First there is the vacant land adjacent to 

the Public Works Garage located at 6600 Leechburg Road. The municipality bought a 

27 acre parcel to accommodate this new garage and there is additional property that 

could be sold to promote private economic development. Most of this land is steeply 

sloped hillside, but some has interesting development potential, particularly for anyone 

who would be interested in rail delivery. 

The Municipality should consider actively listing this property for sale. In addition 

behind this property sits the Former Bessemer and Lake Erie Railyard Wheelhouse. 

Currently this is prime real estate for extended industrial uses. To the north of this 

property Milltown Unity Road follows Plum Creek north to the boundary with Plum 

Boro. There are several properties along this corridor where the municipality could 

encourage light industrial development. To this end, Mayor and Council has approved 

a commercial/light industrial LERTA Program to provide tax incentives based upon 

the value of new construction. 
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• Promote new construction on vacant lots and redevelopment in vacant 

buildings.  

• Undertake beautification projects. Encourage businesses to landscape and 

install improvements. 

• Apply for stormwater management funds to undertake retention projects in 

both the shopping center and the corridor. 

• Some buildings in the middle stretch of Rodi are not connected to sanitary 

lines or water lines and instead rely on septic and well water. These properties 

either must be forced to connect or be demolished.  

• Promote improved property maintenance and code enforcement where 

necessary. 

• Install sidewalks, particularly those missing links. 
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7.  Saltsburg and Reiter – As of this date a proposed Walmart development at 

Saltsburg and Reiter Roads is no longer a viable project. Needless to say a 

Walmart delivers a significant economic development impact on any community. 

In this case the selected site is a property Penn Hills had zoned for a shopping or 

retail center and a land development plan should be rather routinely approved. 

However, the developer had significant difficulty in obtaining a highway 

occupancy permit from Penn Dot and has abandoned intentions to build. The 

community now will look to support alternative development on the property 

consistent with the B2 zoning. This property continues to be identified as a  

significant opportunity for new commercial or mixed use development. 

8. Turners Dairy – Turners Dairy has grown significantly in the past 10 years. The 

Manufacturing plant is the largest private employer in Penn Hills with 

approximately 250 full time employees. The Business has expanded its facility and 

acquired zoning changes and variances to the rear of its bottling plant and across 

Jefferson Road for a small office. Turners dairy is one of the most important 

drivers of the Penn Hills Economy. Turners Dairy has acquired grants recently 

from the State for multiple reasons, including production, transportation and job 

training. The Municipality fully intends to co-operate with Turners Dairy on any 

grant writing opportunities for any business growth opportunities when needed.  

9. Light industrial businesses- Numerous small and medium sized businesses 

located throughout Penn Hills employ persons in general or skilled labor. While 

individually these business contribute a small amount to the Penn Hills economy, 

combined they are one of the most crucial elements to the Penn Hills economic  

engine. These businesses include but are not limited to, Anderson Interiors, Gupta 

Permold, Sentry Mechanical, Kincaid Manufacturing, Merlot Manufacturing, 

Merola Industries, Mack Mulch, Nadine Corporation, Noralco Corporation, 

Summit Recycling, West Shore, Quality Services, Vigliotti Landscaping and many 

more. All employ anywhere between a dozen to as many as over 100 full time 

employees, but all own large scale industrial or mixed use properties within Penn 

Hills. If the Municipality economic engine is to continue, efforts to retain these 

industries and business must be made. Businesses should be invited to participate 

in any economic development policy going forward. 
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10. The Verona Road Corridor - The Verona Road corridor, for purposes of this plan, 

stretches from the intersection of Verona Road/Frankstown Road through the 

intersection of Sandy Creek Road & Coal Hollow Road, ultimately terminating at 

Wildwood Avenue and the Borough of Verona. It currently consists of a mixture of 

light industrial, commercial, residential, and Legal Non-conforming properties. 

Some are vacant buildings in need of significant repair and others are thriving 

businesses. The most significant property is the largest stand alone brick and mortar 

grocery store in Penn Hills. Businesses such as Molyneaux’s Carpet and Butler Gas 

Products do well in the corridor while others such as The Sandy Creek Inn, 

Transmissions by Lucille, Lohr’s Taxidermy and The Eastwood Inn have gone 

away, demolished by the Municipality. 

 

There remains, however, some good potential for redevelopment. We need to 

recognize that several properties in this corridor have significantly deteriorated and 

that code enforcement should come into play. Smaller businesses such as the 

automobile repair facilities, daycare centers, convenience stores, bars, The numerous 

light industrial warehouses, Werntz Memorial Hospital, Dairy queen, and the 

various legal non-conforming business in Rosedale all need assistance in staying 

economically viable: 
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• Identify deteriorated properties, inspect, and issue property maintenance notices 

• Contact owners of marginal properties and identify those with redevelopment 

potential 

• Encourage Penn Dot & Allegheny County to make improvements to the state 

and County maintained portions of the road. 

• Encourage Penn Dot to step up litter collection 

• Take immediate code enforcement measures on properties in violation in the 

vicinity of Lime Hollow, Coal Hollow, and Verona. 
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Position Statements 

1. The Mon-Fayette ramp could be the spark for economic development north along 

Thompson Run. The slag dump remains as a long term resource. The Municipality 

will continue to promote both the Mon-Fayette Expressway and the ramp connection 

to Penn Hills. 

2. We will do what we can to promote light industrial development in the existing I1 

and I2 zoned properties along the Leechburg, Hulton and Thompson Run corridors. 

New light industrial and professional office buildings will be the most sought after 

form of new development since they create living wage jobs. 

3. We need to promote infill development along the Rodi Road corridor by enforcing 

property maintenance codes, investing in beautification projects, and promoting 

intersection improvements. 

4. The most important economic development issue in Penn Hills is the image of our 

school district. This plan recognizes this important issue but does not specifically 

address School District policy or programs. We encourage residents to learn about 

the operation and policies of our own schools: public, private and charter. 

5. The Verona Road corridor needs redevelopment. We need to encourage those to 

remain and expand others while encouraging others to demolish and start new. 

Utilize the property maintenance code, utilize code enforcement and demolition. 

6. We propose to seek state and county funded incentives for  the former Atlas cement 

plant property and other similar blighted properties. Local government cannot afford 

to invest large sums of our local community development funds in economic 

development programs of this scale. There has been success with properties such as 

the Eastgate District, Penn Hills Shopping Center, Rodi Road and other areas where 

the private sector and public sector can partner. 

7. We will not oppose any national big box retailer properly locating in a commercial 

district in Penn Hills. The Penn Hills customer will decide where to shop. We will 

insist, however, that any developer meet or exceed our local development 

ordinances. We propose no taxpayer funded incentives for big box retailers. 
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8. We want new businesses in Penn Hills. The most attractive are professional and light 

industrial businesses that create living wage jobs. The best locations are infill sites 

adjacent to existing commercial and industrial development. 

9. We need to improve development standards and foster attractive new development. 

We will continue to revise our development ordinances and adopt new techniques to 

minimize construction costs. 

10. We will look to update antiquated zoning regulations that apply to various businesses. 

Updating the ambiguous language in the sign ordinance, allow parking lots and 

garages, look at rezoning when necessary. 

11. We support the efforts of the former Vocollect/Honeywell property owners to expand 

into Penn Hills at Rodi/Maple Lane. 

12. Tighten up environmental regulations on used car lots, auto body garages, and repair 

garages. Require better screening and landscaping. 

13. Look to market municipal property for economic development purposes. 

14. Utilize the various committees and commissions in Penn Hills such as the Shade Tree 

Commission to promote beautification in our commercial districts. 

15. Promote and support projects undertaken by the new Penn Hills Community 

Development Corporation. Look for ways for local government to support additional 

community development corporations. 
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Public Facilities 

The vitality and health of any community is dependent upon the availability and good condition of 

many public facilities for community activities. For the condition of this plan, public facilities include, 

the Penn Hills Library, parks, community centers, and similar buildings for public gatherings. The 

Municipality is directly responsible for the maintenance and operation of some of these facilities 

while others are privately owned. It’s important that all of them remain healthy and productive. 

Facilities such as sewage treatment plants, pump stations, water towers, public utility buildings, 

schools, or churches are not discussed. Preliminary issues and/or policy statements for each of these 

facilities are as follows:  

A. The Penn Hills Library – This building, as most residents know, is still relatively new to Penn 

Hills. The library includes rooms for meetings, computer banks, and a community room so it has 

the potential of being much more than a typical library. 

Expansion plans for future years should include fund raising 

efforts to complete the proposed amphitheater and walkway 

to Linton School. A new Library Director was employed in 

the summer of 2019 and new programs and activities are 

already surfacing and going well. Recommendations for the 

library: 
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A. Continue to promote the library as a community center – encourage music, recreation, and 

cultural activities in the building. 

B. Monitor and seek opportunities to apply for a grant to develop the amphitheater and the 

walkway to Linton School – the walkway to Linton will provide much needed 

additional parking spaces for special events.  

C. Develop operating policies to be adopted by the Mayor and Council – The existing 

operating policies and fee structures have never been formally adopted by the Mayor and 

Council. 

D. Maximize opportunities for community events in the DeLuca Room, meeting rooms, and 

children’s library – consider waiving or reducing fees for community organizations. 

E. Continue to seek ACLA funding for the library as a regional asset. 
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3. The Penn Hills Multi-Purpose Center – The Municipality has for several years 

leased this building to the Penn Hills Family Service Group to operate as a 

community facility. However in 2020, this changed when a Daycare resumed all 

leasing arraignments with the Municipality and took over complete operations of the 

building. The Municipality has allocated CDBG funds for renovations and 

maintenance and continues to use CDBG funds for continued investments on the 

property. At this time, Penn Hills does not plan on expanding the Multi-Purpose 

Center or property beyond its current capacity. While the current lease space is at 

100% occupancy, all future leases will continue to be focused on operations such as, 

daycares, medical operations, community based organizations, religious 

organizations and similar ventures. Recommendations for the MPC: 

 

3. The Lincoln Park Community Center – This facility is owned and operated by the 

Lincoln Park Community Center Inc. It has functioned many years as a community 

center in Lincoln Park. The Municipality is committed to the continuing success of 

this building. The Municipality has recently completed improvement projects 

including new doors, new heating and waterline equipment, and a computer room. 

The Penn Hills Council has authorized significant CDBG funds over the last several 

decades and continuing federal funding assistance is expected. Our recommendations 

are as follows: 
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A. Continue to support capital building improvements with allocations of Penn 

Hills Community Development Program funds. Concentrate on code and 

accessibility issues. 

B. Consider placing the outdoor court and ballfield under the control of the Penn 

Hills Recreation Coordinator. 

A. Continue to support capital building improvements with allocations of Penn 

Hills Community Development Program funds. Concentrate on code and 

accessibility issues. 

B. Improve the existing parking area and service areas, as well as landscaping and 

exterior façade improvements. 

C. Promote the building and its services as a “community-wide” asset and not just a 

neighborhood facility. 

D. Consider a community garden on the open field at the rear of the property. 
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A. The William McKinley Citizens Center – This facility is located on Verona 

Hilltop at the intersection of Center and Seventh. It includes a gym, several 

classrooms, a day care center, a senior citizens wing, a dance studio, and other 

miscellaneous activities. It is owned by the Municipality of Penn Hills and leased to 

the local William Mckinley Citizens Center Committee. The building is available for 

public use and provides a wide variety of community services. Adjacent to the center 

is a very large ball field and a neighborhood playground. The current board sees 

activity and praise from residents of Verona Hilltop and no complaints come into the 

Municipality regarding unkempt property or vacancy. In the Past five years the 

Center has hosted forums for US Representatives and State officials to talk to the 

community at large. Revenue from existing tenants is enough to handle operating 

costs and programs and activities and the building is a welcome feature to Verona 

Hilltop. Our recommendations are: 
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A. Continue to utilize Penn Hills CDBG funds to support capital improvements. 

Concentrate on code and accessibility issues. 

B. Continue and expand municipal senior citizen activity in the building. 

C. Improve the energy efficiency in the senior section of the building by changing 

light fixtures. 

D. Seek more tenants and community services for the building. 
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5. The Penn Hills Municipal Building  The new Government Center located at 102 

Duff Road is the newest municipal building in Penn Hills and is a center of pride and 

community gatherings in the Municipality. Built in 2018, the building hosts most of 

the administrative offices and departments for Penn Hills including, Planning, 

Zoning, Code Enforcement, Information Technology, Finance and Management. The 

Government Center contains several conference and training rooms and a large 

council chamber that can be utilized for public meetings and in the event of an 

emergency, a center for emergency personal to gather. 

In addition the Government Center also hosts the offices of the Penn Hills Fire 

Marshall and the Police Department. Inside the Government Center are numerous 

rooms for storage of equipment for all departments and evidence for the Police & 

Fire Marshall, along with holding cells for inmates and a fully functioning 

Shooting range for the training of Police Personnel. The Government Center 

Complex, also houses the EMS building where the Municipalities Paramedics offices 

are located and the ambulances are stored. There is also a training facility for current 

volunteer firefighters located at the rear of the property. The complex also contains 

several monuments and green features as well.  For the purpose of this plan no 

changes or recommendations are recommended except for minor community 

upgrades if funds permit. 
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A. Continue the community events such as the “Holiday Light Festival” and 

increase the number of events at the Government Center if applicable. 

B. The construction of a canopy over the police vehicle storage area to keep snow 

off in the winter season. 
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6. The Six Volunteer Departments – The local VFD’s are all privately owned and 

managed by the various VFD’s. However the Firefighters receive funds, insurance 

and some oversight from Penn Hills. Currently Each Volunteer Fire Department is 

controlled by a chief. Each Department receives a stipend from the Municipality to 

conduct firefighting operations. Department Number 7 Located at 125 Universal 

Road receives an extra $25,000 for the purchase of a ladder rescue truck. The 

Municipality pays for all fueling of all trucks and vehicles for all Six Departments in 

Penn Hills. All Firefighters in Penn Hills are covered under the Municipalities 

insurance plan. In addition the Penn Hills Fire Marshall has administrative 

management responsibilities over all VFD personnel and departments within Penn 

Hills; including oversight of investigations, funds, municipal matters and similar 

items. 

In January 2021, the Penn Hills Fire Study was completed; which is to be used by 

elected officials, officers, firefighters, the Fire Marshal, and others designated by the 

Municipality. Over the past several years, Firefighters in Penn Hills have demanded 

an increase of funding and resources. Some of these discussions have included talks 

of a “Fire Tax” or other tax to raise funds. At this time no discussion has been had 

with elected officials and residents have expressed concern with additional taxes giv-

en the stipends the departments receive from the Municipality. 

For the purpose of this plan it is recommended that a decision be reached after the 

adoption of the fire study and follow the guidelines laid out within. 
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7. The three Country Clubs and Golf Courses – Penn Hills is home to currently three 

country clubs and golf courses as of 2020, which is statically higher than the national 

average for golf courses located in a 

community. These clubs, Long Vue, 

Three Lakes and Green Oaks. Are 

gems and points of pride for the 

community, each with their own 

sense of membership and gathering. 

These golf clubs provide not only 

recreation opportunities but also a 

welcome backdrop to our residential 

neighborhoods. Golf courses, statically promote a sense of community, raise proper-

ty values, attract people to a neighborhood and are an asset to all.  

While Longue Vue and Green Oaks Are private, Three Lakes (Formerly Alcoma) is 

now public, and it is not uncommon to see non profits and school age children learn-

ing the sport of golf for the first time. All include clubhouses available for communi-

ty activities as well as private parties. They are all an asset to our 

community. As owners experiment in the future to maintain the vitality of their 

facilities they will need the support of our community. We simply propose to 

promote all of these clubs as an asset to the community and a positive economic 

development feature. 
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8. The Penn Hills Senior Citizens Center – This building is owned and operated by 

the Municipality. It houses a wide variety of services to Penn Hills senior citizens. It 

includes meeting rooms, a cafeteria, a recreation area, arts and crafts rooms, a 

computer room, and other various activities. The program has operated well since 

1976 when the old Morrow school was remodeled. The building has seen several 

expansions, a new parking lot, and the construction of an adjacent senior hi-rise built 

and owned by the County of Allegheny.  

Penn Hills currently supports the Senior Service Center with federal CDBG funds, 

AA funds from the County,  and local operating budget funds. Current levels of 

assistance are expected to continue. CDBG funds are used for both capital 

improvements to the building and the purchase of vehicles. Each year brings a new 

project. This plan recommends the following: 

A. Continue to utilize CDBG and County funds in accordance with county and 

federal regulations. 

B. Continue to look to increase energy efficiency in the building and lower 

operating costs. 

C. Look to develop and operate programs that benefit seniors from other facilities, 

i.e the Library, Non-profits , churches, and evening school programs. 

D. Construct a sidewalk to connect the Senior Center to the existing Penn 

Hebron Garden Club to allow expanded senior programs. 
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9. Penn Hebron Garden Club—The Penn Hebron Garden Club at 237 Jefferson Road 

is a privately owned facility currently operated by the club members. It is a valuable 

community facility and an historic treasure in Penn Hills. The building is available 

for private functions, community meetings, and entertainment and cultural programs. 

This plan recommends that the Municipality: 

10. The Proposed Churchill Valley Greenspace— At the entrance of Penn Hills 

bordering the Borough of Churchill sits the former country club and golf course of 

the Churchill Country Club. After the demolition of the club house that sat in the 

Municipality in 2018. The Property (owned by Zokiates Properties) was being 

sought by the Allegheny Land Trust.  

Allegheny Land Trust has met with municipal officials several times and has 

garnered media attention regarding its plan for the property. The Non-profit fully 

intends to purchase the property and convert it to greenspace. They intend to utilize 

the parking lot of the former country club and keep the pedestrian walkways across 

Beulah Road (SR 130) and to utilize the golf course as greenspace. This plan makes 

no recommendation for the intended use of the Penn Hills portion of this property. 

Discussions are ongoing as fund raising continues. 

The Churchill Country club comprises of over 140 acres located primarily within the 

Borough of Churchill. Many residents of Penn Hills have often stated that Penn Hills 

should develop the land, unaware that only approximately 39 acres exist in Penn 

Hills, with 6 acres being steep slopes and unusable. The Zoning for the Penn Hills 

portion of the former Country Club is R-1A. This Zoning Designation stands for 

Single Family Residential and carries with it a high setback requirement. There are 

no intentions of rezoning the Penn Hills portion to commercial or any other zoning 

district other than R-1A. 
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A. Continue to support the preservation of the building and continued operation of 

this building as a community facility. 

B. Construct sidewalks to connect this building to the Senior Citizen Center. 

C. Utilize federal CDBG funds to assist the Penn Hills Garden Club with 

improvements to the building that provide better access for the elderly and 

handicapped. 
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11.  Penn Hills Community Parks—In addition to the various other public facilities 

mentioned throughout the municipality. Penn Hills Hosts over twelve community 

parks of various sizes and functions. Ranging from tot lots, dog parks, skate parks & 

trail/conservation areas. While this comprehensive plan does not recommend an 

overhaul of the existing Parks & Recreation plan in Penn Hills or the aquisition of 

more parkland, we do recommend continued maintenance, accessible improvements  

and co-operation with more community and neighborhood groups such as the Penn 

Hills Shade Tree Commission, Allegheny Clean Ways, VOPP (Verona, Oakmont, 

Penn Hills & Plum) Trail Committee, and many other recreation organizations who 

already work in the Municipality to improve the environmental livability of the Mu-

nicipality and Region.  

Penn Hills maintains the following municipal parks: 

Since the last Comprehensive Plan, Bon Air Playground and Aber Park have been 

closed but are still owned by the Municipality with Bessemer Field being considered 

for closure or rehabilitation. In addition Penn Hills also owns land at Santiago Street 

and the GreenRidge Plan as land to be kept as conservation or open land to be 

preserved. There are also several parks owned by Civic Associations or 

neighborhood groups in Penn Hills such as Crescent Hills Community Park and 

Rosedale Park. 

A. Ross Park 

B. Multi-Purpose Center Ball field 

C. Lee Drive Park 

D. Pat Seneca Memorial Field 

E. Penn View Park 

F. Duff Community Park 

G. Penn Hills Dog Park 

H. Universal Park  

I. Meadow Avenue Park  

J. Milltown Community Park  

K. Turner Friendship Park 

L. William McKinley Citizens Center 

Ball Field & Play area 

M. Penn Hills Community Park 
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Position Statements 

1. Continue to invest in the Lincoln Park Community Center and the McKinley 

Citizen’s Center as important community assets. It is unrealistic to assume that 

community based non-profit organization such as the LPCC and the McKinley 

Citizen’s Committee can maintain these buildings without local government support. 

Continue whenever possible to channel federal CD funds to these buildings and 

supplement these when necessary with local operating budget funds. 

2. The Lincoln Road Multi-Purpose Center is underutilized. Provide support to the 

current daycare operation when possible and look to increase activity. If efforts fail 

consider selling the building to an organization that would provide benefits to the 

community. 

3. The Jefferson Road Senior Citizen’s Center is, and will continue to be, the hub of 

senior activity. Future expansion possibilities on site are limited but the municipality 

will continue to maintain the building and make improvements as required.  

4. The new Library is a major asset to the community. We will seek to optimize the use 

of this new building with expanded resources and programs. We will continue to 

seek funding for the proposed walkway connection to Linton and an amphitheater.  

5. Continue to utilize and advertise the new Municipal Government Center on Duff 

Road. Invite the public for conferences, training and seminars in the multiple large 

meeting rooms. 

6. Support the efforts of the Multi-Municipal VOPP (Verona, Oakmont, Penn Hills & 

Plum) Trail Committee to develop a recreational trail from Allegheny River 

Boulevard to Boyce Park by passing by Creekside Park, Penn Hills Park, Milltown 

Park, North Bessemer Park and Plum Creek Park. 



 

 

Penn  Hills Going Green 
The residents of Penn Hills care as much about the environment as any other American community 

and the Municipality also wants to be in the front row with smart technology and innovation. The 

Residents of Penn Hills also wish to be a part of the ever growing call for reducing actions that 

contribute to climate change and taking action against environmental injustice.  

Certain real opportunities are currently in front of us. The federal government has provided funding 

through the Department of Energy for Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grants. Penn Hills 

in 2010 and 2011 received approximately $182,000. Penn Hills completed an energy management 

plan (Appendix 26) and will continue to look for Dept. of Energy funding opportunities. Other funds 

will become available to Penn Hills homeowners through the Weatherization Program and similar 

initiatives. Penn Hills will continue to develop and implement the various strategies and prepare the 

community for full benefits. Examples of Penn Hills going green include the installation of electric 

car docking stations around the municipality. 

The Municipality engaged the services of Envinity Inc. The consultants have identified the best 

possibilities for municipal improvements designed to save energy and lower emissions and their report 

has been submitted to the federal government as part of the grant process. The Penn Hills Council has 

discussed and generally approved the strategy. The following projects were completed or underway 

since 2012: 

The following list of goals and objectives are recommended for Municipal owned buildings and 

moving forward to address green initiatives. 
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1. Replaced lighting fixtures in the Senior Service Center, and the Wm. McKinley Citizen’s Center 

at a cost of approximately $37,500 and an annual payback of $17,200. The investment payback 

will be two years. 

2. Replaced bulbs in traffic signals at multiple intersections. The estimated cost is $67,800 with a 

savings of $17,000 and a 3.8 year payback.  

3. Have continuously applied for and been awarded traffic signal upgrades as part of the Automated 

Red Light Enforcement Grant at intersections within the Municipality and the Green Light Go 

program through PENNDOT. 

4. Have replaced multiple bulbs at utility poles from regular incandescent to LED through the 

Duquesne Light LED Pilot Program. 

5. Replaced a motor and a pump for the Water Pollution Control Department. 
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Municipal-Owned Buildings 

1. Conduct an energy audit of every municipally owned building in Penn Hills. 

Propose improvements that would reduce energy demand and generate savings. 

Look for the potential of employing new technology to reduce fossil fuel emissions 

or otherwise protect public resources.  

2. Encourage LEED construction standards for new public buildings and 

renovations to existing public buildings. Devote a percentage of construction and 

maintenance budgets to green technology. Utilize smart and energy efficient 

components. 

3. Plan for reduced energy demand. Ask each Department 

Director and those responsible for building maintenance and HVAC 

systems to prepare an energy savings plan for their department that 

would reduce energy demand.  

4. Library – Consider the use of grant funds for a photovoltaic system for the Library 

roof, and other buildings if practical. Select an Electric Generations Supplier (EGS) 

and consolidate or separate billing. 

5. Senior Citizens Center – Consider making renovations or applying for grants that 

would make the building LEED Certified.  

6. Public Works Garage – Perform basic weatherization and maintenance, as well as 

installing 7-day programmable thermostats to manage unoccupied temperatures for 

an estimated savings of $2,000 per year. Upgrading the facility to LEED Certified.  

7. Plum Creek Wastewater Facility – Over the next two years take a comprehensive 

look at the facility. The consultants estimate a potential savings of $12,000/year in 

energy costs. 
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Municipal-Owned Utilities 

1. Conduct an energy audit of facilities owned and controlled by local government. 

Expand on the analysis prepared by Envinity. Look for the potential of employing 

new technology to reduce fossil fuel emissions or otherwise protect public resources. 

2. Street Lights – Study the employment of new technology with our street lighting 

system. Look toward either increasing the efficiency of existing lighting, installing 

new lighting systems, or otherwise reducing energy demand while maintaining 

public safety. We have been very successful in updating our street lights from 

tradition incandescent bulbs to LED along the arterial roadways in the Municipality; 

however more work is needed to expand this work into residential neighborhoods.  

3. Traffic Lights – Install new LED lighting on all Penn Hills traffic signals with the 

current grant proceeds. These new bulbs are evidently more cost effective and 

replacement now is a logical conclusion. We have had major success with the ARLE 

program, but more work is needed on some intersections.  

4. Reduce energy demand in Municipal Parks – study the current use of energy in 

our parks. Attempt to reduce energy demand for ball field lighting. Consider 

reducing the lawn and grass areas currently mowed. Analyze the use of water and 

look for possible reductions. 

5. Municipal Fleets – Plan for reduced energy demand for all municipal fleets. 

Analyze the current energy use and make recommendations for reductions and cost 

savings. Consider the long range energy demand when purchasing new vehicles and 

incorporate Green standards with purchasing specifications. Also, consider 

retrofitting existing vehicles with Blades and similar new technology designed to 

reduce emissions and/or generate fuel economy. 

6. Wastewater Treatment – Analyze and consider new technology designed to 

minimize GHG emissions at the Plum Creek Treatment Plant. 

7. Environmentally Preferable Purchasing – Consider the adoption of an 

Environmentally Preferable Purchasing (EPP) Policy. Reference this policy to 

employee training manuals and purchasing specifications. 
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The Community 

1. Building Codes – Consider the adoption of Green Building Code requirements. 

Create incentives for Green Building Design without enforcing regulations that 

generate excessive construction costs. Promote the use of geothermal systems and 

photovoltaic systems. 

2. Subdivision and Land Development – Update the Penn Hills Subdivision and Land 

Development Ordinances to incorporate sustainable land use and land development 

policies and practices. Develop reasonable regulations for both commercial and 

residential windmills and similar land uses. 

3. Smart Transportation Initiatives – The Municipality has applied for Park and Ride 

lots with Penn DOT for the development of  Park-and-Ride lots in Penn Hills, but 

none have been approved. We will continue to pursue funding through this program 

and otherwise support the development of facilities that lead to reduced 

transportation costs and lower carbon emissions. 

4. Stormwater Management – Continue to meet DEP stormwater management regu-

lations while pursuing new methods to manage stormwater more effectively. 

Continue to look for more efficient ways to handle stormwater – develop swales, 

eliminate pipes when possible, and provide retention at the source when possible. 

5. Recycling – The Municipality recently received a report and analysis of our current 

recycling programs. The report identified in the Comprehensive Plan (Appendix 7) 

Penn Hills expects to expand services in yard waste and to continue the multiple 

materials curbside pick up program. 

6. Greenhouse Gas Emissions – The Municipality has also joined forces with its 

neighbors to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Wilkins Township in the past has 

received a grant from the PA Department of Environmental Protection to have a 

Greenhouse Gas Emission Inventory completed and Penn Hills and Forest Hills has 

participated in the inventory study. The Duquesne University Center for 

Environmental Research and Education, (CERE) was hired to complete the 

Greenhouse Gas Emission Inventory for each of communities. Penn Hills, Wilkins 

and Forest Hills also joined the International Council for Local Environmental 

Initiatives, (ICLEI). 
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7. Grants for Non-Profit Organizations – Consider authorizing grants to our VFD’s, 

the Lincoln Park Community Center, Shining Arrow,  the Service Association, and 

other non-profit organizations in the community for energy saving audits and 

improvements. 

8. Green Gardens — Consider the use of federal or state grant funds to develop 

community gardens and food production facilities for both private and non-profit 

use. Partner with Community Development Corporations. Promote the development 

of community gardens by non-profit and civic organizations. Take steps necessary to 

provide for a partnership with the VFD’s and the CDC for permanent garden space. 

There are ample locations ready for developments of community gardens.  

9. Shade Tree Commission—In June 2017 the Municipality received its biggest asset 

yet in terms of going green and combating climate change. A Shade Tree 

Commission was formed. The Shade Tree Commission’s ultimate responsibility is 

the planting and maintenance of trees to promote and enhance the environment to the 

residents of the municipality but also increase the livability of the municipality and 

increase environmental awareness. The Shade Tree Commission has planted trees in 

neighborhoods and in Penn Hills Community Park. 

10. Tree City Designation—In April of 2020 The Municipality was designated as a 

Tree City USA by the National Arbor Foundation.  Sharing this designation with 

Forest Hills, Mt. Lebanon, Swissvale and Wilkinsburg, This is a very critical 

designation that highlights the importance of our residents and community and the 

connection we have to the forested nature in our Municipality. Since the designation 

many residents are unaware of the designation or what it entails. Steps should be 

taken forward to encourage residents to participate in activities to celebrate the 

designation and activities related to the Shade tree Commission. These activities 

would meet our goals of trying to combat climate change but also help unite the 

community. 
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Tree Canopy Loss 

The Pittsburgh Metro is home to one of the largest urban forests in the United States. 

But that sea of green is shrinking. Between 2010 and 2015, some 1,742,820 trees were 

lost in Allegheny County, resulting in the disappearance of more than 11,000 acres of 

tree coverage. That’s nearly the combined size of all nine Allegheny county parks, or 13 

Central Parks. An estimated 1,000 trees per day gone over the course of less than half a 

decade According to the Non-Profit Tree Pittsburgh. According to a report released in 

2019, Penn Hills was among communities such as Neville Island, Aspinwall, Duquesne, 

Brackenridge, Braddock, Dormont, Whitehall, Cheswick and Springdale that saw 

double digit percentage losses in tree removal. 

It is crucial that we continue to have a shade tree commission but also continue to 

emphasis good environmental practices and proper stewardship of the environment to 

residents and developers. It is recommended that the following items be adopted to 

address the issues related to tree canopy loss and environmental stewardship. 

1. Educate residents on proper tree trimming, and tree planting procedures. Invest in 

resources for residents to further understand why planting a tree in a proper area is 

the best investment for themselves and property instead of what might be 

aesthetically pleasing to them.  

2. Educate residents and developers on invasive species of plants. As an example, Knot 

weed has effectively taken over large sections of the municipality creating a nuisance 

and health hazard for some property owners. Not also do these invasive species 

create problems on vacant lots but many property owners are unaware of what they 

are and may unintentionally spread them or plant them. Having a resource for 

residents to understand that these plants or species are invasive and should be 

avoided or destroyed is critical in preserving a natural balance and keeping proper 

stewardship in the Municipality.  

3. The conservation Zoning District currently within the Municipality currently serves 

no designation of conservation other than the name. This Zoning District could be 

utilized in a way to preserve actual conservation of land and include language to an 

affect encouraging conservation of natural resources. 
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AGRICULTURE AND ACCESORY USES 

In 2016, the Municipality allowed 

residents to own chickens via 

Special Exception approval through 

the Municipalities Zoning Hearing 

Board. Since the adoption of this 

Ordinance in 2016, the Municipality 

has seen 42 properties apply for 

possession of chickens through the Planning Department. In addition more and more 

residents have sought to use their properties for gardens, or small homestead purposes, 

such as growing food for personal use or even selling at a farmers market or craft show. 

It is not uncommon for a home occupation to contact the Planning Department for the 

Purpose of growing some horticulture on a property of 1 to 2 acres and then selling the 

products of it.  

 

There are still some property owners in Penn Hills who do have 5 or more acres which 

constitute a farm under the Zoning Ordinance, and as such have set up shop in Penn 

Hills for owning farm animals and agricultural uses. Many residents have approached 

the Planning Department on whether or not the Municipality will address other 

accessory uses related to agriculture such as if any other farm animals will be considered 

legal via permit, special exception or by right under the zoning ordinance.  

 

Going Forward It should be noted 

and addressed that residents are 

seeking more uses related to 

ownership of farm animals. They are 

also seek agricultural uses on smaller 

lot sizes. 
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Transportation 

Penn Hills has an intricate system of roads that span a long history. Once a small farming township in 

eastern Allegheny County, Most of the arterial roads in Penn Hills were formed and are named for 

farms that were once located on them. Duff, Long, Hulton, Hamil, Hunter, Rodi, Indiana, these roads 

meander through hillsides and woodlands that once contained horse drawn carriages and wagons. 

Major arteries such as Frankstown, Saltsburg, Leechburg, Verona, and Universal are all connected to 

former industrial centers and once housed Trolley or railroad lines.  

The current road network of Penn Hills includes over 700 streets and covers approximately 232 miles.  

Penn Hills, is linked to the City of Pittsburgh by several major and minor arteries, namely the Penn 

Lincoln Parkway, Allegheny River Boulevard, Mount Carmel Road, Lincoln Road, Blackadore 

Avenue, Brushton Avenue and Frankstown Road.  Travel to the north, east, and west is simplified by 

several State and County roads entering the Municipality, but most importantly the Pennsylvania 

Turnpike which runs along the northeast boundary of Penn Hills and has an exit three miles east of 

Penn Hills at Monroeville exit 57 and another exit approximately three miles north of Penn Hills at 

Harmarville exit 48. 

State roads account for 68 miles of roadway and County roads account for another 14 miles of roads 

for a total of eighty two miles of streets and roads that make up all of the arterial streets and the 

overwhelming majority of collector streets (see map) which provide access to most commercial and 

social activities. 

The Port Authority of Allegheny County serves the main thoroughfares of Penn Hills with service to 

Pittsburgh, Monroeville, Oakmont, 

Verona and Wilkinsburg. Other 

neighboring communities are served 

as well as during these Transit routes. 

Future transportation improvements 

may include rapid transit, street 

improvements and Busway Expansion 

Nextransit Network. 
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Goals 

A. Interstates and Expressways – The Pennsylvania Turnpike and William Penn 

Highway pass through or nearby Penn Hills to the east and south of Penn Hills.  The 

Turnpike can be accessed in Monroeville at exit 57 or Harmarville at exit 48 and the 

parkway can be accessed directly via Rodi Road at exit 11. This Plan proposes that 

the Municipality of Penn Hills support the completion of the Mon-Fayette Project 

including local access to Old William Penn Highway and the Thompson Run 

Corridor.  

Previous Comprehensive Plans, proposed 

support of the inclusion of local access 

where it wasn’t provided for in the 

original Mon-Fayette design.  Penn Hills 

was successful in lobbying for the 

project which is still scheduled, and 

work on the southern Beltway (I-576) 

Continues; however, at this time 

completion of the ramp between Penn 

Hills and the Expressway is currently not funded. Penn Hills supports the completion 

of this project and the ramp connecting Penn Hills. 

It is important to the Municipality that promotion of the development of the former 

industrial Thompson Run Corridor, continues.  This would include the Gascola Slag 

Dump, the Atlas Cement Plant property, and other vacant industrial land along our 

eastern boundary. Improved transportation and access to the Mon-Fayette 

Expressway and the Parkway East would provide a tremendous boost to the 

development potential of these properties. 

In recent years the Penn Hills Mayor and Council have passed several resolutions in 

support of the Thompson Run Corridor project.  Initially they passed a resolution in 

support of a ramp.  Continued similar resolutions and public input is critical.  The 

most recent Council resolution not only supported the ramp, but encouraged the 

search for additional funding. 
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B. Collectors and Arterial Streets – A majority of the Collectors and Arterial streets 

are State and County Roads. State Roads comprise approximately 68 miles of the 

road network in Penn Hills and County Roads comprise another 14 for a total of 82 

miles. Penn Hills relies on our state and county elected officials to represent us in 

terms of obtaining a fair share of allocated funds for improvements and maintenance. 

At this time all arterial and collector roadways are regularly maintained and 

improved at the appropriate government levels.  

C. Local Streets – Local streets comprise approximately 150 miles of right of way.  

With the exception of a few neighborhoods that were built prior to 1940, most streets 

were originally designed and placed as part of a housing plan for then new 

residential developments. With only a few exceptions, the Municipality has assumed 

ownership of all of these streets over the years along with placing street signs, stop 

signs, no parking signs, engages in snow plowing and general clearing of these 

streets. In addition, the Municipality maintains a storm water system that is 

intertwined with this system of streets.  

D. New Streets – No new streets are currently proposed for construction by the 

Municipality.  Streets in new housing plans and commercial developments will be 

accepted by the Municipality only after they have met the Penn Hills Subdivision 

and Land Development Ordinance Regulations and Penn Hills Standards for 

Construction.  Existing private streets will be accepted by the Municipality only after 

they have met the Private Street Acceptance Policy adopted by Penn Hills Council.   

E. Maintenance – Although Penn Hills is responsible for the repair and maintenance of 

150 miles of its own streets, it also contracts with the State for another 68 miles of 

roads for snow and ice removal during the winter months. 

One of the most important functions of local government is to maintain the local 

street system. This includes annual resurfacing programs, reconstruction, and snow 

removal. This plan recognizes the need for increased funds for storm water 

improvements, and general maintenance funds for public works. In addition Penn 

Hills has for the years 2019 & 2020, received Multi-Modal Grants from the State that 

should help in allocating additional funds in for transportation maintenance on local 

streets. 
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F. Intersections – Many residents of Penn Hills believe that if intersections were 

improved in Penn Hills, an overwhelming majority of our transportation problems 

would be solved. However large scale intersection improvements in Penn Hills are 

generally difficult given the locations of existing commercial and residential 

properties, the topography of the region and the traffic volume that regularly flows 

through the Municipality. Poor intersection design can be dangerous or cause undue 

traffic delays. This plan suggests that state, county, and local officials coordinate 

efforts to improve intersections in Penn Hills with shared financing responsibilities. 

• Discussions on the possibilities of widening Rodi Road have taken place over 

the years all with the desire to relieve traffic congestion and to ultimately 

create a more fluid flow into the economic hub of Penn Hills. In depth 

discussions of Rodi Road are handled in its own chapter of this plan however 

there is general consensus that future improvements must be made to Rodi 

Road.  

• Sandy Creek & Verona Road is a major intersection in Penn Hills. 

Commercial zoning exists on both sides and sees regularly upwards of over 

20,000 cars a day flow through this intersection. However the current traffic 

configuration might not be the most optimal. The Municipality has explored 

re-imaging the traffic pattern of this intersection for several years, from a 

round-a-bout design, to increasing the ramps that exist, to installing traffic 

calming devices. For this plan its recommended that we engage in reviewing 

the need and for the best improvements at this intersection. Improvements 

should be sought with grants alongside state officials and PENNDOT. 

G. Development Review and Approval – Rigorously enforce all provisions of 

subdivision and land development regulations relative to the design and construction 

of new transportation facilities. Encourage common driveways and shared curb cuts 

whenever feasible. Update local development ordinances as required to allow 

flexibility and innovation with the design of local streets. 
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H. Sidewalks – In 1989 Council adopted a Comprehensive Sidewalk Study and 

Ordinance 2041 regulating the construction and maintenance of sidewalks in Penn 

Hills. This ordinance continues to serve Penn Hills well and is currently enforced. 

Recognizing the fact that this may be a long term undertaking, this Plan attempts to 

further connect commercial areas, public facilities, and schools to heavily populated 

residential districts with attractive sidewalks and shade trees whenever opportunities 

arise. The Municipality will require private developers to install sidewalks in 

conjunction with land development plans whenever ordinances allow. Penn Hills 

will seek state and federal funding for sidewalks whenever programs policies and 

regulations permit. Penn Hills will adhere to its Adopted Comprehensive Sidewalk 

and Shade Tree Program. 

Sidewalks should be constructed by the Municipality in conformance with the 

priorities established in the Sidewalk Plan. Additionally, the Municipality should 

review State and County road improvement projects with a goal to incorporate its 

Sidewalk Plan and request additional funding to pay for sidewalk construction. 

I. Bikeways – Penn Hills is in the process of promoting funding for a bike way from 

the Allegheny River to Boyce Park. Emphasis should be placed on utilizing 

multi-modal funds and CDBG funds for the exploration of bikeways and bike lanes 

on municipal streets in addition to state and County roads that could connect 

municipal facilities such as housing plans to parks and community centers. The pro-

posed Verona, Oakmont, Penn Hills, and Plum (VOPP) Trail would follow the 

Waters of Plum Creek; which follows a green corridor passing Plum Creek Park, 

Milltown Community Park, Penn Hills Community Park and Creeks IDE Park on it’s 

way to Verona and the Allegheny River. 
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1. Compliance with provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). 

2. As part of a street reconstruction project. 

3. Reducing pedestrian gaps on arterial and collector streets by providing 

continuous sidewalks on at least one side of the street. 

4. Providing continuous sidewalk on routes with high pedestrian volume that 

provide access to public facilities, schools, parks, employment locations, and 

transit stops. 

5. Consideration to construct sidewalks on both sides of streets which have high 

traffic counts and one side of streets with lower traffic counts. 

6. Streets where sidewalks are requested by more than 50% of the property owners. 
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J. Terminals (railroad; water)—There are no railroad or water way ports in Penn 

Hills, but the railroad and waterways that pass through Penn Hills play a very 

important part in the landscape, history, and future of the community. The Union 

Railroad access is currently an asset for some industrial properties along both the 

Leechburg and Thompson Run corridors. With this plan there would be general 

encouragement for any use of rail service to these industrial properties for economic 

purposes. 

K. Traffic Patterns (origin and destination) - A majority of the traffic in Penn Hills is 

concentrated on Rodi, Frankstown, Coal Hollow, Verona, Saltsburg, and Sandy 

Creek Roads.  These roads carry an average volume of 26,000; 19,000; 17,000; 

16,000; and 15,000 cars daily. Other roadways of interest include Universal and 

Hulton Roads.  

Traffic volumes are collected by the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation for 

State Roads the Department of County Public Works for Allegheny County. As 

described above State and County Roads account for 82 miles of the 232 miles of 

Penn Hills Roads and majority of the collectors and major thoroughfares. Many of 

these roads carry a surprising volume of traffic each day. Rodi and Frankstown 

Roads carry an average of 26,000 and 19,000 cars daily.  For additional average dai-

ly traffic volumes copies of the above map in full scale are available at the Penn Hills 

Department of Economic Development. 
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L. Public transportation (assessment and needs) - The Penn Hills area is serviced by 

the Port Authority of Allegheny County buses.  Multiple round trips are made daily 

between Penn Hills and Pittsburgh.  Operating hours are between 4:37am and 

12:54am.  Weekend service has a reduced schedule.  Penn Hills used to reside in the 

former Zone 2 fare system, but the Port Authority of Allegheny County changed this 

fare collection system in 2017. In Penn Hills, transit routes extend as far east as the 

neighborhoods of North Bessemer and Coal Center in Plum Boro. And visit the main 

thoroughfares of Frankstown, Saltsburg, Leechburg, Verona and Mount Carmel 

Roads. 

Over the past several years, the Port Authority of Allegheny County has made cuts in 

service that has reduced the number of trips to already underserved areas like Penn 

Hills and the eastern suburbs. Several neighborhoods in Penn Hills used to be served 

by numerus Port Authority bus routes that no longer see any service at all. Currently 

besides the previously mentioned thoroughfares, only the Mount Carmel/Nadine 

neighborhood is serviced by a Port Authority route: 79 route. The following needs 

and recommendations are listed. 
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1. Establish a bus turnaround/Park & Ride at the Lincoln Park Multi-Purpose Center. 

The location currently sits near the already existing Lincoln Loop in 

Lincoln-Lemington. 

2. Promote the extension of the PAT busway to any extended location.  

3. Promote transportation alternates such as light rail or commuter service 

utilizing Allegheny Valley Railroad lines. 

4. Notify PAT when neighborhood ride demand warrants routing bus lines through 

those neighborhoods. Work alongside neighborhood organizations to address 

populations that need transit options. 

5. Identify locations where CDBG, Capital, and other funds can be utilized for 

placement of benches, trash cans, lighting, awnings and other items for 

pedestrians and riders of public transit.  

6. Additional parking is needed for commuters.  This is evident by the number of 

cars parked on side streets and various parking lots along the bus route 

corridors. This is an issue of concern for property owner s near transit routes. 

Identify locations where parking is needed for commuters of public transit. 
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Recommendations 

1. Survey and Plan - It is suggested that the Department of Public Works conduct a 

survey of all municipal streets by type and condition as well as identify problem 

areas including storm drainage facilities, sidewalks and cut outs.  This data should be 

mapped with GIS and kept current so that it may be used annually for the preparation 

of the Municipality’s Capital Improvement Program. This type of service has been 

previously provided by the Municipal Engineer. It is recommended that DPW 

expand on this activity. 

2. Multi-Modal Improvements for streets- This Plan sets forth a broad objective to 

improve the quality of municipal roads by developing a comprehensive road 

reconstruction and road resurfacing program.  This program should be supported by 

addressing the need that more than just cars use roads in Southwestern Pennsylvania. 

Bicyclists, pedestrians, and children occupy roads in the region and in Penn Hills. 

This plan recommends that investment be made in identifying locations that would 

be optimal for the installation of multi-modal improvements in Penn Hills. Including 

but not limited to the placement of bike lanes, bike ways, trails, paths for pedestrians, 

signage, lighting and traffic calming devices. 

3. Ordinance Improvements - Penn Hills should revise and upgrade municipal 

ordinances and standards of construction in order to improve the quality of 

construction. Penn Dot Standards have been generally accepted but this needs to be 

formalized and tailored to local needs. 

4. Maintenance – An important recommendation of the Comprehensive Plan is to 

improve the quality of existing streets through improved maintenance programs.  

This should occur, alongside road resurfacing and reconstruction programs. The 

Municipality of Penn Hills should seek state and federal funds wherever available 

and allocate the appropriate amount of local operating and capital budget funds 

toward street maintenance. 
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5. Public Transportation – Lobby the Port Authority for improved and expanded  

service to our community, The continuing cuts in service to the eastern suburbs are a 

particular disservice to moderate and low income suburban residents. Support the 

efforts of the Port Authority for transportation improvements in the eastern suburbs 

as outlined on Nextransit Network. 

6. Sidewalks – Promote the construction of sidewalks in conformance with the 

priorities of the Comprehensive Sidewalk Plan. Require private developers to install 

sidewalks whenever possible. Use state and federal funds for sidewalks whenever 

possible. Seek the cooperation of the School District to connect school facilities to 

public streets with safe pedestrian access. Identify missing links and gaps in existing 

sidewalks and provide funding when available. 

7. Mon- Fayette – Promote the funding of and completion of the northern section of 

the Mon-Fayette Expressway, including the access ramps necessary to facilitate the 

development of the Thompson Run Corridor. 
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Position Statements 

1. Rodi Road will not become a three or four lane highway but improvements are 

possible and desirable. Seek state funding for intersection improvements and 

possible implementations of the corridors studies and road safety audits.  

2. Promote and support the Mon-Fayette Expressway development since it brings 

increased service to Penn Hills and will facilitate the development of the 

Thompson Run corridor. 

3. The Department of Public Works should prepare a ten year street improvement 

program which identifies proposed paving programs, proposed storm sewer 

projects and sidewalks., utilizing capital funds, grants, and CDBG Funding. 

4. Update and improve the Penn Hills Sidewalk Plan. Promote the development 

of sidewalks by enforcing development ordinances and investing annually in 

our capital budget. 

5. Lobby the Port Authority for increased service to Penn Hills. 

6. Advertise and promote the senior service transportation programs. 
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Rodi Road Corridor Study 

Rodi Road (SR 791) has always been labeled the “Gateway” to Penn Hills. Formerly a neighborhood 

within itself and containing an individual post office, homes, farms and general store. The 2.1 Mile 

road stretching from an intersection with Frankstown Road (SR 400, signed 380) runs through the 

most important commercial and residential corridor of Penn Hills. It leaves Penn Hills and connects to 

I-376 (Parkway East) which enters the Borough of Churchill terminating at William Penn Highway 

(US 22 Business). It regularly sees traffic counts above 20,000 cars, with only Allegheny River Blvd 

in Penn Hills seeing the same high traffic count. Heavy duty truck, bus, school, car, and pedestrian 

traffic are visible at all hours on Rodi Road. 

It is not uncommon during rush hours to encounter a backup that results in a delay. Accidents are not 

as severe as some roadways found in Allegheny County according to Allegheny County Crash Data; 

however, crashes do occur in regular intervals such as rush hour, rain, or snow. Sidewalks are located 

at some locations but are not located throughout the entirety of Rodi Road. The width of Rodi Road 

currently sits at 30’ accommodating two lanes, one inbound, one outbound. Penn Hills High School, 

Penn Hills Municipal Building, (Both current and former), the Penn Hills Senior Center, the 15235 

Post Office, a PENNDOT driver center, The Institute of Medical and Business Careers, an office for 

the local US Representative, several senior high rise buildings and our major-shopping center, are all 

located in close proximity to Rodi Road. 

The mixed use and general commercial corridors that sit on Rodi Road contain the most important 

areas of revenue for the Municipality. In addition, the residential neighborhoods located in proximity 

to Rodi Road are important assets to the municipality. Several Comprehensive Plans, studies and 

initiatives have expressed interest in either expanding, improving, beautifying, redesigning or 

generally taking a new look at this important roadway in Penn Hills.  

For this comprehensive plan, we will take a look at two studies; one was conducted in 2011 with the 

help of the Penn Hills CDC and graduate students from CMU (Carnegie Mellon University) while the 

second was an audit performed by the Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission in 2017. The Planning 

Department has reviewed these studies and has conducted a final opinion that also takes into consider-

ation historical opinions and ideas that have been expressed in previous comprehensive plans that may 

not have materialized.  
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Methodology 

CDC Corridor Study—In 2011, the CDC began by working with the CMU students. 

The Penn Hills Planning Department provided local information and facilitated meetings 

with the Penn Hills Shopping Center owners, the Planning Department, and community 

representatives. The CDC also discussed a wide variety of issues related to Rodi Road. 

The Planning Department talked with Rodi Road property owners and asked them what 

we could do to improve the corridor and advance economic development. 

The CDC went on to develop a survey and series of questions concerning the corridor. 

Penn Hills delivered this survey to Rodi Road property owners and considered all 

responses in the preparation of this study. Penn Hills concluded this effort with a 

community meeting at the Comfort inn in Wilkins township located on Rodi Road in the 

fall of 2011 where few Rodi Road property owners, the Penn Hills Planners, local 

business owners, and CDC members jointly discussed Rodi Road issues. Most of the 

goals of this plan have already been realized. 
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Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission Study—in spring of 2017, the Municipal 

manager of Penn Hills asked for assistance regarding a road safety audit for the entirety 

of Rodi Road, from Penn Hills into Churchill. In September of 2017 the Southwestern 

Pennsylvania Commission concluded a yearlong study that was performed via funding 

through the US Federal Highway administration. 

Meetings and interviews were held between Road Safety Audit (RSA) Team Members 

and roadway property owners at the Penn Hills Library in May 2017 and June 2017. 

RSA Team Members and Auditors surveyed Rodi Road throughout the same time 

period looking for items to review as part of the auditing process. The RSA team 

reviewed the information provided by the Roadway owners and conducted multiple field 

views of the site (typically during AM and PM peak hours, an off peak hour, and at 

night in order to see the site under different conditions). 

The RSA team drove and walked Rodi Road in order to identify geometric, operational, 

roadway, user/human factors, and environmental issues. After the reviews the RSA 

findings were reported to roadway owners and then a formal response was written. In 

September of 2017, the report was delivered to the Borough of Churchill, PENNDOT 

District 11 and the Municipality of Penn Hills. Many of the goals of this audit are part of 

this plan.  
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Goals and Objectives 

A. Promote the Development of New Businesses and Expansion or Redevelopment 

of Existing Businesses 

1. As of the writing of this Comp Plan, the COVID-19 Pandemic and economic 

crisis that is currently unfolding is still creating economic uncertainty. 

However new stores are still opening in the large anchor tenant spaces located 

in the Penn Hills Shopping Center. These businesses include a Giant Eagle, an 

Aldi’s, Big Lots, A Goodwill, Planet Fitness, and A Dollar Tree. Other small 

businesses compliment the shopping center and closures have been limited to 

a few smaller businesses that have been affected by the larger economic 

downturns such as GNC. Currently the Commercial district that contains the 

Penn Hills Shopping Center should not be considered vacant, or in a state of 

blight. The property owners and leasing agents do a satisfactory job at filling 

vacancies. 

2. Currently the larger portions of Rodi Road from the Penn Hills Shopping 

Center to I-376 are zoned for mixed use, multi-family or other commercial 

uses. These properties located in this general area contain a large number of 

warehouses, retail businesses, used car lots, auto parts stores, auto repair 

businesses, auto service/gas stations, car washes, self storage, office 

buildings, and apartment/multifamily housing. This area of Rodi generally 

sees a higher concentration of vacancy and violations issued from the Code 

Enforcement Department for infractions of the Zoning Ordinance. Currently 

there are several points of concerns regarding businesses found on Rodi Road 

that results in higher rates of vacancies in comparison to other commercial 

corridors of Penn Hills and Allegheny County. 
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Several Businesses are not connected to the Municipal’s sanitary sewer system and 

some are not connected to other utility lines such as water, or gas. Examples of these 

include 414, 418, 431 and 435 Rodi. Duffs Run a tributary to the Turtle Creek 

Watershed meanders its way through Rodi Road and creates issues that some 

property owners may be unaware of for years. This is covered in its own section of 

this chapter. 

Due to the problems associated with the aging buildings, traffic, parking, 

environmental, topography, some of these buildings are blighted and add to lower 

the economic value of the Rodi Road Corridor. 

a. In 2011 it was proposed that CDC members and the community at large could 

reach out to certain property owners to try and fill vacancies. It is 

recommended that on these properties, members of the community engage in 

an approach to get the word out to those looking for commercial space. CDC 

members are more mobile and better equipped then municipal officials at 

encouraging grassroots economic development. 

b. For some of these properties, municipal involvement such as public works 

projects, demolition or similar work may be needed to encourage economic 

activity. If properties on Rodi Road continue to deteriorate and add blight, 

demolition activities will follow. Currently as of the writing of this comp plan 

Allegheny County is assisting Penn Hills in demolishing a blighted Gas 

Station located at 695 Rodi Road.  

3. Former Vocollect Building –  The former Vocollect building that sits on the Border 

of Penn Hills & Wilkins Township, has always been a major location for 

employment and commercial expansion. Unfortunately Honeywell has moved all 

offices out of the building and due to COVID-19 procedures it is unknown when 

offices will return to this location. It is recommended that Penn Hills encourages all 

efforts to bring new businesses and economic opportunity to this property. 
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B. Support or Undertake Beautification Projects: 

1. Beautification Project - Allegheny County currently mows the vacant right of 

way near the location of the Penn Hills number 7 VFD. After the 2011 CDC 

study, a green space near Universal Road and Rodi Road was developed as 

part of a beautification effort. This project contains attractive landscaping and 

signage that compliments the Rodi Road corridor. It is recommended that 

similar improvements in the area are continuously encouraged.  

2. The Gateway – The vacant land at Rodi Road and I-376 along the ramps has 

been identified as a possible site for the Western Pa. Conservancy to 

undertake landscaping. With the demolition of the BP Gas Station at 695 Rodi 

Road, efforts should be taken immediately to preserve the literal gateway to 

Penn Hills. The CDC formerly proposed to lobby the County to dedicate this 

property to the community as green space. It is highly recommended that this 

area of Penn Hills remain greenspace. 

3. Business Landscaping Improvements – Several Businesses along the Rodi 

Road corridor no longer are following the specifications laid out within their 

site plans that were approved by zoning officials. These create nuisances and 

issues that result in residents complaining to Code Enforcement and 

ultimately violation notices being sent to Property owners. Some solutions to 

this include the CDC, the Bring out the Best (B.O.B) Project (A Penn Hills 

beautification non-profit agency), or elected officials reaching out to property 

owners prior to officers issuing violation notices. Most property owners 

respond more positively to residents and agencies letting them know about 

these issues then to Code Enforcement and Zoning Officers.  

4. Shade Trees – Many of the businesses along the Rodi Road corridor have 

trees that are dying, dead, or have been removed and do not to conform to the 

Site Plans that have been approved by municipal officials. In addition there 

has been overwhelming support and evidence that shows shade trees and 

canopies not also improve residential areas but also commercial areas. It is 

recommended that work begin on encouraging a working relationship 

between the Shade Tree Commission and the various property owners along 

Rodi Road to plant more shade trees with the vision of creating tree canopies 

and installing a green pathway along the entirety of Rodi Road.   
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C. Promote Efforts to Control Storm water and Solve Flooding Problems along 

Duff’s Run: 

1. The Penn Hills Shopping Center – According to CMU researches per 2011, 

The Penn Hills Shopping Center has too much of an uncontrolled impervious 

surface. The Center was designed to the specifications at the time which did 

not take into affect green planning and green energy needs. A long range plan 

for reducing storm water runoff and decreasing acceleration of runoff is in 

needed. Meetings with students from CMU and the former owners of the 

Center First City Management were positive; however, no meetings or formal 

policies were adopted. If there is an opportunity to apply for any grant funds 

to help the new owners of the shopping center, it is recommended that Penn 

Hills assists. This plan includes some preliminary sketches to show where 

retention would have a minimum affect on available parking. These plans also 

correlate with drawings and recommendations of the 2017 RSA plan 

(Appendix 28). 

2. Other Storm Water Retention Areas -The traditional victims of flooding along 

Duff’s Run are properties located on 

the lower portion of Rodi facing the 

west: Properties from 414 Rodi 

Road to 666 Rodi Road. Many 

residents know these businesses as, 

Kalmeyer Associates, Saville & Co, 

West Shore industries, Thrift King, 

Avis Car Rental, Allegheny County 

Customs, and Martino Motors. Many of these property owners have in the 

past been willing to team with the Municipality or encourage any program 

that will reduce storm water runoff. Several properties have been identified 

for potential storm water retention ponds including vacant land near the 

location of Hoover and Tulip Road. A location where water can be diverted 

during heavy rain events should be researched and located as part of this plan. 

Assistance should be asked for from PENNDOT, and the DCNR. 
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3. Financing Storm Water Management – Currently Penn Hills does collect a storm 

water management fee. The fee collected goes to the community at large. It is 

imperative that PENNDOT, County, and state official resources are sought in terms 

of financing large scale storm water projects for Duff’s Run. DCNR programs such 

as riparian buffers and retention ponds are routinely awarded on an annual basis.  

4. Storm Water Education – Many businesses are aware of the problems associated 

with Duff’s Run and municipal officials are aware of the problems; however 

educating the general public on the problems and issues related to storm water 

management can require more diligent work. More effort is needed to educate the 

general population of Penn Hills about the storm water problems along Rodi Road. 

Several businesses (Service King, Advanced Auto, Flynn’s Tire, and others) that 

have done their share in controlling run off by installing underground retention and 

greenspace, but many lack any capacity to do so. Other businesses that currently 

have no retention facilities should consider doing their part.  

5. Improve Culvert Efficiency and Stream Capacity—Given the current state of Duffs 

Run, the following recommendations should be considered and adopted to improve 

the Rodi Road Corridor: 
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a. Open top drains at the entrance roads to the shopping center. This would 

prevent water from running from the driveways directly onto Rodi.  The 2011 

Study stated that PennDot is responsible since they allowed the driveway 

permit to be issued without the drains. 

b. Culvert Crossing under Rodi near 650 Rodi Road. This is Structure No. 5 in the 

Duff’s Run Report and was their first priority.  At the time of the report it was 

estimated to only be able to pass the 5-year storm. It was built in the 1920s and 

has been improved in recent years. 

c. Appoint a subcommittee or task force to focus on the Rodi Stormwater issue. 

d. Walk down Duffs run and inspect, measure, photograph each culvert, note condi-

tions in a field log. Walk through the larger culverts and note any 

crushing, obstructions, poor joints etc. 



 

 

e. Contact Turtle Creek Watershed Association, PADER, Penndot, Business owners, 

Corps of engineers, local government to have a meeting to discuss options. 

f. Have the Municipality formally address concerns to PENNDOT and have a line of 

communication established with state officials regarding the constant flooding on the 

roadway. 

g. Property owners have often engaged in illegal efforts to keep property from being 

damaged such has putting a cage over the end of a culvert to keep debris out. The 

cage would get clogged with debris and cause a backup.  This was evidently done as 

a self-defense activity after the owner experienced heavy damages. In response to 

this, walk the length of Duffs Run, and find violations, cite property owners and 

correct violations. 

h. Organize a Stream Cleanup with CDC, Shade Tree Commission and other volunteers 

to remove trash and branches from the stream to prevent culverts from getting 

clogged. Municipal officials should assist, and the property owners could donate 

dumpsters. This should be done annually to keep up with the new trash that will 

accumulate.  

i. Increase capacity of the existing culverts by adding headwalls or shaped inlets to 

those culverts with projecting inlets. The entrance loss coefficients could be reduced 

from 0.9 to 0.25 by adding end treatments. This would allow more water to flow 

through the existing culverts. 

j. Create a Public Private Partnership between the various property owners and the 

Municipality to upgrade the culverts. For example Penn Hills and the Property owner 

could agree to repair or replace the inadequate culverts and share the cost. The 

rationale is while the culverts are on private property they are affecting others 

properties and only the Municipality can act to maintain the general welfare of the 

citizens. 
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Road Safety Audit and Traffic Improvement  

In 1963 a Transportation Plan was proposed for Penn Hills as part of the eastern expan-

sion of the Penn Lincoln Parkway to the Pennsylvania Turnpike. On February 18, 1971. 

The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation announced its intentions of 

constructing a $12 million expressway along the current length of Rodi Road. It would 

be built as a four-lane facility at a point on Rodi Road north of the interchange with 

I-376, and end at an interchange with Frankstown Road. The expressway would parallel 

Rodi road to the east, and cross the existing highway, about 400 feet north of the Duff 

Road-Rodi Road Intersection. It would continue north west of Rodi Road and go 

beneath Frankstown Road. Eventually being built all the way to the Allegheny Valley 

Expressway (route 28) near exit 10. Additional plans included building the highway 

south through Churchill and Wilkins Township and connecting it to the Tri-Boro 

Expressway and the cancelled East-West Expressway in North Versailles. Interchanges 

would have been built at Frankstown Road, Saltsburg Road and Allegheny River 

Boulevard.   

This plan ultimately never came to fruition. In august of 1971 Allegheny County 

Planning Commission members, Penn Hills Planning Members and elected officials 

voiced concerns about expanding Rodi Road and building a highway through Penn 

Hills. The ultimate consensus given was that if the Rodi Road expressway was 

constructed then it would simply be a traffic generator for the Penn Lincoln Parkway 

and actually not generate additional traffic for Penn Hills. In addition, Penn Hills 

officials voiced concern that building the expressway would result in a loss of tax 

revenues from the properties that would be taken for the right-of-way. As a result of the 

concern PENNDOT downgraded the construction project.  
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On October 17 1985 Ground was broken for a $1.3 million realignment and widening 

project near the Penn Hills Shopping at the intersection of Rodi, Jefferson and Universal 

Roads. This project combined the intersections of Universal, Jefferson and Rodi into one 

intersection and provided a ramp for traffic from Universal to Rodi inbound towards 

Frankstown. The project concluded in August 1986 and has given us the modern creation 

of Rodi Road we know now.  

This brief history is important to understand the current dilemma facing Rodi Road from a 

traffic safety perspective. While the population of Penn Hills has declined, the number of 

cars on our roadways have stayed the same due to the increasing demand of multi-earning 

households and lack of public transit. In addition Penn Hills hosts some businesses that 

are high volume and generate many visitors via Rodi Road daily. Places such as the 

PENNDOT Drivers center, stores, warehouses, auto parts stores, and used car dealerships. 

As such it is imperative we approach Rodi road with the understanding that updates may 

be needed for a roadway that has not seen major upgrades in over 40 years. 
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1. DATA: According to the RSA (Road Safety Audit) conducted in 2017, there were 

283 reportable crashes that occurred within the study area of Rodi Road. These 

crashes occurred during a 5-year period from October 31, 2011 through October 31, 

2016. Based on this information the major intersections within the Rodi road corri-

dor were:  

2. SAFETY SUCCESSES: Currently some minor upgrades have been major successes 

to improving the overall safety to motorists along Rodi Road. This includes the 

installation of  bracketed signal ahead signs in Churchill and in Penn Hills and the 

installation of LED “RED SIGNAL AHEAD” nearing the intersection with Maple 

Lane and Rodi Road at the border with Penn Hills and Wilkins Township. Other 

successes include the existing sidewalks along Rodi Road, the signal upgrade at 

Frankstown Road and supplemental signage at intersections. 
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• Rodi Road and William Penn Highway: 28 Crashes 

• Rodi Road and Purity Road: 23 Crashes 

• Rodi Road and Hoover Drive: 18 Crashes 

• Rodi Road and Duff Road: 22 Crashes 

• Rodi Road and Stoneledge Drive: 20 Crashes 

• Rodi Road and Marlow Drive: 21 Crashes 

• Rodi Road and Frankstown Road: 16 Crashes 

 Collision type – 48% of the crashes were rear end crashes, while angle crashes 

accounted for 23%. Crashes where motorists hit fixed objects made up 18% of 

the crashes.  

 Road Condition – About 80% of the crashes occurred on a dry roadway. The 

other 20% was on either wet, snowy, or icy roads. 

 Illumination – 74% of the crashes occurred during daylight hours with the rest 

occurring on street lit or dark roadways. 

 Severity count – During this 5 year period, 6 people were suspected to have 

serious injuries, 32 people were suspected to have minor injuries, and 92 people 

had a possible injury. While no fatalities occurred during the specified period, 

one fatality did occur in January of 2017.  

 Driver Actions – The largest contributing driver actions were distracted drivers, 

improper driving, tailgating, and improper turns.  
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3. SAFETY CONCERNS: Numerous concerns have been brought to municipal 

official’s attention and have been highlighted due to the 2017 RSA report. They are 

listed below alongside recommendations for changes.  

a. Some signs along Rodi Road such as speed limit or side streets are not visible 

given the 35 Speed limit and close proximity of drivers, Supplemental street 

name plaques could be added to advance intersection warning signs.  

b. There is a lack of adequate speed limit signage. Install Speed Limit signs at 

half-mile intervals or major crossroads (Per MUTDC guidance).  

c. Pavement markings were faded at several sections in Penn Hills. Including at 

Hoover Road, Stoneledge, and other side streets. 

d. Some traffic signals need to be updated. Not all signalized intersections have 

back plates, retro reflective tape, countdown pedestrian signals, emergency 

vehicle preemption or overhead street name signs. Changes should be done to 

install backplates on all traffic signals, install emergency vehicle preemption  

systems and upgrade pedestrian signal heads.  

e. Pedestrians are regularly observed on Rodi Road from William Penn Highway to 

Frankstown Road. Some sidewalks are in disrepair and/ or do not meet ADA 

minimum width due to utility poles and mailboxes. The sidewalk is also 

non-contiguous. Repairs or replacement are needed for damaged sidewalks. 

Provide sidewalk connectivity from William Penn Highway to Frankstown Road.   

f. Guiderails are damaged in several areas along Rodi Road, co-ordinate with 

PENNDOT and County Department of Public Works on installation of 

upgraded guide rails. 

g. Developments along Rodi Road have multiple accesses to Rodi Road and lack 

connectivity between parcels, resulting in congestion and safety concerns for 

vehicles entering and exiting. Penn Hills should create an access management 

ordinance. Use PENNDOT Model access management ordinance “PENNDOT 

Pub 731”. Combine/consolidate driveways and interconnect existing parcels. 

Improve internal circulation within larger developments and provide better 

connections to the local street network. Create an official map for future 

roadways as development continues. Require Traffic Impact Studies (TIS) for 

projects along municipal roads.  
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h. Few of the sidewalk curb ramps and crosswalks are ADA compliant. Installation of 

ADA curb ramps and push buttons are recommended. 

i. Dark spots have been observed and noted between un-signalized intersections from 

Purity Road to Marlow Drive. Some of the luminaries adjacent to the Penn Hills 

Shopping Center are deficient. Investment should be considered in evaluating the 

lighting along the corridor from Purity Road to Marlow Drive, replacing luminaries 

adjacent to the Penn Hills Shopping Center and contacting PENNDOT for raised 

pavement markers (RPM’s), and painted curb cuts, guiderail delineators and 

additional luminaries.  

j. Maple Lane and Purity Road are to be coordinated according to the signal permits 

but do not appear to be operating in coordinate. Southbound rear end crashes 

between Purity Road and Maple Lane are present in the crash history and may be 

attributed to reduced visibility of queued vehicles due to the crest vertical curve at 

Purity Road. Progression is needed for northbound traffic to avoid spill back onto 

Interstate 376 ramps. Evaluate coordination to eliminate southbound queuing at 

Maple Lane when southbound traffic at Purity Road has green light, adjust the signal 

operation at Maple Lane.  

k. Significant traffic was observed turning into and out of Hoover Road which created 

congestion on Rodi Road. Curb radii appear to be inadequate. Improvement of the 

curb radii to accommodate proper design is needed along with the possible inclusion 

of a left turn lane or a possible new traffic signal at this intersection is necessary.  

l. Ingress and egress occurs at the northern driveway of the Napa and American Freight 

Warehouse. Southbound left turns cause traffic to back up around the bend towards 

Duff Road where there is limited sight distance. Trucks Exiting Napa Auto Parts and 

American Freight were observed blocking the northbound lane of Rodi Road to exit. 

A suggestion is to work with the property owner to eliminate the northern driveway 

to force patrons to use the southern-most driveway. 

m. Significant traffic was observed turning into and out of Duff Road. Duff Road 

intersects Rodi Road on a sharp horizontal curve that limits sigh distance when 

turning from Duff Road. It also appear the curb radius on the southwestern corner is 

damaged. Evaluation is needed for a north bound left turn lane. Consideration should 

be made for restricting left turns form Duff Road to Rodi Road and improving the 

curb radii. 
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n. The Penn Hills Shopping Center provides multiple access points onto Rodi Road 

between Marlow Drive and Jefferson Road creating unnecessary conflict points and 

congestion. Internal circulation within the Penn Hills Shopping Center does not 

encourage patrons to utilize the main access point. Below is a map that could be 

beneficial in providing assistance in a future plan for the Shopping Center.  
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o. Large vehicles have difficulty making turning movements into and out of Jefferson 

Road due to the curve radii, abrupt elevation change, and reduced roadway width. 

This results in damage to guiderail, curbing and adds to congestion. Suggestions 

include: widening the connector between Rodi Road and Jefferson/Universal Road, 

adding a left turn lane on Universal Road at slip ramp, extending Universal to Lime 

Hollow Road, and eliminating the Jefferson Road signal on Rodi Road. Other 

suggestions including evaluating the appropriateness of alternative intersection 

designs such as a continuous T or oval roundabout. Maps are listed below to give a 

sense of considerations and ideas. 
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Conclusion:  The Comprehensive Plan outlines recent studies and initiatives that would  

have in impact on the Rodi Road corridor in Penn Hills. The Road Safety Audit Program 

and the 2011 CDC study were conducted to identify opportunities for improvements in 

safety for transportation system users and benefits to the economy and residents of Penn 

Hills. The safety suggestions identified and documented along with the outlined 

improvement strategies, should enhance the overall safety of the study area. The full 

impact of the improvement strategies will be realized when they are combined, but time 

and budget constraints may dictate when remedial strategies are implemented.  
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Zoning 

Zoning and a Zoning Map are important documents for any comprehensive plan. Residents of Penn 

Hills rely on the Zoning Ordinance and the Zoning Map to protect their interests, health, property 

rights, and important neighborhood interests. However, as we progress into the 21st century, Planners, 

elected officials, and the public at large are aware that many of the traditional staples of Zoning in the 

United States are no longer considered to be the golden standard of development in suburban 

America. Many of the eastern suburban communities that border Penn Hills, such as Churchill, 

Wilkins Township, Monroeville and Plum are all facing the difficulties of addressing a zoning map 

and zoning districts that favor car driven, non-pedestrian, single family residential development. 

These kinds of communities were built in a time period that favored a single earner income 

households and discouraged and punished multi-family households and dwellings. Multiple agencies 

and non-profits have decried these types of zonings and districts. Many younger people, persons of 

colors, and those of foreign immigration status do not favor or cannot find sustainable housing in 

communities that rely on zoning practices that favor the post World War II style of suburban growth. 

The Purpose of this section of the Comp Plan is to highlight the strengths of the Zoning Maps, 

Districts and Ordinances present in Penn Hills, but also to highlight the need for substantive and major 

reform in the Zoning Districts and maps as they relate to development and residential ownership. 

The residents of Penn Hills currently rely on 

a well established zoning process. Penn Hills 

has a modern zoning ordinance, professional 

planners, a five member Zoning Hearing 

Board and a professional group of Planning 

Commissioners. The state law in 

Pennsylvania sets forth a very formal process 

for adopting and amending a zoning 

ordinance and residents can consistently rely 

on a well established due process for 

amendments that is reviewed by Allegheny 

County in addition to Planners from Penn 

Hills. 
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The First Penn Hills Zoning Ordinance was drafted in 1940, updates have been made in 

1980, 1992, and 2004. In the late 1960’s and early 1970’s developers routinely requested 

zoning changes in a rapidly growing community. During this period, Penn Hills saw its 

most rapid period of growth in terms of population and economy. Our current ordinance 

functions well in terms of residents seeking variances, special exceptions, and minor 

amendments. Requests for zoning changes over the last decade have been rare and, in 

conjunction with our Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance, local development 

is under control. Only minor Zoning amendments and changes to existing commercial 

and industrial districts have occurred. 

Commercial updates to the Zoning Ordinance 

1. In the fall/winter of 2010 Penn Hills Council approved an 

amendment to our zoning ordinance to regulate deep wells 

commonly referred to as Marcellus Shale wells. In 2011, the 

Pa. State Legislature passed HB 1950 and severely limited 

local government authority to regulate these wells including 

sanctions against communities that adopt conflicting 

ordinances, but allowed municipalities to limit deep wells to 

specific zoning districts. Penn Hills amended the local 

ordinance to allow them in I-2 zoning districts and it is in 

compliance with HB 1950. It is recommended that the zoning ordinance specifically 

be amended to reflect the changes that some districts can permit and prohibit deep 

wells. 

2. Penn Hills has occasionally been confronted by developers and landowners who 

want to take advantage of the availability of fill or other grading operations to 

prepare land for development that might take place in future years. It is suggested 

that an amendment be adopted that would consider permitting the issuance of grading 

permits to prepare land for development provided they do not require the removal of 

woodland and are issued in conjunction with a preliminary development plan 

submitted to and approved by the Planning Department and the Municipal Engineer. 

Erosion and sediment controls would not be waived but Planning Commission 

hearings would not be necessary if the Planning Department made certain 

determinations. 
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3. Add a parking garage or parking lot to the list of permitted uses in commercial 

districts. Make it clear that these parking lots need not necessarily be accessory uses 

to buildings on the property but may serve either adjacent properties or be a 

commercial use of right such as a parking garage or park-and-ride lot. 

4. Improve Section 10 Performance Standards. Increase landscaping requirements and 

require the installation of garbage receptacles and the screening of both garbage and 

recycling dumpsters. Provide for flexibility with landscaping plans as they influence 

snow removal and maintenance but also require that service areas handle both 

recycling and regular trash and that all operations be properly screened. 

5. Correct ambiguous language for special uses and provide for modern terminology. 

Update specific definitions for methadone treatment centers, Group care facilities 

and half way houses. Provide new language for LED signs, Flags, Banners, and 

temporary signage. 

6. Provide for both greater flexibility and control for exemptions to be granted by the 

Planning Department. Do not require a developer or land owner to incur the expense 

of a hearing for items that can easily be handled by the Planning Dept staff but also 

allow planning to formally impose conditions and safeguards when necessary. 

7. Requests for Modifications – Try to define more specifically but not exclusively 

when sidewalks will or should be waived. Make it also clear that new technology 

and new construction and design alternatives will be given consideration as a 

suitable alternative. 

8. Develop new regulations that control but allow appropriate homes to be used as a 

Bed and Breakfast establishment i.e. short term rentals. 
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Commercial updates to the Zoning Map: 

The Penn Hills Zoning Map has been updated a number of times over the last twenty 

years and only a few updated map changes are necessary. Penn Hills has historically 

been a residential community. Rodi, Frankstown, Sandy Creek, Saltsburg and Verona 

roads are where commercial corridors are located with industrial corridors located along, 

Leechburg, Hulton, Lott, Thompson Run, Universal and Milltown Roads. Penn Hills 

contains a healthy balance of commercial and industrial districts. Residents generally do 

not worry about environmental, noise, traffic or other concerns found within other 

communities in southwestern Pennsylvania who might have smaller or more outdated 

zoning maps. Occasional interest is generated in creating new opportunities for small 

parcels of I1 Zoning to accommodate light industrial development but currently, there is 

enough land on the market to sustain this appetite. 

The Planning Department has recommended that minor updates be made to certain areas 

to address inadequacies and failures regarding some properties. Some of these properties 

have sought variances and other zoning approvals for expansions. While variances may 

be an important step in wishing to develop or expand a commercial property, they 

should never replace the process of amending or changing a district or section of a 

zoning map: 

1. Cement Plant and Slag Dump – These properties are currently Zoned I-2 General 

Industrial and I-3 Heavy Industrial. These properties are the only locations in Penn 

Hills where a deep gas well may be installed (Fracking) and where sexually oriented 

businesses may be operated. These are also the only locations in Penn Hills where an 

outdoor recreational facility is permitted such as a Go-Kart track, Amusement park 

or paintball venue. In addition a 

full and comprehensive list of 

heavy industrial uses is kept within 

the Zoning Ordinance for permitted 

businesses allowed in these 

Districts. These properties once 

saw massive industrial enterprises. 
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However it is unlikely that any industrial operation of such scale will return to Penn 

Hills or the region. Consideration should be given to rezone the property for a more 

mixed use approach, or to create a zoning district that favors development similar to 

the East Gate District in the East Hills. As mentioned in the Transportation Part of 

this Comp Plan, the Planning Department and the Municipality of Penn Hills are 

heavily lobbying state officials for a ramp to connect the proposed Mon-Fayette 

Expressway that is expected to terminate at I-376 in Monroeville. At the writing of 

this Plan, the Expressway is more likely to be built and at this time no ramp is 

expected to connect Penn Hills to the Expressway, despite close proximity to I-376. 

Regardless, these properties now and in the future have potential for mixed use. It 

should be considered that uses be looked at beyond industrial and nuisances uses. 

2. Main Street in Universal – The Universal Neighborhood of Penn Hills is one of the 

most historic neighborhoods of Penn Hills and Southwestern PA. The overwhelming 

majority of the buildings that are located on “Main Street” were built in the late 19th 

century and the architecture is unique compared to the rest of the community. The 

point of concern for the neighborhood is that the western side of street is Zoned B-2 

Commercial and the Eastern Side is Zoned R-2 Residential. Further complicating 

matters is that the B-2 Commercial Zoning District does not extend the entire length 

of where the current location of all businesses are located. So some businesses such 

as doctor offices, bars and the former Universal VFD Building is not located in the 

Commercial Zoning District. 

The R-2 Single Family Zoning District contains legal non-conforming mixed use 

buildings, legal non-conforming residential apartments, and legal non-conforming 

businesses. There are currently two proposals that could alleviate the zoning issue 

facing the Universal neighborhood. Either extend the B-2 Commercial Zoning Dis-

trict to both sides and all properties registered as Legal Non-conforming or create a 

new zoning designation exclusive to the Universal Neighborhood that would recog-

nize the unique characteristics of the buildings and properties. At this time the Plan-

ning Department routinely processes variances from this area in Penn Hills with 

great difficulty. It is highly recommended that a future zoning change or plan is 

adopted to address the needs of development. 
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Residential Updates to the Zoning Map 

After the First Penn Hills Zoning Ordinance was adopted, amendments were passed 

allowing for additional permitted uses, special exceptions and prohibited uses. The last 

time the Zoning Map was largely redrawn was in 1997, with minor extensions of some 

districts in recent years. There has been one constant since the adoption of the Zoning 

Ordinance in 1940 to the present. The majority of land in Penn Hills is zoned for single 

family residential development. Over 90% of all land in Penn Hills is located in a 

Residential Zoning District. There are a total of 9 residential zoning districts in Penn 

Hills. 

* in the R-2 Zone a Special 

Exception from the Zoning 

Hearing Board may be sought for 

duplexes provided conditions are 

met that are laid out within the 

Zoning Ordinance 

** House trailers and Mobile 

Homes are only permitted in the R

-3 Zone 

 

Penn Hills residents often find it confusing when they see a church or non-profit 

community center located in a residential zoning district. Per the Penn Hills Zoning 

Ordinance, several uses are permitted or conditionally approved in residential zoning 

districts, such as senior citizen housing, non-profits, schools, libraries, museums, service 

centers, public facilities, public utilities, Government Buildings, community centers and 

more. 

The Municipality of Penn Hills contains very diverse neighborhoods built throughout the 

late 19th century and throughout all of the 20th century. Neighborhoods ranging from 

factory homes built on small streets only wide enough for a single car. To 

neighborhoods comprised of private drives and estates with acres of land.  

The Residential Districts 

• C  Conservation 

• R-1  Single Family 

• R-1A  Single Family 

• R-2  Single Family * 

• R-3  Single Family ** 

• R-4  Double House / Townhouse  

• R-5  Garden Apartments 

• R-6  High Rise Apartments 

• R-7  Multi-story, Multi FamilyLimited Commercial 
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The Zoning Map in its current iteration is tailored to be utilized for every single 

neighborhood and the various topographical features found throughout the municipality. 

However the zoning map currently does not take into consideration proximity to other 

municipalities or the historical context of each neighborhood. Neighborhoods such as 

Lincoln Park, Eastwood and Blackridge face historically different street patterns, 

buildings, and infrastructure when compared to the more suburban developments found 

in Crescent Hills, Rosedale or the Churchill Valley. The Zoning map should reflect this. 

1. Zoning in Lincoln Park – Lincoln Park has several unique neighborhood features 

that are not found in other areas of Penn Hills. The neighborhood contains a grid 

system which was largely built in the early 20th century that was built out of previous 

roads and trails used by horse drawn carriages alongside steep hillsides and cliffs. 

This Grid System that is present creates a city block system that is more akin to 

something found in the city of Pittsburgh and not in a suburban housing plan that is 

the common feature of most of Penn Hills. This can run afoul with the often 

ambitious suburban performance standards found within the Penn Hills zoning 

ordinance. 

What has become very evident to the Planning Department is that the overwhelming 

majority of lots and parcels located in Lincoln Park do not meet the minimum bulk 

and area regulations. A 2014 survey conducted with the Planning Department and 

University of Pittsburgh GISPIA Students found a high number of vacancies and 

abandoned properties in Lincoln Park. Nearly all the homes and lots in Lincoln Park 

would constitute as Legal-Nonconforming under the Penn Hills Ordinance. They do 

not meet the Bulk and Area Regulations under the Zoning Ordinance for placements 

of homes.  

Typically homes are placed within five or less feet of the property line, one near right 

of ways, or have an accessory structure that would constitute as legal 

non-conforming. On most of the streets in Lincoln Park it is actually prohibited 

under the Zoning Ordinance to build single family homes even though the only 

permitted use is a single family home. This is due to the fact that the majority of lots 

are simply not large enough to accommodate both the Zoning Ordinance and modern 

day construction standards. The map marks changes to the Zoning Map are 

recommended for Lincoln Park: 
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• Upgrade the current existing zoning district of the neighborhood to allow 

multi-family housing and/or attached dwelling units such as accessory dwelling unit 

duplexes, Co-Housing, and Mixed Housing. This would help solve the issue of trying 

to consolidate the numerous lots that are legal-nonconforming. There are several 

areas in Lincoln Park where this is likely to be effective including E Lemington, 

Brushton, Columbia, Chadwick and Manilla. 

 

2. Zoning in Eastwood- the Eastwood Neighborhood, historically named from 

Eastwood Farms, sits on the border of Penn Hills and the city of Pittsburgh and 

accessed via Frankstown Road. The neighborhood encompasses the roads of 

Eastwood Road, Upland Terrace and Overbrook Road. The Neighborhood includes 

homes designed by the noted architect Pierre Leisch. This neighborhood contains 

wide right of ways and large arching trees that lie over the roadways. The 

Municipality has often tried to engage in improvements in the area such as 

demolitions and street pavements only to be told that extra historical clearances are 

needed. From the Pennsylvania State Historic Preservation Office.  

• For this Plan it is recommended that a historical overlay district be placed on 

this District recognizing the historical significance of this neighborhood and 

ultimately provide residents with more control over their neighborhood 

• Continue to be utilized for demolition, street paving or other public works 

project in the neighborhood to ensure PA SHPO clearances are met. 
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3. Zoning in Rosedale- The Rosedale neighborhood in Penn Hills is home to one of the 

most proud and closely knit communities in the region. It is home to the Rosedale 

Beach Club, The Green Oaks Country Club and home to a large suburban housing 

plan flanked by several estates and newer residential housing plans. The major 

thoroughfare in Rosedale is Verona Road which comes in from the commercial 

intersection with Coal Hollow and Sandy Creek Roads and proceeds to the border 

with the Borough of Verona. During this length, there is no commercial zoning in 

Rosedale other than a small commercial zoning district located at the intersection of 

Poketa Road and Verona Road. This District encompasses the Rosedale VFD, a 

small Legal Non-conforming office Building, the privately owned Rosedale Park and 

the former Rosedale Lanes building on Rockcliff Road. 

The entirety of Rosedale is zoned residential with various pockets of R-1, R-3, R-5 & 

R-7. For many residents of Penn Hills, this may come as a surprise, as numerous 

Legal Non-Conforming Businesses have been located in this neighborhood and are 

still operating. The Planning Department has fielded numerous variances from Legal 

Non-Conforming Businesses and has faced difficulties from property owners in 

regards to expansion of multi-family structures located in Rosedale. The 

neighborhood of Rosedale sees little to no vacancy, demolition, blight or violations 

needing correction from the zoning ordinance. It is recommended to encourage the 

constant development present in the neighborhood, that rezoning be thought of along 

the major thoroughfare.  

• Extending the current B-2 

Zoning District present in Rosedale 

to other properties and commercial 

properties to create a larger 

commercial Zoning District and 

encompassing current legal non-

conforming commercial properties.  

• Hold meetings regularly with 

Rosedale residents, and officials to 

discuss the zoning changes.  
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Residential Updates to the Zoning Ordinance  
Several proposed updates to the Zoning Ordinance have been discussed in the Housing 

and neighborhood specific sections of this plan. However other revisions to the Zoning 

ordinance are recommended. The Penn Hills Zoning Ordinance regulates nine residential 

zoning districts. It is recommended that this number is reduced and several changes 

made to the intended purposes to each district. No other community in the eastern 

suburbs has this number of residential zoning districts. Many of these districts such as 

the R-3 or R-6 districts simply exist for duplication of previous districts but only contain 

a single permitted use that could be best suited as either a conditional or permitted use in 

another district. The Zoning Ordinance should also contain specific language on what 

classifies definitions and violations that pertain to items found within. Violations such as 

front yard maintenance, illegal parking of cars, tree and shrubbery maintenance, 

accessory dwelling units, short term rentals, are vaguely worded and in need of updating. 

In addition residents are seeking more and more accessory uses as demographics in the 

Municipality change.  Some updates to the Ordinance are recommended: 

1. Reduce/Amend the residential zoning districts- Currently the number of residential 

zoning district in Penn Hills can be reduced. In other districts, amendments can be 

made to strengthen the standards of existing districts. 

• Under the current Zoning Map the only R-3 Zoning Districts are located on 

properties owned by Country Clubs and Cemeteries. For the purpose of this plan 

it is recommended to eliminate the R-3 Zoning District and have mobile home 

parks permitted as a conditional use in the R-1 or R-2 Zoning District.  

• There is currently no R-6 Zoning District on the Zoning Map; however language 

remains in the Zoning Ordinance. It’s recommended that the R-6 District 

language in the ordinance be deleted and the R-7 District replace it.  

• The C-Conservation District holds no distinction in being Conservation. Adjacent 

Municipalities utilize their Conservation Districts much more efficiently then 

Penn Hills. Penn Hills and numerous property owners that have properties in this 

district expecting some form of conservation protection, including either 

environmental or property language.  

 Write language into the Zoning Ordinance prohibiting grading, conditional 

and temporary uses and only permit individual single family homes and 

agricultural uses (farms). 
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2. Update ambiguous language – Currently various violations and issues that residents 

would assume to find in the Zoning Ordinance cannot be easily found. This is due to 

difficult to understand language in the Ordinance. Changes should be made so that 

everyday persons can understand the sometimes complex language found throughout.  

• Update the front yard car parking requirement. Currently the language states a 

“50%” requirement that most residents simply do not understand. Clarify whether 

or not a car is permitted to park on a front yard.  

• Update the Pets and Animal regulations in the Zoning Ordinance. Currently there 

are no regulations on how many cats a person may own in Penn Hills. There is 

also ambiguous language regarding ownership of pigs, goats, ferrets, bees and 

other animals that may be considered farm animals or pets. While chickens are 

approved via special exception, clarification must be given to whether other 

animals are pets or not. The current iteration says “From time to time” eliminate 

this language. 

• Update Short Term-Rentals/ Bed and Breakfasts in Penn Hills. Currently, these 

operations are prohibited but not because of clear language and rather because of 

interpretation of the ordinance. 

• Include an updated definition for “Group Home” and “family” in the ordinance. 

Currently, the Municipality is utilizing an outdated definition for family and 

group home in its ordinance and does not meet ADA definition.  
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Lincoln Park Plan 

Lincoln Park is the western-most residential neighborhood in Penn Hills adjacent to the City of 

Pittsburgh’s Lincoln Lemington and Homewood North Neighborhoods. At its center is some of the 

oldest housing in Penn Hills with the highest concentration of low and moderate income families. It 

was one of the first neighborhoods outside the city of Pittsburgh in the eastern suburbs where 

minorities, immigrants, and persons of color could own, buy, sell and transfer real estate under the 

harsh discrimination laws that existed during the time. The neighborhood was subject to extensive 

redlining during the late 19th and early 20th century and has remained predominantly African 

American since the 1960’s.  

Lincoln Park has been the focus of the Municipality’s federal Community Development Block Grant 

Program since the inception of CDBG in 1975. Lincoln Park continues to receive CDBG funds 

today but perhaps with a different emphasis. A special Neighborhood Plan was prepared for Lincoln 

Park in 1977 that called for a variety of recreation and environmental improvements. Many elements 

of this plan were implemented, whereas others were not. The neighborhood received a substantial 

grant for sewers. Considerable monies were spent on street reconstruction and resurfacing, and 

considerable funds were invested in the two community centers. A proposed mini-city hall , new 

commercial shops, and new parkland were a part of the plan that never materialized. Much has been 

done since then but Lincoln Park today remains a neighborhood in need of assistance. 

Prior allocations of CD funds have made tremendous improvements to the roads, utilities, recreation, 

and community centers, but housing continues to deteriorate at an alarming pace. The demolition 

program for Penn Hills primarily takes place in Lincoln Park and has kept up with the level of 

abandonment which is disproportionately high compared to other neighborhoods in Penn Hills but 

available housing and rehabilitation programs have not been sufficiently utilized. As the condition of 

housing deteriorates young people have moved from their parents homes to other places and the 

population has aged and declined.  

Because of the historically high concentration of low income families in need of services the 

Municipality has devoted considerable resources to two community facilities in Lincoln Park. The 

first is the Lincoln Park Community Center – a privately owned facility on Ridgeview near Mt. 

Carmel Road. The second is the Municipality’s own Multi-Purpose Center on Lincoln Road. 
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The Lincoln Park Community Center contains a gymnasium, kitchen facilities, food 

bank, and after school programs. It’s operated by the Lincoln Park Community Center 

Inc. The Allegheny Intermediate Unit is the current major tenant. The Multi-Purpose 

Center contains a multi-purpose room, offices, multi-purpose court, and a large ball 

field. 

Current Conditions 

In 2020 the neighborhood continues to lose population and housing units. The existing 

housing supply is in need of rehabilitation and environmental blight exists by way of 

junk cars, debris, rubbish, and illegal dump sites. The municipality continues to 

demolish unsafe structures but the continuing presence of abandoned homes is a 

constant reminder of decline; however, the presence of community organizations is an 

indication that there is a strong desire to reverse these trends and preserve the 

neighborhood. Improved social services are more important than ever and we need to 

support activity at the LPCC and any other community organization that can show 

proven community engaged activity.  

The image of the neighborhood continues to need improvement. We have a series of 

programs, but they are not taken advantage of by Lincoln Park residents, such as low 

interest loan programs. 

Junk cars, litter, housing maintenance, blighting influences such as illegal dumping from 

outside influences, and Code Enforcement are the most pressing issues. The 

Municipality is unable to invest in other major reforms or improvements as these issues 

are so overwhelming and pressing they take precedence over all other needs. Residents 

particularly comment on the increasing number of demolitions and the lack of any new 

construction in the neighborhood. Ultimately, however, the greater need to eliminate 

unsafe structures trumps the loss of permanent housing in the neighborhood. 

The neighborhood does have the support of Mayor and Council and it’s expected that 

continuing community development funds will be available in spite of the COVID-19 

Pandemic. How best to spend future allocations of CD and Capital Budget revenues will 

be a major recommendation of this plan. 
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The Expanded Lincoln Park Neighborhood 

The Planning Department has attended more than one Lincoln Park neighborhood 

meeting where the discussion started out with an argument on just exactly what the 

boundaries of Lincoln Park were. Everyone seems to have a different perspective 

depending upon a half dozen variables. Given the historical context of the 

neighborhood, the history of redlining, the current condition of the neighborhood and 

the economic vitality of the neighborhood, Lincoln Park will not be defined by the 

traditional borders laid out from the early 20th century. Let’s look at everything west 

from the intersection of Tyler Road/Lincoln Road, West of Mount Carmel Road/ Tyler 

Road, North of the borders of Penn Hills and Homewood North and East of Lincoln 

Lemington of the City of  Pittsburgh. 

This would mean major arterial roadways in Lincoln Park, include the section of 

Lincoln Road past Tyler Road to the City of Pittsburgh, Tyler Road in its entirety, 

Mount Carmel Road past the Mount Carmel Cemetery, The portion of Blackadore 

Avenue in Penn Hills, a portion of Brushton Avenue in Penn Hills and finally E 

Lemington Avenue. The Neighborhoods of Mount Carmel, Nadine, Eastwood and 

Country Vue Estates are not considered part of Lincoln Park. There are numerous rea-

sons why this is: 

• The Mount Carmel & Nadine Plan of homes were largely constructed in the 

1950’s ,1960’s and 1970’s and were constructed of more modern housing stocks 

and performance standards found within the zoning ordinance. These homes 

property values and locations are generally greater than that of Lincoln Park. 

• The Eastwood Plan of homes, while built in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, are 

homes built with premium materials and were built beyond the normal 

specifications of homes of the time. Several homes and the neighborhood as a whole 

are eligible for historic designation. 

• The Country Vue Estates homes are homes that were built prior to 1940 located 

along Lincoln road and stretching towards Nadine road and Allegheny River BLVD. 

Over the years these homes have retained value due to proximity to the Longue Vue 

Country Club and have seen little change in value other than periodic increase. 
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While these neighborhoods history’s and current level of stabilization differ, their 

proximity to Lincoln Park are important to note and any potential development in any of 

these neighborhoods should be considered as part of this plan.  

1. Lincoln Road Housing – an application to fund housing on Lincoln Road next to the 

Multi-Purpose Center lost in a 2012 competition for limited funding. Since then the 

Owner of the property changed hands to the Noralco Corporation,, who met with 

officials on expanding their infill operation. The property is zoned for multi-family 

housing and commercial uses. We expect this site to continue to be a possible 

multi-family housing site with particular interest for senior citizen housing because 

of its proximity to the Multi-Purpose Center and the City of Pittsburgh. 

2. Blackadore and Beechford –  The area of Beechford road next Summit Recycling is 

the most notorious spot in Penn Hills for Illegal Dumping. The use of cameras and 

prosecuting illegal dumping has met with some success, but efforts must continue to 

catch and prosecute illegal dumpers. 

3. Jendoco/Noralco- It has become clear that the Noralco Corporation wishes to 

expand. Their business in Lincoln Park located on Lincoln Road has existed for over 

several decades and employs over 50 full time employees engaged in rock crushing, 

demolition, light industrial storage and excavation work. They are the biggest 

economic engine in the Lincoln Park neighborhood. The Noralco Corporation, 

however, has had a disproportionately large number of resident complaints levied 

towards it in comparison to other similar businesses in Penn Hills. Residents 

regularly call Code Enforcement and the Police for violations of the noise ordinance, 

noxious fumes, truck traffic, and environmental concerns. Zoning changes, site plans, 

and other forms of municipal approvals would be needed and residential hearings 

would be held, should Noralco wish to expand. 

Image? 
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4. Aber Road Park – The Park is permanently closed. The Municipality should 

consider selling it, or transferring it to an agency such as Habitat for Humanity for 

Residential Development. Another possibility is working with the CDC or another 

similar organization for a community garden. 

5. The Mount Carmel Commercial District- Lincoln Park has a small  obsolete 

commercial district located at the intersection of Mount Carmel Road and Runnette 

Street, directly on the border with the City of Pittsburgh.  Currently the only business 

here is a small Bodega and a community owned and maintained gazebo that the 

municipality does not maintain. As mentioned in the Zoning Chapter of this 

Comprehensive Plan, rezoning of the Mount Carmel Corridor beyond the current 

boundaries to incorporate more properties to include and up to the Lincoln park 

community center may provide additional incentive for economic development. 
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Goals and Objectives 

• Build new single family homes in the heart of the neighborhood – use HOME 

funds to subsidize this development. Seek out agencies that have a strong track 

record in this area and solicit their aide, such as Habitat for Humanity. Ask the 

Allegheny County Redevelopment Authority (ACRA) to designate a project area, 

consider the Brushton, Central, Manilla, East Lemington, San Juan, Santiago and 

Travella Blvd area. 

• Rid the streets of litter and control dumping – the annual clean-up days and the 

summer youth employment programs do not adequately address the problem. Penn 

DOT needs to be accountable for Blackadore, the County for Mt. Carmel, and DPW 

for the local streets. Owners need to be held accountable for their front, side, and rear 

yards. Litter control is discussed in detail in another section of this plan.  Lincoln 

Park, however, suffers more than other neighborhoods with dumping incidents. 

When dumping occurs we need to clean up the sites and look to enforce our 

ordinances as best we can. The placement of cameras and signage throughout the 

neighborhood has been instrumental in catching illegal dumpers since the enactment 

of placing cameras in 2019. It is recommended that more cameras and signage 

continue to be used. 

• Rehab homes before they need to be demolished – advertise the existing rehab 

loan programs, senior aide program, and Homebuyer Assistance Program. Encourage 

and work with any organization interested in acquiring and remodeling homes. 

Maintain a list of available homes and periodically update and post at the LPCC. 

• Enforce property maintenance codes. Encourage homeowners to apply for loans 

through our CDBG rehab program. Designate and define code enforcement districts 

to coincide with potential new housing sites. Cite homeowners when absolutely 

necessary and enforce the property maintenance code. 

• Support program activity in both the LPCC and the MPC. Design programs to 

meet the needs of the neighborhood residents i.e. housing maintenance programs, 

financial planning, after schools programs, day care, the food bank, and recreation 

programs in the gym. 
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• Continue to improve the Lincoln Park Community Center. Continue to invest 

Penn Hills Community Development funds into capital improvements for the center. 

Continue to operate the satellite library. Continue to invest other monies where 

appropriate and where authorized by the Penn Hills Mayor and Council. Concentrate 

on HVAC systems, accessibility, and code requirements. Utilize the rear field as a 

“community garden” with produce to benefit the existing food pantry. 

• Sell tax delinquent properties. One of the most difficult hurdles to development in 

Lincoln Park are the abundance of individual lots and parcels. These properties once 

housed the hundreds of homes in the Lincoln Park neighborhood; however, now that 

no structure sits on them, they are hurdles to modern development. They need to be 

consolidated and sold. There has been success with neighbors acquiring adjacent lots 

through the Allegheny County Vacant Property Recovery Program. This program has 

become our most important asset in getting these lots back on the tax roll. In addition 

Penn Hills will assist residents and developers in purchasing homes in Lincoln Park, 

and ridding the image that homes in the neighborhood are not worth bidding at Sher-

iff Sale. 

• Enhance Public Safety - Promote the development of block clubs. Involve the 

churches. Develop a line of communication to the local police department that 

identifies items worth concern, spotlights trouble areas, and educates homeowners. 

Have the Police Department meet with the Executive Director of the LPCC and 

establish formal procedures for screening citizen concerns about public safety. There 

already is a great line of communication between the Police Department and the 

residents of Penn Hills. Given the events of 2020, these actions should continue to be 

taken. 

• Demolition of vacant and abandoned buildings. Unfortunately, The number of 

vacant homes in Lincoln Park is expected to continue to rise due to the complex 

series of issues surrounding the neighborhood. According to Municipal records since 

the year 2008, over 100 homes have been demolished by the Municipality. With 

about 12 homes being demolished by private property owners. In 2020, 14 homes 

were demolished, with 20 more being condemned or having citations issued to their 

respective property owners for failure to maintain property. For the Purpose of this 

plan, the Demolition program will continue to be heavily centered on Lincoln Park 

with the bulk of demolition activities to continue. 
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Position Statements 

1. New Housing – Develop a plan that identifies potential new housing sites. Work 

with Action Housing, Habitat for Humanity and the Allegheny County Dept of 

Economic Development on the current program to build new homes. Consider the 

acquisition of property at East Lemington, Travella and Santiago Streets. There are 

opportunities here to create a land bank for new housing. This site can eventually be 

offered as part of a new housing project. 

2. Action Plan – analyze the current federal CDBG Consolidated Plan and Action Plan 

and update proposed activity. Include the concept in the CDBG Consolidated Plan. 

(See CDBG Program CAPER, Action Plans and Consolidated Plans) 

3. Conduct a Sale of Tax Delinquent Vacant Lots - Develop a delinquent tax 

property resale. Many homeowners have expressed interest in expanding their side 

yards. Try to accommodate this interest. 

4. Code Enforcement – assist the Code Enforcement Department as possible. Enforce 

the property maintenance code with emphasis on rubbish and debris and junk cars. 

5. Housing Rehabilitation Program – increased advertising and promotion. Seek  

additional funding for the current program. 

6. Demolition – Continue demolition of deteriorated homes. 

7. Community Facilities – Continue support for the LPCC and MPC operations. 

8. Neighborhood Stability – Work with the LPCC, and other neighborhood based 

organizations in developing block groups, neighborhood watch groups, litter control 

activities, and other neighborhood stabilizing activities. 

9. Consider New and Innovative Programs – Consider land use possibilities based 

upon the reality of declining population and the availability of other affordable 

housing to the east. While maintaining the value of existing homes consider 

assembling large parcels of vacant land for urban farming or other experimental 

uses. Consider allowing community gardens on the Santiago/Mt Carmel public open 

space. Consider the sheriff sale, acquisition, and packaging of tax delinquent vacant 

land to be made available for public benefit. 



 

 

Frankstown West Plan 

While travelling west on Frankstown Road most long time residents of Penn Hills know Swanson’s 

Pharmacy. This landmark tells many of us that if we continue to head west on Frankstown we will 

reach the Verona Road Frankstown Road intersection and will soon approach the City of Pittsburgh 

boundary line. Others know the Laketon Heights Methodist Church, the old Thad Stevens School, Mr. 

Fireplace (Now Jesus State Miracle Center), and the former East Hills Shopping Center property 

(Now Petra Ministries and U Pull & Pay). 

To distinguish this highway corridor and neighborhood 

we will call it the area of Frankstown West. It is the 

combination of the neighborhoods of Laketon Heights, 

Bon Air and the commercial corridor alongside 

Frankstown Road, We draw the eastern boundary at 

Frankstown and Crab Hollow and the Western boundary 

at the old Thad Stevens School. You can go either north 

or south from this corridor approximately five thousand 

feet and you have the borders of our study area – Frankstown West. 

As a neighborhood base, meetings were held in 2013, 2015 and 2016 between consultants, the 

Planning Department and then members of the Municipal Council usually held at the Laketon Heights 

Methodist Church. Multiple proposals were discussed and while some were implemented such as 

demolitions, sheriff sales and more police enforcement, issues such as blight, Code Enforcement, 

homes being abandoned, and economic development remain. 

1. Neighborhood Plan Team - It was established that the 

Penn Hills Planning Department was there to offer staff 

and time in preparing a neighborhood plan. In addition 

the Penn Hills Community Development Corporation 

formerly had joined Penn Hills in an effort to contribute 

to the community. From these meetings, a general 

consensus for neighborhood improvement was met. 
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2. Traffic Issues – Cars tend to speed through a stretch of Frankstown Road between 

Verona and Laketon/Coal Hollow. There are no stop signs or traffic lights on this 

stretch so motorists tend to pick up the pace and endanger pedestrians. Penn Hills 

needed to consider traffic signs, monitoring cameras, lower speed limits or other 

measures to calm traffic. With these concerns in mind the Police Department Chief 

was invited to a meeting to discuss traffic issues and crime prevention in general. In 

preparation, the Police Department placed traffic monitoring equipment in 

Frankstown West and monitored the flow of traffic. 

The results of the study were that the speeding traffic appears to be more of a 

perception than actual fact. The number of vehicles exceeding the speed limit is no 

greater than any typical section of roadway in Penn Hills, and there appears to be no 

need for new traffic signals. Therefore this plan has no recommendations for new 

stop signs or traffic lights. It was concluded, however, that traffic calming features 

should be considered with the design of the new sidewalks. These traffic calming 

features were presented to the neighborhood residents by the Planning Director. They 

can include a combination of street landscaping and alternative surface materials as 

well as pavement markings. 

3. Sidewalks – The Penn Hills Council previously allocated funds for sidewalks along 

this section of Frankstown Road. However, there is no plan in the foreseeable future 

for sidewalk construction. Residents and property owners have no interest in 

sidewalks, except for a few passionate property owners. Over the span of 2013 to 

2016, the Planning Department attempted to obtain signature of right of ways to 

install sidewalks on properties owned by residents and some business owners. Many 

simply refused to sign while others did not return communications with the Planning 

Department; and thus ultimately shelved the Sidewalk project. 

In 2013, The Penn Hills Municipal Engineer began the design process for sidewalk 

specifications. There were delays in this process due to Penn Dot requirements, but 

the Planning Department continued to work with both the Municipal Engineers and 

Penn Dot engineers. There was also an expectation to have shade tree and retaining 

wall issues when the planning team was approached with more detailed design work 

by the year 2014-2016; however nothing was able to meet fruition. The Planning 

Department is receptive to any progress made on the front of installing sidewalks, or 

traffic calming devices, if residents or the CDC wish to re-ignite this project. 
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4. Bon Air Park – Bon Air Park was once a critical asset to Frankstown West. 

Being the only neighborhood park for many residents in Western Penn Hills. The 

park has been officially closed for years now. The playground equipment has been 

removed, and access to the park has been closed. The park has been officially 

de-listed from the Municipality’s register. The reasons for this closure are numerous.  

Water was entering the park from the slopes on the south and west from many 

angles. The park acted like a retention pond. A drainage ditch along the northern 

boundary was protecting the rear yards of the homes on Glendale, but preventing 

adequate flow from the park. How to control this water is an essential item for any 

future park use. 

The official recommendation of the Department of Public Works, the Police 

Department, and the Recreation Coordinator was to close the park, remove the 

equipment, and revert to open space. This recommendation was formally discussed 

at a neighborhood meeting and eventually placed on a Council agenda in a public 

session where the park was formally closed by resolution/ordinance. 

5. Demolitions – Frankstown West sees a large number of demolitions in comparison 

to other neighborhoods in Penn Hills. This is also true for the Bon Aire 

neighborhoods and Laketon Heights Neighborhoods as well. All three of these 

neighborhoods share a common border and theme. All homes in these neighborhoods 

were constructed of the same housing stock in the early and mid 20th century on 

steep and difficult topography. These homes often contain asbestos materials, knob 

and tube wiring, fuses, septic tanks, well water, electric heat, and were built prior to 

the adoption of a Penn Hills Zoning Ordinance, resulting in non-conformities that 

affect property values. 

a. Consider designating the site as a location for a future community garden should 

a future neighborhood based community organization step forward with a 

request.  

b. Inspect and restore the drainage ditches along the northern boundary of the park 

property. Make sure that stormwater is flowing as it should. 

c. Do not spend large sums of money replacing storm sewers. Instead open up 

these drainage ditches and allow the water to flow naturally. 
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From the tight and difficult to navigate Grandview Avenue to the winding and hilly 

Crab Hollow Road. This area of Penn Hills has a high concentration of homes in 

need of immediate action. Since 2015, approximately 2-4 homes were demolished 

annually in Frankstown West. For the fall of 2020, 7 homes were slated for 

demolition on Grandview Avenue, Howard Street, Frankstown Road, Orin Street & 

Valley Street.  This is the highest number of homes set to be demolished in the 

neighborhood in years. For the foreseeable future, similar numbers in 2021, 2022 and 

2023 are expected. 

6. Neighborhood Economic Development – The former Solid Rock Foundation 

Property (Swanson’s Pharmacy) was the heart of local economic development activi-

ty in the Frankstown West neighborhood. On June 18 2019 the property was sold at 

Sheriff Sale to a private Penn Hills resident, after Solid Rock Foundation failed to 

pay over several years of Municipal, School, and County Property Taxes. A major 

blow to Frankstown West was when in 2018 former well known Doctor Clark was 

arraigned by Federal Officials and the multi-story Office Complex located at 9816 

Frankstown Road was seized by the Federal Government. Currently the property is 

being listed for sale; however, a fire rendered catastrophic damage to the property in 

2020. In addition to these properties there are also the nearby vacant Paul’s Café and 

Thad Stevens School. Other commercial properties are either in need of remodeling 

or other assistance. The Planning Department or CDC Volunteers can begin by 

meeting with these property owners and discussing their needs. This could be 

followed by applications for funding assistance, financing, and business planning. 

a. Identifying vacant and available commercial space 

b. Reporting on the condition of this space. Its viability, status on the market, 

rehab costs, etc. 

c. Identifying proposed and desirable use for the commercial space. 

d. Identifying problems with existing commercial properties i.e. litter control, 

property maintenance, code violations, etc.  

e. Demolishing blighted commercial structures that pose an immediate threat to 

public health and safety. 
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7. Housing Rehabilitation – As evidence has shown and information presented in the 

Economic portion of this plan indicates. Penn Hills is more prone to foreclosures, 

evictions and the consequences of the foreclosure crisis. Frankstown West has no 

shortage of homes that have been left vacant due to homeowners unable to navigate 

mortgages, foreclosures, evictions and unable to find the help they so desperately 

need in staying in the places they call home. Penn Hills Should aggressively market 

Housing Rehabilitation loans to residents of Frankstown West, including the Home 

Buyer Assistance Programs, senior rehab programs, and the senior handrail program. 

In addition this list of items should be addressed.  

a. Continue to host or meet with community leaders in Frankstown West or host 

meetings in the Municipal Building geared towards Frankstown West, talking 

about community needs and resident interest. 

b. Aggressively market the rehab programs and home buyer assistance programs, 

either by approaching the media, or by mailing flyers geared toward Frankstown 

West residents. 

8. Code Enforcement – Frankstown West is no different than other Penn Hills 

neighborhoods in that code enforcement is needed to preserve the housing market 

and tax base. Most residents can and want to meet minimum property maintenance 

standards but some need to be forced. Typical code violations can range from minor 

litter and debris problems, junk cars, peeling paint, and broken windows to more 

major problems such as construction without a permit, transfer of ownership without 

an occupancy permit, 

and abandonment. The 

housing rehabilitation 

loan programs, senior 

aide program, and other 

resources are available 

to those in need. The 

magistrate awaits those 

unwilling to cooperate. 

 



 

 

Code Enforcement items to consider: 

Many of these issues are handled daily by the Code enforcement Department, 

however, it is important to note for the plan, that these needs should be regularly met 

and expanded when needed. 

9. Capital Improvements/Miscellaneous— Frankstown West is a hidden gateway into 

and out of Penn Hills. Many residents forget that it is either the first or last 

neighborhood you see when entering or leaving Penn Hills. It is located on a major 

arterial roadway and has a long history in Penn Hills. As such it should see the same 

amount of capital improvements as any other neighborhood in Penn Hills. 

In the past previous meetings with residents and 

community leaders it was determined that a beau-

tification project should be undertaken to improve 

the image of the neighborhood. This should be 

explored as a part of this plan. The CDC, Shade 

Tree Commission, residents, and other non-profits 

alongside the Municipality should explore the 

possibility of planting trees and or planting 

community gardens or other similar green style improvements along the Frankstown 

West Corridor.  

In addition Frankstown West should see infrastructure improvements such as traffic 

calming measures, street paving, storm water improvements, Street light 

improvements, sidewalks and other similar improvements.  
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• Aggressively tagging and towing junk vehicles 

• Citing property owners who fail to comply with grass cutting and trash 

violations 

• Continuously following up on landlords who own the various duplex’s and 

multi-family dwellings in Frankstown west to make sure they comply with 

Occupancy Permits 

• Instruct business owners and property owners to register non-conformities such 

as “grandfathered in businesses” and multi family structures in single family 

zoning districts 



 

 

10. Neighborhood Initiatives – in 2019 two homes were constructed on a vacant 

residential lot on Orin Street in the Laketon heights area of Frankstown West, by 

Habitat for Humanity. These are the types of development that are critical for any 

development in any neighborhood, especially Frankstown West. Penn Hills must 

encourage developers to create more homes to be built and specifically target vacant 

lots. Currently there are vacant lots of residential zoning for sale in Frankstown West 

and will not become a sustainable neighborhood unless private development is able to 

be started and flourished. 
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Litter Control & Illegal Dumping 

Planners are trained to study housing patterns, zoning issues, recreation, and land development and to 

include these elements in a comprehensive plan. Planning Commissioners like to talk about economic 

development and conservation.  But there are other issues of extreme importance that never seem to 

make the traditional planner’s list. Some of the most important of these issues are litter control and 

Illegal Dumping. In Penn Hills we need to plan for litter control and the constant pressing issue of 

illegal dumping. 

The Non-Profit “Allegheny Clean Ways” provides data on the illegal dumping located throughout the 

region. Penn Hills is one of the most profoundly hard hit Municipalities in Allegheny County in terms 

of illegal dumping. According to Allegheny Clean Ways in 2018, Penn Hills had the second worst 

dumping problem in Allegheny County behind only the City of McKeesport, with a recorded 44 

dumpsites.  This number was derived by surveyors driving every, major and minor arterial road in the 

Municipality finding abandoned homes, woods, steep hillsides, and other similar items.  Most of the 

illegal dumpsites in Penn Hills are located primarily in the Lincoln Park neighborhood with some 

minor sites located along roadsides of State owned roads, across the municipality.  

According to data, the dumpsites contain household trash, vehicle tires, vehicle parts, household 

items, yard waste, construction materials, residual waste, and in the most severe cases, deceased 

household pets. The dumpsites are found on the shoulders of roadways, and found in front of homes 

slated for demolition and often found in alleys and on the side of steep hillsides and in the dense 

woodlands.  

In 2019, The Municipality purchased cameras and has aggressively sought to prosecute illegal 

dumpers. Signage has been posted on roads such as Beechford, Ross, Ridgeview and Golden Rod 

Way. These cameras and  signs had an immediate reaction with several persons being caught and 

prosecuted with fines in the thousands of dollars being levied against the illegal dumpers; however, 

illegal dumping and particularly littering is still a persistent problem. 

Some cameras that have been installed to catch illegal dumpers have 

been stolen and illegal dumping continues. In addition, littering 

continues and the problem with illegal signs on telephone poles and in 

the right of way is a persistent problem that drains municipal 

resources. 
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In the past Penn Hills have scheduled an annual Pride Clean up Day, though some say it 

should be semi-annual. This plan proposes now that it needs to be a yearlong and 

weekly, if not a daily, activity. Few roads are free of litter, and the more heavily traveled 

roads are continuous victims of debris. Some residents of Penn Hills have engaged in 

heavy volunteer activity. Social media groups have gathered to engage in regularly 

scheduled meetings to clean up the main arterial roadways throughout the municipality. 

Penn Hills has ordinances in place to levy severe fines for persons who litter. The 

Municipality will continue to encourage the Police Department to do what it can to catch 

those that litter as well as continue to ask the press to let the public know when littering 

fines are imposed by the courts and “No Littering” signs will continue to be posted. It’s 

important to know and admit; however, that it is a rare occasion when a police officer 

actually catches an individual or individuals who are littering from a moving car or at a 

car stopped at a traffic light. Likewise, very rarely are people caught in the act of illegal 

dumping, often if a person is knowingly going to engage in illegal dumping, they will 

engage in the act after hours and at dark as to not to arise suspicion from neighbors or 

officials. 

Programs that are designed to eliminate litter and illegal dumping need to be 

multi-governmental and incentivize long term volunteerism. They also need to be 

supported by municipal and county/ state programs and projects. that can create 

permanent improvements to alleviate the problems associated with littering, dumping 

and illegal signage.  If Volunteers clean a roadway one day, but then never return the 

next, then all the good they did was for nothing because all the litter will simply return. 

However if the volunteers regularly meet up, and signage is regularly posted by a public 

works department either by Penn Hills, or the County or PENNDOT, and then other 

organizations chip in; then progress will be made. 

 

Public Works: The Department of Public Works of Penn Hills regularly allocates funds 

for dumpsters and cleanup activities in areas with illegal dumping, roadways such as 

Lott Road, Leechburg road, and Blackadore/Beechford.  This effort should not only 

continue but increase if there is capacity to do so. Residents and businesses alike, wish 

to see increases in cleanup efforts of dumpsites and litter.  
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This is also true for posting of illegal signs. Currently the Municipalities Zoning Officer 

and Code Enforcement Officers remove illegal signs that are posted throughout the 

Municipality. Any sign that is attached to a telephone pole, or placed next to a roadway, 

or placed on a road without permission from the Municipality is illegal. Often these signs 

remain on the poles or roads until the wind takes them and they create more litter. Efforts 

should be made to have more persons, resources or departments available to remove 

these signs. 

Clean up day programs are insufficient: Clean up Days are important in developing 

community pride and spirit but they’re not enough. Volunteerism from residents is 

important, and without residents and adopt-a-highway, the litter problem surely would be 

out of control in Penn Hills; however, these meetups and events cannot by themselves fix 

the inherit problems of people dumping and littering.  

• Adopt-a-highway programs work but only for the adopted road: The 

Adpot-a-Highway program is a great program that has been extremely 

beneficial to organizations and the state since its inception several decades ago. How-

ever the cleanup of litter is only beneficial for only a limited time. Penn Hills need to 

develop programs to encourage more organizations to adopt a highway. Such as a 

Penn Hills Adopt-a-highway program that supplements the state. 

• Community service workers: There is currently no department or organization that 

wishes to create a program for illegal dumpers or offenders of any kind to clean up 

litter, signs or dumpsites. The magistrate’s office will not assign community service 

for litter control without supervision. The Police or the Courts have no 

appointed supervisors for community service workers associated with litter control 

programs. Thus opportunities for community service go missed. 

• Video surveillance: Since the Municipality began purchasing cameras in 2019. 

Several illegal dumpers have been caught and dumping has decreased in several 

hotspots. It is recommended that additional cameras be purchased and utilized 

throughout Penn Hills. 

•  Place signs across Penn Hills: Additional signage on Penn Hills, County and State 

Roads are needed to indicate that Penn Hills has a strong, anti-litter/dumping and sign 

ordinance. Signs should be posted across Penn Hills saying “Post no signs 

without permit” “No Dumping, heavy Fine” “No Littering”. Signage is necessary. 



 

 

With this in mind the comprehensive plan recommends the following specific actions to 

respond to the problem: 

1. The Department of Public Works should be named as the Penn Hills 

department responsible for litter control in Penn Hills: All local littering 

complaints, program design, and litter control activities should be coordinated by the 

Department of Public Works. This includes removing of illegal signs, immediate 

removal of litter and dumpsite cleanup. 

2. The Department of Public Works should coordinate efforts with the County and 

State: Elected officials with the County & State need to help the DPW with methods 

for requesting increased maintenance and litter pick up from the County Public 

Works & PENNDOT. We need to remember that ultimately the municipality is 

responsible for local street, the County is Responsible for County roads, and the State 

is responsible for State roads. 

3. The School District must provide education to residents: Request that the School 

District increase efforts to educate the general public about the costs of littering. 

Encourage the Penn Hills School District to incorporate litter control measures into 

the daily curriculum as a specific local issue. Require sanctions for students that litter 

on school property. Provide incentives for students of all ages to participate in litter 

control programs. 

4. Penn Hills Adopt-A-Highway Program: The Penn Hills Department of Planning 

and Economic Development should assist the DPW with promotion and 

management of an adopt-a-highway program. Taylor this program after the state pro-

gram but with better monitoring and supervision. The PENNDOT  

Adopt-a-Highway program is often criticized as a program with many signs but few 

volunteers. Create a program to award or at least recognize citizens for their 

volunteer efforts. Focus this local program on local roads and continue to cooperate 

with the County and State on their programs. The Department of Public Works could 

place signs on roads to recognize individuals and families that volunteer to keep their 

street clean. This could also be done for an elementary school class or community 

organization. 
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6. Create a Community Service Program for offenders, At Risk & Alternative per-

sons: The Police Department should help the DPW. The Police Department should 

work with the local District Magistrate’s Office and develop a formal 

program to assign persons in need of community service to litter control. The Police 

would then either directly or indirectly provide supervision for community service 

workers while communicating with the DPW. The Police Department should also 

work with County authorities to develop programs where community service/litter 

collection programs bring workers to Penn Hills for litter control. 

Most often community service volunteers are not utilized because adult supervision is 

not available. Penn Hills would organize dates and times for litter control as a com-

munity service that are most convenient to our local police department. The 

police would then be available to utilize the volunteers more efficiently.  

7. Code Enforcement: The Code Enforcement Department should be brought in when 

litter has accumulated in large amounts on private property. If charges are filed and 

fines collected, the revenues should be placed into the litter control program. Bear in 

mind that the Department of Code Enforcement is usually working on a “dump”, not 

litter control. Code Enforcement needs to spend their time on the more extreme 

cases, where large amounts of debris can be photographed, and where land owners 

can be fined. 

Finally, we should continue with the traditional enforcement measures. Police should 

be encouraged to look for littering and issue appropriate citations. When we 

successfully prosecute littering case we should encourage the press to cover the story 

and help educate the public. 

If we achieve a level of success with some of the above recommendations Penn Hills 

should reach a point where the annual cleanup days will not be necessary. The clean 

up days could concentrate on park property or other beautification issues. Finally, the 

greatest responsibility lies with our families and the need to teach our children 

responsibility and pride. 



 

 

 Position statements 

1. The Department of Public Works should be named as the Penn Hills department 

responsible for litter control in Penn Hills. 

2. The Department of Public Works should coordinate efforts with County and 

State officials. 

3. Develop a litter control ordinance that generates funding for cleanup. 

4. Create programs that educate the general public. 

5. Improve management and promote  an adopt-a-highway program. 

6. Collect litter by creating community service programs. 

7. The Code Enforcement Department should be brought in when litter has accumu-

lated in large amounts on private property. 

8. The police should continue with the traditional enforcement measures 
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Conclusion 

It is the intent of the Charter that Mayor and Council adopt long range plans and objectives for the 

orderly growth of the Municipality.  The Comprehensive Plan includes recommendations on land use, 

housing, and other areas that are described and enforced by that Municipality’s zoning ordinance and 

subdivision land development ordinance. Without updating the zoning ordinance many planning goals 

may not be attainable. Zoning is important to promote and manage growth and to help residents and 

businesses manage expectations about what they and their neighbors can do with their property. 

Simply put, you can’t attain the development goals established in a Comprehensive Plan without a 

Zoning Ordinance. The Capital Improvements Program represents the long-range expenditures for 

street reconstruction, recreation, sanitary sewers, storm sewers and equipment with a useful life 

greater than two years for the next 5 years.  These plans and objectives are prepared for public review 

in the form of the Annual Capital Improvements Program. The Capital Program provides a link 

between the Municipality’s Comprehensive Plan and the annual budget.  All of these documents are 

used together to guide the development and future of the Municipality.  

Very few communities have the luxury of a full-time planning department and professional staff.  The 

2030 Comprehensive Plan was drafted inhouse with local resources and Municipal staff from the 

Departments of Planning and Economic Development and Information technology.  It has been 

revised and updated with assistance from Alexandra Murphy, PHD., Howard Davidson and reviewed 

by The Mayor and Council of Penn Hills, Planning Commission, the Allegheny County Department 

Economic Development, the administration of neighboring communities, residents and community 

organizations. 

The Comprehensive Plan is a living document.  It is meant to be updated and revised to reflect the 

objectives and goals for the future of the community.  The last comprehensive plan was adopted in 

1991.  The 1991 plan has served us well for 30 years.  Although we stand behind the goals and 

objectives of the 2030 Plan, we hope to see a 2040 Plan that reflects the goals and objectives of the 

time.  

 

 

 

Christopher C Blackwell, Planning Director Meg Balsamico, Principal Planner  

Damian Butler Buccilli, Planner   Jesse Toth, Information Technology Director 
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